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Raymond Epp (MAPS) is a mission associ-
ate with the Mennonite Mission Network 
and holds a Master’s degree in Peace Stud-
ies from the Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical 
Seminary. Together with his wife, he has in-
troduced community-supported agriculture 
in Japan through the Menno Village initia-
tive in Hokkaidô.

Kaihei Koshio (PhD) is a professor at the 
Department of International Agricultural 
Development at Tokyo University of Agri-
culture (TUA). He earned his doctoral de-
gree at the TUA Graduate School’s Division 
of Agriculture and has widely published pa-
pers on agricultural chemistry and practice. 
He is a member of the Church of Christ in 
Japan.

Osamu Arakawa is the associate director, 
educational director, and farm manager at 
ARI. He has worked with the Japan Inter-
national Cooperation Agency (JICA) as an 
agricultural adviser in Tanzania, Nepal, and 
East Timor in the past.

Chigira Hasumi has completed the Rural 
Leaders Training at ARI in 2017 and the Ad-
vanced Training Course in 2018. She returns 
to pursue her undergrad degree at the Fac-
ulty of Global Studies at Sophia University 
in Tokyo.

Ardhendu S. Chatterjee is an ARI Graduate 
of 1976 and secretary of the Development 
Research Communication and Service Center 
(DRCSC) in India. As an expert on sustain-
able resource management and agro-ecology, 
he has educated people throughout Asia, 
cooperated with international humanitarian 
projects, and published numerous books. 
He has studied Permaculture Design and is 
an avid nature photographer as well.

Takami Toshihiro (PhD) was the founder 
and honorary president of ARI. He holds 
degrees by the Yale Divinity School and has 
been awarded numerous recognitions for 
his achievements, among them the 1996 
Ramon Magsaysay Award in International 
Understanding. He passed away in September 
2018 at the age of 91.
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BHSJDVMUVSF
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귱䌑嶮㜽ⶾⲇ갟ꓩ褺갟〉מؓؼا٤ذיכ
㐂⛿նסא♑յٜ٭قؾյ匯ךלםٜ٭ٓز
ꀸ匆ꪛ溪◜噺מ䶏ն
讙ע锶ײ �ⶨה 僻ׁմ���� 䌑㐂禶┪冝㝕㳔٭ٞء
㳔ؓةؓי㳔⚪煝疴璇ث٭ؔظذتٜف
ꯖꀸ匆ꪛ溪璇⪜㳔յⶻ噺ն���� 䌑ؓؓة㳔ꯖ
煝疴璇箽◗䔿յ┪冝㝕㳔מ䕮㳔ն
ؓةմ����䌑ؓ٭ةذٔز�٬4٬ؖغ٤ظٜؓ
㳔ꯖⶻ噺նؕغ٤锞ٜ٤ي䈣ך嵛ⳛ
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BOE�4FSWJDF�$FOUFS�	%3$4$
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茣ם魕徎硄槏٭ٛعتٝ٭ؚنٞءؓכյ٭ق
䌮碃סؓةյؓיכ㸗ꪎ㵵ס٭ٔزُٜ
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publication in Landscape Change and Resource 
Utilization in East Asia. 

The essay about industrial meat 
production and animal welfare by 2017 
ARI graduate, Ms. Chigira Hasumi, follows 
similarly. Ms. Hasumi’s research involved 
raising a pig in more humane ways at ARI. 
That this project sparked a fierce debate on 
campus and social media proves that the 
question of how we treat animals touches 
upon profound inequities in society, 
culture, even the human psyche. This is the 
first contribution by a Japanese Graduate 
Intern, expanding ARI’s voice in the public 
discourse. 

Seed rights, technology, and animal 
welfare are topics of existential importance 
if we are to find a “good way” (euodoō) of living 
by the soil. The texts of Mr. Osamu Arakawa 
and Mr. Ardhendu Chatterjee propose a 
rural future in which those outside of large 
power structures take ownership of leader-
ship and knowledge.

Mr. Arakawa highlights servant leader-
ship as a way for grassroots groups to share 
power, and “awareness“ as a servant leader’s 
unique skill. We hope these thoughts from 
our educational director will further readers’ 
understanding of our training program.

Mr. Chatterjee, who is a graduate of 
1976 and has lectured at ARI for many years, 

 e are excited to bring you the third 
issue of euodoō, the annual journal of the 
Asian Rural Institute. As always, we present 
thesis papers and essays that delve into the 
theme of “rural futures.” Many people 
envision such a future as the transforma-
tion of rural areas through privatization, 
supply chain control, and highly specialized 
technologies. However, at the end of that 
path lies the total absorption of food, labor, 
resources, and infrastructure by powers 
beyond the influence of ordinary people. 
The papers we present in this journal ques-
tion the imperative of agriculture shaped by 
corporate monopolies.  

Beginning with Mr. Raymond Epp’s 
research paper, we review recent Japanese 
legislation on public plant breeding and 
present a deeper analysis of global seed poli-
cies. We express gratitude to Ms. Ryôko Tsuboi 
of the monthly Ainô for allowing us to reprint 
this compelling thesis by a kindred spirit.

We are also thankful to include two 
texts from Professor Kaihei Koshio who has 
been a long-time friend of ARI. His Japanese 
essay explores the relationships between 
spirit, agriculture, and technology while his 
English research paper is an eye-opening 
description of the plant-factory industry. 
We thank Prof. Liu Ts’ui-jung for permit-
ting us to reprint this thesis after its original 

Editorial Note�

W
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suggests learning methods based on the idea 
of Place-Based Education (PBE): Educators 
and learners enhance the relationship with 
their rural landscape by understanding its 
ecology better. We thank Mr. Junichi Ômae, 
General Manager of NPO ECOPLUS for 
kindly providing these notes of Mr. Chatter-
jee’s keynote lecture from the International 
Symposium on PBE, 2017. 

The past year was marked by the death 
of ARI’s founder, Dr. Toshihiro Takami. We 
have since decided to include one of his writ-
ings in each issue of euodoō so that Takami’s 
philosophy may continue to inspire ARI’s 
community of learning. From his many 
essays, we chose one that examines the 
question of “power“ mentioned above. One 
cannot help but appreciate Dr. Takami’s 
fusion of theology, politics, and agriculture 
that enabled him to scrutinize the spirit of 
the age with clear insight.

We express our heartfelt gratitude to all 
writers for their valuable contributions and 
Mr. Steven Cutting and Mr. Toshiaki Kusu-
noki for their help translating. We hope that 
euodoō will not only inform but spur you into 
meaningful action to generate a rural future 
in which humans, animals, and plants may 
live together and thrive together.

Finally, we extend our special appre-

ciation to Ms. Jan Garood for allowing us to 
use a beautiful painting of hers as the cover 
art. Ms. Garood is the secretary of Sophia’s 
Spring, a small eco-feminist church commu-
nity in Melbourne, Australia. The community 
is an encouraging example of how grass-
roots groups who deeply care for the envi-
ronment and social justice enlighten this 
world with wisdom.

Thomas Fujishima
Public Relations, editorial member
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ց䌑┞㎇溪鉿٭غ٭؛㳔ꯖ笫锡րٗؓة�
睗⺴溺坎ֽמ㺐ׄכ׆׀ך㝕㜟㯹
ׂ䘼ַױն♀⺴ס׆笫锡ֵךُ٭طס

ր㏸מ气׀勑匡ցיַחמ幾ׂ䱡גׅ┫韢
倀雄韢ֿ겏גױױն♀傽յꀸ匆㐌㔔ס
勑匡脝ֻ免յ㝂ׂס☭ֿ둚䍲ם㸗ꪎ䪫銉
י簡⯜յ宐ㅰⵊꄼס٤٭ؘزؕٚوئ
ꀸ匆㐌㔔ֿ㜟㵼מכ׆㸝匡锶⮂כֹא
סֵמ箽סꇓסא־նױַי
յמրⲇցג䔔꼸鱩ֻסչ☭סյ┞薭ע
낛朮յⲨ⦍յؕٚن٤յ魕徎ס㴞⪢ם겏笴٬
韢倀䲔鼥מ⺴♀ն؆ױֵ־ך⻉✶
סꀸ噺םֹסאג✑䓺מյ䈴㝕⚕噺ע
䖩锡䙎מゼַ䫋ׅױַיׄ־ն

宋وش٬ؙغ٤ٓؕٝ䲔鼥מ״ע
יזםכゼ꾴ך⫏յ儨♀傽勓㎼ע煝疴韢倀ס
甦מյׅ┪⺅锡ꀸ✑朮甦㲳岺╭ַ
㲳מꫀ㎼갾溷ם偙ꓹיַחמ幾ׂ脝㷋
黨鼥陵ס韢倀ס׆陻ֻמ䖥ס☭նױַי
㑢◪帘㲳宋ס劓⮜ր䠀ꀸցגױַ┫⺪
նױג䠊颍ַמ

匯☒ꀸ噺㝕㳔ס㸯㘇嶮䌐侷䱅ח◝עמ
傽סն㸯㘇宋גױ׀דגַ❴韢倀ׇ䳀ס
勓靣ס㸯韢עյꀸ噺յ䪫銉յ☭ꪨס괵䙎ס婹
⺮溷םꫀ➳יַחמյ蝠靣ס煝疴韢倀עյ嗘
朮䈰㖪氙噺ס덺ׂ׀㵅䡢ֿ阾ꃍַי
�ր-BOETDBQF�$IBOHF�BOEע韢倀ס׆նױ
3FTPVSDF�6UJMJ[BUJPO�JO�&BTU�"TJBցמ䲔鼥
גױַ┫⺪䍲黨鼥陵ס׆յךסג
ⱦ胈志宋מ䠊颍ַױגն

籽ׂ����䌑䍲ؓؓة㳔ꯖⶻ噺气յ����䌑

䍲煝疴璇ⶻ噺ס讙锶ⶨ僻מ؆յ䈰㖪汫
氙סיַחמؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓכ㸯韢עյ
⯼脢ס韢倀⻎כ嵣尤؆ךסדն讙锶
骢יַֽמ㳔ꯖؓةյؓע煝疴ס؆
☭ꇓ溷מ芌י雧מײ㕈ױַיַטնס׆
煝疴עյ㳔ꯖ⫐גױ┪ך懈ַ韢◚
הג瑭מכ׆ס׆յֿגױ׆鱍צ⽿
ゼַ㸐מ䪒ַ偙סⳛ朮סꪨ☭הגյ瑭ע
ֿյ獗⚶յ倀ⵊյעמ☭ꪨס窢玗מ╚ס
焒כ׆ַי阋מ䌐瞏┮ם⯣幾ֵ
傽勓☭煝סי״⮴䲔鼥מն笫锡גױ
疴璇ⶻ噺气ס㸯韢ֵךյؓؓة㳔ꯖס㛽
նךסֻ⚻מ┾䌮ׂ

㏸מ气׀ր虘ַꇓցٗ٭غ٭؛ꃯ寛
ُؼ埫⯈յ䪫銉յؓסյ甦㲳ףֵךס
ꓨ锡䙎ם㵅㲽溷באյעؘؓنؘٜٜؗ
䭥ױהն

蠮䈢岕宋ؓؓة㳔ꯖ侷芌ꌃꩽ٬ꀸ㖪ꩽ
㳔ꯖؓة宋ؓ٭ةذٔز٬ؖغ٤ظٜؓכ
ⶻ噺气מ韢ꃍעյ䈴㝕ם埫ⲇ塌圸ס㜽
ג⮔焒餟蔦כوشب٭ر٭չֿյٛ☭ֵמ
նױַי勑匡䳀呾סꀸ匆כססה

蠮䈢宋עյ蠗ס呧ֿو٭ٜءסⲇ⮔ׄ
⻉ֹ偙岺وشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئסיכ

☭وشب٭ر٭ֻٛ♐מյגױ峜䟨幾ַ
ր宜׀טցشب٭ر٭٬ٛع٤ف٭ئֿא׆
㳔ꯖؓةնؓױ䒣鞪כֵך杅沌䙎סو
锶闋ֿյ鞅ס׆ס蠮䈢宋״侷芌ꌃꩽⳡס
幾ַ槏סיַחמ⟵㳔ꯖ煝ؓةؓס䩘ײ
闋מ縕ֿכ׆꿈ַױն���� 䌑غ٤ؕס
☭ⶻ噺气٭ةذٔزֵך宋עꩽׂؓؓة㳔

ؓ
箟꧊罏ַ
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ꯖך杅⯁颉䊘ⳡ״յր㖪ס侷芌ց1#&ס
脝ֻמ㕈ׂט㳔肪偙岺䳀ゃגױ׀יն
1#& ס脢ֿꀸ匆㐌䊝ש㳔כ脢յ侷ֻעכ
气䡢笠虘ׂ槏闋ך┪גյ蔦撬סכꫀ➳
둚ַֹכ״脝ֻ偙ךն䲔鼥倀٭ةذٔزע
宋ס ���� 䌑䍲 1#& ㎼갾סّؗة٤َب㕈鞪
颉悍ךյ⸮畇ׇס䳀❵גַדגַ杅㴻긊ㅰ
⯈嵛ⳛ岺☭ &$01-64 槏◜ס㝕⯼筙┞宋מ䠊
颍ַױגն

���� 䌑ؓةؓע㳔ꯖס⻏霵㳔ꯖꩽֵך
둜锶侧䑡ס⺥㝘ס䌑גױםכն둜锶ס〡
㳔ֿ♀䔿ؓةؓ㳔ꯖסؔطؼِٖؤ㳔מצ
⺴♀꿈ַյכ׆籽ֻׄ┰׀״ץ

րٗ٭غ٭؛ց嬐⺴מ┞✑חյ둜锶ס詇✑
䲔鼥גױגַככ׆ն♀㎇ע둜锶
יꃍךյ┪阾־╚ס✑詇ס俙㝂ׂס
יゼַ脝㷋ם呧勓溷ꫀמրⲇցַ
玗㳔յ侓岕յעն둜锶גױצꈷסַ
ꀸ噺ס鄋⻉יזמ槁♣ס窢玗溷牞מ窢吉
ױֵ־䠊颍עמ幾ַ崫㷋סאյֽי
ն؆

㝂㝕ם鬚桬סי⪡גז┫י㕂瞉脢
┫יז⚻吾婞䩘脌陹יאյמױ溺ס
噢⯈僻כ宋ء٤ؔطش٤٬ه٭ؔطتגז
宋מ䖥ֽס־獓氰ױׅ┪նס׆րٗ
ׄד❴䝠㖥䳀מ؆ցֿյ溺٭غ٭؛
յ׀气מ⪳յ☭ꪨյⳛ朮յ嗘朮ֿׂםעךסס
⮂✑勑匡סꀸ匆׀ךסכ׆吖ֻמ⪳
כ׆ױ镊צ⽿鉿ⳛֵ⽱յ䟨ס״ג
꿈ַױն

劄䔿ֿגױםמյ耘ַ✑勓霺
٤٬٭ؘةגױַדׂ❴䳀ׇמ銨筤ס
նױ䘼ַכַג䠊颍ꃍמ杅מ宋غ٭ٜ
٤ٍْٜٜסؓٛٚعت٭؛ע宋غ٭ٜ
خյؔطؼِٖؤ⚶侷عتؘِنؤֵؙמ
նױַי璓剹סء٤ٛوت٬ثؓؔن
獗⚶婞聋յ欎㘶עء٤ٛوت٬ثؓؔنخ
䖥־䠀蠗ס呧ס☭չֿյ焒䛒זמ
־ס׀ךֿכ׆攍┾ס׆מ־ַי
獏ׂיյ瑭סהגⲤؼِٖؤםכײ
նך٭ؔط

跥䅢تُ٭ع�
䌮㖥䬎䓜յٗ٭غ٭؛紬겏㣗〉
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2

       n regard to the importance of strengthening local economies and improving the welfare 
of farmers and rural communities, empowering women and ensuring a safe, sustainable, 
and secure source of daily sustenance for all people nothing is more important than the first 
link in the food system—seeds. Without access to seeds, there is no food. Who owns and 
controls seeds and the world’s genetic diversity and who controls the development of plant 
varieties shapes the destiny of all human life. It is of utmost importance that we pay atten-
tion to what is going on regarding our nation’s seed laws. 

This past year, the Japanese government announced that it will be abandoning its seed 
laws protecting public plant breeding and variety development. It is a move that has been 
met, in Japan, with mostly public apathy, outside of a small number of activists; and a con-
certed, yet at this point, marginal opposition. To grasp the significance of the Japanese gov-
ernment’s move to abandon public plant breeding and variety development it is important 
to understand that this action takes place in a historical context. It is not a random act. 

“Germplasm is the absolute underpinning  
of the global food system.” 

(Pat Roy Mooney)

Seeds: Private Property or 
“The Common Heritage of all Humankind”? 

I

Raymond Epp 
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“History is not a series of discontinuous events; the future is systematically connected to the 
past.”1 I see that the changes that we are witnessing in the seed laws of Japan “are taking place 
within a particular social, economic and ecological context with established and knowable 
trajectories.”2 Those trajectories are no different than that of the United States. We are seeing 
a shift taking place that is centralizing power shifting attention away from public ownership 
and responsibility towards a political economy that is market-driven and privatized. 

Two of those established and known trajectories are the impacts of high yielding variet-
ies on traditional agricultural communities and the impact of research on modern indus-
trial agriculture. We have learned that out of the best intentions to combat world hunger the 
International Agricultural Research Centers (IARC’s) introduced new high yielding seed va-
rieties (HYV’s) to replace the traditional varieties that were grown by peasant farmers. This 
project has come to be known as the Green Revolution. Researchers found that the miracle 
grains grown under ideal conditions which included chemical fertilizers and chemicals to 
control weeds, pests and diseases contributed to significant yield increases, but their intro-
duction also resulted in a host of social, political and ecological problems including: 

regional inequalities, income inequalities at the farm level, increased farm sizes, specializa-
tion of production, displacement of labor, accelerating mechanization, depressed product 
prices, changing land tenure patterns, rising land prices, expanding markets for commercial 
inputs, agrochemical dependence, genetic erosion, pest-vulnerable monocultures, and envi-
ronmental deterioration.3 

How much attention have farmers and citizens paid to the research priorities of the Japa-
nese government’s research stations in developing new plant varieties for Japanese agri-
culture? Could it be that the problems confronting Japanese agriculture today are because 
of the development of high yielding grain varieties? Could it be we are experiencing the 
hidden costs of our own Green Revolution without even knowing it? As important as it is for 
a nation to control its own seed breeding programs it is equally important for farmers and 
citizens alike to pay attention to the questions that breeders ask in developing new varieties 
for the nation’s farmers. 

Agricultural research and the resulting technologies and techniques derived from the 
research has also had a profound impact on society. We know what technological changes 
do to a nation’s political economy from previous experiences in other countries. The plant 
physiologist Boysie Day, appearing at the 1977 American Society of Agronomy meetings, said: 

The agronomist is the moving force in many of the social changes of our time. I include under 
the title of “Agronomist” all crop production scientists of whatever discipline. He has brought 
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about the conversion of a rural agricultural society to an urban one. Each advance has sent a 
wave of displaced farm workers to seek a new life in the city and a flood of change throughout 
society... Probably, no meeting in 1977 of politicians, bureaucrats, social reformers, urban re-
newers... or anarchists will cause as much change in the social structure of the country as the 
ASA of crop and soil scientists.4 

The introduction of new plant varieties, mechanization, and the introduction of various 
forms of technology through scientific research has been an unspoken way of carrying out 
economic planning that contributes toward the creation of an urban industrial economy. 
Were the Japanese government and Japanese agricultural researchers aware of this when 
they launched public plant breeding in the post World War II era? 

In this article I want to draw on the work of Jack Kloppenburg, a rural sociologist from 
the University of Wisconsin and author of First the Seed, to set the framework for under-
standing the contested nature of seed laws in the rise of private plant breeding in the Unit-
ed States and what impact this understanding has on the way in which we in Japan think 
about the changes occurring in plant breeding and the nation’s seed laws. In the end, I want 
to suggest possible responses to this historical process by referring to the work of Pat Roy 
Mooney who was the first to draw public attention to the issue of seeds through his work, 
The Law of the Seed, in 1983. These two books, I believe, offer the keenest insights into this 
most important issue of our day. 

Kloppenburg’s analysis starts with the premise that “scientific plant improvement has de-
veloped in the historical context of capitalism”5 and proceeds to ask the questions “has plant 
breeding and seed production become a means of capital accumulation? If so, how has this 
been accomplished, and what have been its effects?”6 Our topic of concern in this article is 
the Japanese experience and so our attention will focus on the Japanese experience of plant 
improvement. I am not an expert on this topic and there are more able and knowledgeable 
people on this subject that would be able to fill in more of the details. With this article, I am 
hoping to start a discussion. Given these limits to my knowledge, I will proceed with an 
analysis of Japanese seed improvement guided by the premise and questions which Klop-
penburg raises with the hope that some new insights can be gained to help guide us in shap-
ing public discourse on this important subject.

The rebuilding and modernization of the Japanese economy in the aftermath of World 
War II have been seen as an economic miracle. Modernization requires that a nation moves 
from a mere subsistence agriculture to one that promotes surplus production. As mentioned 
earlier, scientific research contributes to the creation of surplus commodity production that 
results in a reduction in the need for farm labor. Surplus laborers move to the city in search 
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of a new life and find themselves selling their labor to industrial capitalists. Food takes on 
the commodity form for the urban, industrial labor force. It is bought, in other words, with 
the commodified labor of the worker. The role of seed improvement should not go unno-
ticed in this drama. The efforts to develop a public plant breeding and a seed distribution 
network has been spoken of in some circles as a means of attaining national food security. 
How did Japanese politicians think about the role of scientific plant breeding on capital ac-
cumulation and the economic recovery and modernization of the nation? I don’t have an 
answer to that question. But I would like to know. What we do know is that a commitment 
to public breeding has assured farmers of a stable, high quality, and affordable seed supply. 
We also know that Japan is now a modern economy in which capital accumulation has been 
institutionalized as the mode of economic activity. 

If capital accumulation is indeed the mode of economic activity it becomes readily ap-
parent that private seed companies will see that a public commitment to plant breeding by 
the Japanese government is a direct interference in the operation of the market economy 
and private capital accumulation. In the United States, private plant breeders and seed 
companies started a public discussion on the government funding of plant breeding. Pub-
lic money spent on plant breeding, they argued, was unfair competition to private invest-
ment and public duplication of private research was wasteful. The proper role of the government 
should be to encourage private investment and capital accumulation, not constrain it.7  This has been 
the message that has been communicated to public plant breeders in the United States since 
1945. This same logic was applied by the Japanese Association of Corporate Executives in 
their submission to the Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry Committee of the Lower House 
when they argued for the abolishment of Japanese public plant breeding. ‘Publicly funded 
development of crops at prefectural research stations hinder our business expansion into 
this sector and it is a form of suppression of private sector business by public institutions.’8 
It took five hours of discussion with no input from farmers or citizens to reach a decision 
to abolish the Japanese law. It is clear that private capital accumulation is the mode of eco-
nomic activity that contributed to this decision. No clear analysis of farmers’ rights seemed 
to enter into the decision.

Overcoming the Barriers to Capital Accumulation 

If private breeders are discouraging public involvement in plant breeding and variety re-
lease how does the existing network of research stations and university research relate to 
private industry? Kloppenburg points out private breeders and seed companies often carry 
out their public discourse through professional association meetings and journals. What 
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private industry was suggesting was not an end to public research but a redefinition of roles. 
Public research was to be “basic” whereas the work of private breeders was to build on the 
“basic” research and “apply” the research in releasing privately controlled seed varieties. It 
was to be a new “division of labor” in which public money was to be used on background 
research that was not economical for private seed companies to be involved in and seed 
companies would then release the commodity form—seeds—into the market. 

The nature of seeds is that when you plant them they multiply. If farmers continue to 
use their own seed there is no incentive for private seed companies to be involved in variety 
improvement. There is an economic incentive on the part of seed companies to keep farm-
ers from saving seed. The development of inbred lines to create hybrids was a method that 
would make seeds “economically sterile” meaning that farm-saved seeds would produce less 
income than the returns that could be earned if the farmer bought new seeds. Hybridization 
enables capital accumulation by keeping farmers from using their own seeds and returning 
annually to buy new seeds. The drive for capital accumulation has resulted in mergers and 
acquisitions in the seed market resulting in a small oligopoly of seed companies control-
ling major portions of the global seed market.9 These mergers and acquisitions have linked 
together seed companies with some of the world’s largest pharmaceutical, chemical, and 
energy companies supporting genetic engineering of seeds to allow for the companies to 
market seeds and the companies proprietary chemicals allowing for additional capital accu-
mulation. Space constraints do not allow for a discussion on the merits of population breed-
ing which is a road not chosen by plant breeders. Some scientists believe that if a similar 
commitment of time and money to population breeding may have resulted in similar gains 
in yields that we have seen in hybrids. To have chosen such a path would have resulted in a 
very different political economy in which farmers would have maintained control of seed. It 
would have been the antithesis of capital accumulation. 

To sum up thus far, private companies have historically employed hybridization to keep 
farmers from saving seed as a means to capital accumulation and have mounted a frontal 
attack on public variety development to reshape a division of labor with public researchers 
to give private companies a more decisive role in the creation and marketing of new seed 
varieties which is the commodity form contributing to capital accumulation. 

One final barrier to be overcome to further capital accumulation by private seed com-
panies is the legal access to genetic resources from the Centers of Origin10 of the world’s 
major food crops and gaining the legal access to emerging markets in the less developed 
world. Historically, seed market creation and accessing the Center of Origin germplasm 
was accomplished through the International Agriculture Research Centers (IARC’s). Rock-
efeller and Ford Foundation money spent in Mexico and Latin America resulted in the 
HYV’s which led to the Green Revolution, and the research stations also participated in 
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germplasm collection. 
Private plant breeders of the developed nations have known since the 1950’s that genetic 

diversity is being lost and that access to Centers of Origin genes is necessary to maintain 
the productivity of the developed world’s agriculture. Collection efforts were undertaken 
by the International Board for Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR) under the guidance of the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations in the 70’s to preserve what 
many Centers of Origin farmers believed to be the “common heritage of all humanity.” The 
genetic diversity once in the vaults of the developed nations’ seed banks was used by private 
breeders for the creation of new varieties that formed the basis for the high yielding variet-
ies (HYV’s) which were promoted and sold by development agencies as a replacement for 
traditional varieties to the farmers in the Global South, contributing to the further loss of 
genetic diversity. Nations which contributed to the collections of “the common heritage of 
all humanity” were understandably upset. They were reluctant to continue to share their 
genetic resources with the developed North. And yet, collections continued and charges of 
“biopiracy” or bio-theft were laid against northern nations. It is well recognized that without 
access to Center of Origin biodiversity, agriculture in the “breadbasket nations” will fail. 
‘If the United States had to rely only on the genetic resources that existed only within the 
United States we would soon experience losses... and these losses would rapidly accelerate 
and cover the entire crop spectrum.’11 How then do Northern nations maintain access to the 
germplasm in the Global South since there has been a growing reluctance to sharing germ-
plasm? One way is to embed seed laws into regional trade agreements. 

Every trade agreement that the United States has entered into has included a para-
graph granting intellectual property right over seeds and plants to private plant breeders.12 
This is becoming a standard for other regional trade agreements. One of the main seed laws 
is promoted by the International Union for the Protection of New Plant Varieties of Plants 
(UPOV). UPOV was established in 1961 and Japan became a member in 1978. The mission of 
the organization, according to its website, is to “provide and promote an effective system of 
plant variety protection, with the aim of encouraging the development of new varieties of 
plants, for the benefit of society.” In the early years of the organization’s history, there were 
few signatory nations but as seed industry consolidation proceeded in the 1990’s the num-
bers steadily increased. 

According to a recent analysis of the UPOV 91 laws by GRAIN, farmers are not allowed 
to share privatized seeds amongst themselves. In an increasing number of countries, the 
law has been interpreted to mean that farmers are banned from saving and reusing seed 
altogether. If a farmer uses seed without the permission of the variety owner, by either sav-
ing the seed and replanting or receiving it as a gift from another farmer, “their crop can be 
seized and destroyed... including products obtained from the harvest. This sanction can be 
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imposed even before the farmer accused is actually declared guilty.”13 In the Dominican Re-
public, the interpretation of the seed laws allows for farmers to be fined and imprisoned and 
for their crops and farm machinery used in the production of the crops to be confiscated.14 
Some of the latest draft laws require the registration of all farmers who use privatized seeds 
and if they are found to be in violation of the seed laws it would be possible for farmers to be 
either temporarily or permanently banned from farming in the future.15 To further insure 
compliance, seed laws in Cambodia allow for the military to search and seize seeds from 
farmers or other seed saving organizations.16 It is turning farming into a criminal act.17 For 
those farmers who think that they are safe from these laws if they never buy or use privatized 
seeds think again. UPOV 91 laws allow for seed companies to take seeds from farmers’ fields 
and do some selective breeding to create a certain level of homogeneity and then privatize 
them as a newly discovered variety. “New” in this case is new to the market. 

If the company claiming rights over a seed variety has not previously sold this seed even if the 
variety has been circulating in farmers’ markets for years, it is still considered “new” and can 
be privatized. Also, “previously known” and “common knowledge” refer not to what common 
people or peasants know, but to what is known to the seed industry, seed institutes, and intel-
lectual property officers. Therefore, something that is well-known by farmers or peasants but 
not acknowledged as existing by industry or the authorities can be privatized too. 18 

Under this law no one is safe. No one is outside the reach of this law. 

The Japanese government has included UPOV 91 stipulations in its FTA negotiations with 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. These countries are a potential 
market for Sakata and Takii Seed.19 This has incurred in conjunction with a Japanese gov-
ernment effort to further enhance private seed company profits through the Japan Asso-
ciation for Techno-Innovation in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (JATAFF). JATAFF has 
been conducting workshops in Asian countries to promote plant variety protection (PVP). 
The workshops are being done with the stated intent of improving varieties and adding 
value for farmers while adding better food quality, choice and price for the consumer in ac-
cordance with the mission of UPOV. They are helping researchers in these countries identify 
unique food crop varieties that can then be registered as new varieties even though they 
have existed either in the wild or in Asian farmers’ fields. The new varieties can then be en-
tered into a registry and once registered can then be protected under the PVP laws. 

Private seed corporations understand that ‘plant variety protection and patents are the 
way [to] stake out their territory and controlling the conditions for sale and distribution of 
“their” product.’20 My first response to this is that these actions are just an elaborate form of 
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organized theft. But private corporations are only doing what they were created to do and 
that is to increase profits for shareholders. To enable the search for profits they need the 
support of government laws and regulations that promote profit accumulation. 

The timing of the seed law changes coincides with their negotiating of the Regional Compre-
hensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). This agreement contains language promoting seed laws 
promoted by UPOV. The proposed RCEP includes all of the nations of Asia (see illustration 1). 

The area is home to more than one-half of the world’s farmers and in this region, 80% of 
the farmers rely on farm-saved seed. It is also one of the Centers of Origin for food plants as 
identified by Russian scientist N. I. Vavilov in the 1920’s (see illustration 2). 

I believe the seed law changes in Japan are a preface for Japanese seed companies opening 
new marketing opportunities and for gaining access to genetic resources in this Center of 
Origin. Takii Seed Company has already developed a network of regional offices throughout 
this trade area I am assuming for these purposes (see illustration 3).

Illustration 1: Countries involved with the RCEP
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Illustration 3: Takii Seed regional offices in Asia

Illustration 2: Valivov centers of plant genetic diversity
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Where to go from here? 

Pat Mooney, the man who was instrumental in raising public awareness about the loss of 
the world’s genetic diversity as early as the 1970’s, outlined a number of things that need to 
be done to keep control of seeds in the hands of farmers and protect the genetic diversity of 
our major crops in his book, The Law of the Seed, written back in 1983, at the dawn of biotech-
nology and the beginning of the mega-mergers of the global seed industry. There are things 
that need to be done both on the individual level and in the public realm. First of all, we need 
to create awareness of the importance of these issues. We need to also promote biological 
reserves, national conservation centers, and international gene banks under the control of 
the United Nations as opposed to private initiatives. The germplasm ought to be recognized 
as “the common heritage of all humanity.” International conventions ought to be written 
to make germplasm and private collections safely stored, documented, and freely available 
to all. Where plant genetic resources no longer exist in the countries of origin they should 
be duplicated and returned to the nation of origin. The International Agricultural Research 
Centers must resist the pressures of the global seed industry and instead focus their energy 
on variety developments for national adaptation. Continuous monitoring of the consolida-
tion of the global seed industry must urgently be carried out. Public and private breeders 
should be required to issue environmental impact studies related to the introduction of new 
varieties and its impact on the loss of genetic diversity. National laws ought to be passed bar-
ring pesticide companies from participating in the seed industry. Where it already exists, 
the companies ought to divest themselves from its seed or pesticide interests. We need to 
support an international evaluation of the impact of exclusive plant breeders’ rights to any 
and all food crops. Any nation that is considering aligning their national laws with UPOV 
standards ought to delay acting until an evaluation of the impact on exclusive rights of own-
ership of seeds has been carried out. Finally, “governments must substantially increase 

their financial commitment to public plant breeding (including both basic research and 
varietal release work) as the best means of maintaining control of the food system (empha-
sis mine).”21 

Over the past 35 years, it appears that most of Mooney’s advice has been ignored. Private 
seed companies have continued to consolidate and laws protecting plant breeders’ rights 
are spreading while public variety development is disappearing. Nevertheless, I believe we 
need to oppose UPOV laws that turn seed saving into a criminal act. These laws are un-
just. We need to enter into the struggle to support public plant breeding in Japan. Perhaps 
new partnerships between public research stations and regional farmers in developing new 
varieties can be carried out in Japan. Farmers should not be penalized within the present 
Japanese agriculture policy structure for saving seeds. The shift towards privatization of 
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plant breeding has involved a long struggle between capital accumulation and the common 
good. It matters whether plant breeding is done by private companies or public institutions. 
Public breeding has historically focused on affordability, resistance to insects and disease, 
and variety quality. Private breeding has sought to overcome barriers to capital accumula-
tion such as hybridization and biotechnology, undermine public confidence in public plant 
breeding, and support laws which protect intellectual property, patents and privatization of 
germplasm and seeds. We need to be concerned about the growing concentration and con-
trol of the global seed industry and control of the world’s germplasm and find ways to act to 
preserve what is right and just in solidarity with others around the world. There is nothing 
“natural” or “God-given” about seed laws, they can be written to reflect the will of the people. 
Do we have the social structures in place to protect seeds and provide guidance to plant 
breeders? In my opinion, protecting private seed companies’ right to capital accumulation 
is a poor reason to change the seed laws of Japan. My hope is that this paper will spark con-
versation on the importance of the first vital link of the food chain. 
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ױֵעסם⮗㝕לցנגր甦㲳阋ֻכױעסّطتبסꅙ┞ס낛כ���
؆ն㐌㔔篑座嵛䙎ⵊמ״גյꀸ㵵ꀸ匆ס溪㺤מ״גסյ㟕䙎ֿ嵛鹀מ״ג׀ךյ
նױַיג䔢ⰺ卸ם⮗㝕עյ甦㲳מ״ג낛倣傽չ䕑ם⪡㴗י䭥籽יא

甦㲳יׂם낛朮ױ׀ךעכ׆⮂✑؆նֻא☭꿔ס⾀ꆻעյ甦㲳䨾劔
佻ꏕ脢յ┾汔ס㝂坎םꈽ⚻魕徎䨾劔脢յ✑朮甦סꪛ溪佻ꏕ脢יזמ䳢
סל岺䔾ֿꫀמ甦㲳ס㎼ס׆עהג瑭־ךն؆ױֵעךꇃ阋יזַכַי
ն؆ױםעיׂם־ַיז峜䟨䩧ס劄㝕ꮹמכ׆ַֹכ־ַי㜟ֻמֹ

傽勓侓䍟ע◝ջ┞┢䌑◝劓յր╭锡ꀸ✑朮甦㲳岺ցַֹכյךױ׆✑朮甦ס煝疴כ芌甦
⪪溷מ䬎ַյ㝂坎ם甦㴕ג׀יז岺䔾ס䎰婝ꫂ饗尴㴻גױնם傽勓侓䍟ע⪪溷
עמ״ג׳־ח槏氮ס勓䓜סאն־ֹךסגזױי尴㴻⮂芌甦侑煝疴ם
նױ闋ׂ䖩锡ֵֿץ⺮婹סךױ׆

甦㲳岺䎰婝עյחכ؆ꮳיז彏ַױֵעךכׇ׀ךג؆ն婹⺮ע┞鬪䙎׀ךַםס
�նךס׆鱍יזֿםחמ笠溷✄־ꇃעյ勑匡ׂםעךꅙ籽סכׇ 甦㲳岺ס傽勓יא
䎰婝䈩־׆יז鱍ַיכֹ׀㜟ⵊעյ׆䱿ꅼֿהג☭כֹ䫱ׂ獗⚶٬
篑座٬蔦撬欎㘶䯚ֻ┾汔镸ף־յׇׂ澵ז䓜ֵךכׇ׀ךםյמךע׆┾
汔םַַס㖪䨾ך鱍ג׀יז׆րׂ焒גꇓցֿכ׆ַֹכדյ瑭עמ僻מ־
锶ױכיն�

溷⪫ס㎼ֿ甦㲳עךնْؓٛױֵךꇓגזלגֿْٛؓמ⯼俙ⶥ䌑עא
ⵊ㳔良倣٬כ甦㲳ס篙卸յ둚ꓪ甦ג宐ㅰⵊנ㣗אמ䉖㖪⸮槏䩘侑⚈鬬䨾劔ם
ꀸ赟✶氠ꁿ♣溷ם䈰噺ⵊגꀸ噺ֿꅼ״յ⚻簡溷םꀸ匆מؔطؼِٖؤ㝕ם׀㜟
ⵊֿגױגն

甦ג �鬙氙ס꿔⪴劔☭ע㲳נ
䨾劔朮ס噺⚕כא

فح٥ؒسٌٝ؎ٖ
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ր糽ס긞⾀ցֿגג鬘ס⣨긖
ր㎼갾ꀸ噺煝疴ⶾ饗و٭ٜءցיזמꅼג״둚ꓪ甦ס㸬⪜עր糽ס긞⾀ց
־־潨溷ַֹכջ䌑♣䔿յ낢넜乳忶⪬▟┞עכ긞⾀ցסնր糽ױַי焒יכ
גն煝疴脢ךכ׆ס䪫銉긞偆סꀸ噺גזם׆ֽי㸐מ溪㺤ꄫ┪㎼ס╚ꅼ頲㎼ֿ┾汔⩰יׅ
槏䞯溷ס杅㴻לם择寊ם⮔⩩㝂䫋յסⵊ㳔良倣畉朮ֿյꀸ赟ס㞂鴎גם甦侉虘ֿעה
册מꀸ匆ס甦㲳䌮ׂꄫ┪㎼סאյד锶ַכ׆둚ꓪ㵅槁סם־ךכס⚂匛ם
גױնꀸ宐עהגյךױ׆蔦⮔סהג䩘ך㴕ג׀ךַםח⚻簡甦♣מյס׆
偆ַ㞂鴎ס甦芌י㢼ֿגױ״յס׆䪫銉긞偆ע㐌㔔ꪨס┮䌐瞏յꀸ㖪ꪨס䨾䕑ס┮䌐瞏յ
ꀸ噺锺埛ס䬺㝕յ杅㴻ס✑朮气氙ס杅ⵊյ塌唩ⵊסⲎꅋյⲨ⦍脢ס闋겒յ气氙朮❿呬ס┫訒յ
㏸㐌⟛劔䓺䡢ס㜟ⵊյ㏸㐌ס⡑┪ֿյ㜽ꌃ־鮫⪜气氙魕包ס㙟Ⲏյⵊ㳔良倣כꀸ赟
獗⚶溷٬גזַכ蠮䎰ס䬺㝕յ欎㘶ס䒘ַⷃ┞呭㕆מㅗ㝤յ洠㵬輮סꈽ⚻魕徎ם㲽յ㝂坎❸ס
侓岕溷٬气䡢溷םゼ꾴䑛׀鱍׆⸮㎋גױםכն�

瑭מֹס׆עהג偆ַ甦סꪛ溪ֿꀸ噺յיאꀸ宐סהג凰篑座倀ⵊ
溷⪫ֽׄמն傽勓־ֹךג׀יז峜䟨䩧סללמכ׆םמ㎋⸮㜟ֻׂ׀㝕
芌甦糽ס긞⾀⻎כ րׂ㙟ցր篑座ⲯ椙ס둚ַꀸ噺䓺䡢ց潨䭰יꅼֽי׀י״յ
☭סׄדלյמכ׆ַֹכדסַי긞⾀ց篑닫סր糽מך傽勓יַֽמ⽱䟨סא
ֿ宜־ֹךַיַטն

㵅갾׆כסյꀸ噺ֽׄמ偆ַ甦䪫銉סꪛ溪עꀸ噺ꀸ匆םײסؔطؼِٖؤ
յך⚶稌㎼ꀸ㳔גם׆ֽמն┞▟┢┢䌑גױ׀יֻ┰عؠق٤ؕם׀㝕מ✄⪡⚶յ獗
嗘朮气槏㳔脢ؕظ٬٭ةٍؕס宋ע姌מֹס阋ױַיזն

植➿גְֶח猘ָ穗꿀ְג׃㢳ֻך爡⠓涸㢌⻉כ鴋㷕罏ג״ח䒷ְֶֹֿׁגկ
猘ָջ鴋㷕罏ռֹהְֲהծזוⴓꅿ֮ד⡲暟ך欰欵ַַח猰㷕罏הֿך䭷ׅկ
䕹כהֿ׃ָծ歊莔ך鴋噟欰欵涸ז爡⠓鿪䋐涸חךז㢌ִהֿկ䕹
ְג崧פ鿪⠓㤽㜥ך⫴⸥כծ鴋孖ג״חꬠ倜ךאהמא♧㼪Ⰵׁג״ח
ֹծ爡⠓Ⰻ⡤㢌ִךוקֲת׃ג㢌⻉׃ֶֹֿתկֶֻ♧⛯♫♫䎃זֶֿח
㕼װծ⡲暟״⠓陽זו״חزأ٦ؗش،כת佟屚㹺ծ㸼⬌ծ爡⠓㢌ꬠ罏ծ
㠫㷕罏ָ꧊ֲ碛㕂鴋㷕⠓ך⠓陽ךֿוק㕂ך爡⠓圓鸡㣐ֹֻ㢌ִזכךֹדָהֿ
�կֲ֮דְ

ւמ״ע甦㲳ֵ׀փכւ甦㲳ס岺փ
偆ַ甦ꀸ噺塌唩ס煝疴٬ꪛ溪סאכ㸬⪜עյꌬ⚶╚䖥גכ䈰噺ⵊג篑座ⱁ
溷⪫㴻⯜ն睗◝姌㝕䨏䔿յ傽勓侓䍟ֿ甦㲳岺גױםכ皑䔢脢ס䔔ַׂי溪㺤⮂
塌ꫀך✑朮芌甦⺅מ篁ײ㢼׀כג״յ侓䍟煝疴脢ךױ׆לכ׆ס׆ע槏闋յ䟨餟י
ն־ֹךגַ

ך詇脢סփ׀甦㲳ֵמ״עւֵךꀸ匆獗⚶㳔脢ס٤㝕㳔ب٤ؤتյؗؔעך׆׆
芌מ宐ꪨ⚕噺יַֽמյْؓٛחח♃煝疴箩ס宋ء٭ف٤ًشٞؠ٬ؠشٔةֵ
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甦侉虘ֿꅼך־ם׳甦㲳־־מ岺䔾ֿמֹסל㜟־סגזַיז㳔ױצնיא
脝־סַיכֹ׆ַי㜟ⵊמֹסל岺䔾ֿꫀמ甦㲳כ芌甦ך䔿傽勓♀־׆א
٬ّعشقג溪阋מ⪫ゼ꾴ס甦㲳י״ע┪⺮յ婹עמն劄䔿ױ䘼ַכַג׀ַיֻ ٭ؼ٭
宋ס┞▟⪧┩䌑ס詇剹ւ甦㲳ס岺փ箩♃חחյס׆婹⺮溷ם嵣מֹסלמ㸐⭦ַי
זכמ凰ס傽չסהג勓ֿ瑭ס⫕◝ס׆նױַיז䘼כַג䳀呾יַחמ־ַףׄ
նױַי⟥כׂיֻ┰ꚣַ崫㷋מ긊䊬יַחמゼ꾴ס甦㲳ַֻכꓨ锡כזי

鉿ך־םס婹⺮溷芻再ַֹכ魕勓╭聋ע芌甦侉虘סյր✑朮ע卥⮔ס宋ء٭ف٤ًشٞؠ
�ցג׀י 气氙ֿ魕ס甦㲳כյ✑朮芌甦ףכדֹאրיאնױױ㢼־׀翝⯼ַֹכ
勓㙟㝕ס״ג䩘嫘יכ氠ַמֹרַֹכג阋ֻ־ֹדֹא阋ֻס
�ց־ֹדסג׀יֻ┰מ⚶䔔꼸獗ם؆לյꇖ䧯ימֹסלעאםֵך ַכ
ֹゼַכ籽ַױ׀ַיն

ֽׄמ傽勓עסַגֵׅ⺅ך׆׆յֿךْٛؓע⺫薊ס韢脝ס宋ء٭ف٤ًشٞؠ
כַגי撋掾ֵמ甦侉虘סךױ׆ס傽勓עך׆׆յךסםיַחמ׀ⳛ׃״甦㲳
䘼ַױն瑭ס׆ע⮔ꓩס㸗ꪎ㵵ךסַםעך蔦麃ס焒餟סꮹ汔ֵֿכ׆槏闋ךֹֻגյ
甦ס朮✑ֽׄמյ傽勓ֿם־㸬מゼַכ׀翝⯼גׂי宋ֿ䳀獏ء٭ف٤ًشٞؠ
侉虘סיַחמ⮔卥ꅼכַג׀ַי״䘼ַױնס׆יאꓨ锡יַחמُ٭طם䌮ׂ䉖宐
նױ劻䔵כ׆崫㷋ֿ䕑םֹםמ⫏ꇓ呾ס״גֹי״饗韢幾ךꪨס
ր气״גַׂי׀ց־ր✍ⰷ气氙气⮂ײցꀸ噺
䨏䔿ס傽勓ס둚䍲䧯ꩽכ䙊ꅋםꁿ♣ⵊע┾汔־㞂鴎כ锶גױ׀יնꁿ♣ⵊעꀸ噺כ
ַֹ⮔ꓩיַֽמր气ס״גַׂי׀ꀸ噺ց־ր✍ⰷ气氙气⮂ײꀸ噺ցכ㜟ⵊַי
⮂ײⰷꀸ氙朮气✍םכյカע煝疴٬ꪛ溪ס䪫銉׳ն甦侉虘גױ״寛כ׆ׂ
עնגױםׂםַ⯼♧עⲨ⦍ⲇסꀸ匆מ册סꀸ赟յ塌唩ⵊ鬚桬מכ׆
Ⲩ⦍ⲇס䔦מյ魕勓㵵瓌ⳛכꌬ䉖י״㖪寛ס气嵛םג偆עꀸ噺Ⲩ⦍脢ג⮂׀
㛿גױםככ׆ն낛朮עꌬ䉖Ⲩ⦍脢ס״גסրカցםכյעカⵊגⲨ
⦍脢סրⲨ⦍ցיזמ鮫⪜גױםמֹնיֹא傽勓⪢✄ֿ魕勓╭聋篑座מ篁
նךסגזַי⪛ײ

ն⪪溷塌ꫀֿ✑朮؆ױַׄעי䔢ⰺ摾镄ַי甦侉虘ֿ悍ס甦㲳מ׀瞔剹ס׆
芌甦ַם׆ֽյ偆ַ甦ꪛ溪册עכ׆յ㎼㵵ס낛倣㴗⪢⟛걀ַכֿםחמ
סא־նךכ׆ַֹכ漨ꃯ寛⯈ס⪳⪫יז❈魕ꓭם溷⪫עאնגױ׀י
גֿם謾畤ֹס魕勓ס噺⚕יכյ篙卸םכⲙ┞ꁿ♣ⵊ䔿䬁ס傽勓篑座ֿכ׆
ךסג׀יזם׆ֽמ䟨餟溷׆槏闋ךױ׆לע侓岕㵵סյ傽勓יַחמכ׆ַֹכ
ַג焒יַחמ־סםֹלע׆כסյ勓䓜ֿ؆ױַי⻉ה瞩ֻ䭥סאע瑭־ֹ
㴗ך虘鮐עյꀸ㵵יזמ芌甦ꪛ溪םյ⪪溷עסַיז焒ֿהג瑭ךն┞偙ױַיז䘼כ
溷芌甦⪫סאյמ免⻎יאնךכ׆ַֹכג׀י׀ךֿכ׆מ䩘י甦㲳㴗㴻ם❿
ꁿ♣篑座㎼♀յֿם謾畤ֹס魕勓ס㎼ֿ⚕噺ַֹכյ傽勓יꁿ♣ⵊꄼסꀸ噺׳
㵵ךכ׆ַֹכגזםמն

فح٥ؒسٌٝ؎ٖ
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甦㲳岺䎰婝יזגֵמꀸ㵵ס埫⯈ע饗韢־ג
宐ꪨס甦㲳⚶獗ֿ魕勓ס謾畤潨䭰י芌甦ꪛ溪׀ככֹյ傽勓侓䍟ֿ׆ֽךױ׆
նױםײכ걀㚦漨ꮞ㵬⯈ס宐ꪨ⚕噺כ䉖㖪篑座עײ篁⺅ס芌甦ם溷⪫ג׀יזם

㸐מ芌甦ꪛ溪ֹם׆յ⪪溷塌ꫀֽֿֿהג煝疴脢ֹם׆芌甦ֽך宐ꪨ⚕噺עךْٛؓ
י㸐מ宐ꪨ䫋魕עכ׆⪛溷魕ꓭ䫋⪫מր芌甦עն䔦ױַי׆ֽ׀ױ饗韢י
┮䌐瞏ם盨◚䒣ֵַךסյ宐ꪨַֽֿיזם׆煝疴⪪溷塌ꫀֿ◝ꓨ׆ֹם׆ֽמ
כ勓匡յ宐ꪨ䫋魕עכ䔢ⰺ׀ն侓䍟ֿ䬎ֹױַיז阋כցֵךכ׆ם摾뉬ׂגזױעכ
⚕噺ס魕勓ס謾畤ⲙׄיזֵךכ׆յאꮞ㵬ֿסַֹכדסַםעךכ׆䔦ס
╭䒟ךն�

傽勓ס篑座汔ע儨䌑յ饗ꯖꀸ卲寊氙㣗〉⚶ס㖪ך⪪溷芌甦ס䎰婝ֿ饗韢׀כגյ׆
׆עכ׆朮ꪛ溪✑יז❈魕ꓭם溷⪫ך雧닫㖪סնրꌬꇓ䍟澛גױ韢槏氠ַ⻎כ
�ցֵך䫅㐁ס宐ꪨ⚕噺מ溷塌ꫀ⪫ע׆յֵךסꮞ㵬⪛ס宐ꪨסꓩ⮔ס

甦㲳ך㷤饗סⶥ◝免ꪨגזגיյ鉴╋ꯖֵׂםכ׆㛽臝ׂס䉖宐ꀸ㵵יאնכ
岺ס䎰婝ֿ尴㴻גױն宐ꪨ⚕噺ס魕勓謾畤ֿ傽勓ַֹכ㎼יזכמꓨ锡ם篑座嵛ⳛֵך
ג⽱Ⲏיַֽמ埫⯈ֿ饗韢סꀸ㵵ךն┞偙ך־僻עסג➶尴㴻ס׆霼餟ַֹֿכ
նך僻┮ע־ֹל־

甦㲳カⵊ宐ꪨ⚕噺
宐ꪨ⚕噺עյ⪪溷塌ꫀֹֽֿם׆芌甦ꪛ溪יꮞ婝כ׆劳؆־ֹךסַךն
㸗ꪎ霺饗⚶ױյ㸗ꪎ㵵ֿ겏ֿהג芌甦煝疴脢ג겒מյ宐ꪨ⚕噺ע宋ء٭ف٤ًشٞؠ
㴻聋⫙䔢ⰺסאյׂםעךכ׆ַֹכׂםյ⪪溷煝疴塌ꫀעסַי䳀呾יֽכ
ךס❴ր㕈狸ց䳀ע煝疴ֽׄמ溷塌ꫀ⪫עն䔦ױַיז阋כדכ׆ַֹכ
⚕ע甦גրꈌ䗎ցיֹאյֵׅ׀碎מ┪סր㕈狸ցסאע煝疴סյ宐ꪨ⚕噺ֵ
噺ס䨾劔朮יכ⪪ꪛכדס׀ך╭䒟ױն

㕈ס״ג甦㲳ꪛ溪םג偆ףֻאמ䒟╭סאնךג־ֵסր⮔噺ցםג偆עא
狸煝疴מ甦㲳⚶獗ע┞䫋ׂםכ׆յסא䔢ⰺע⪪溷塌ꫀֿ⪪溷魕ꓭյױח瓭ꓭז❈
カסր甦㲳ց䔦גꪛ溪מ⩧㕈狸煝疴סאע甦㲳⚶獗יאնױםמכ׆䬎ֹי
նךס׀ך⮂侑מյ䉖㖪瑭劔ⵊיכ

甦㲳ע乨ַי芌כי㙟ֻױ׀ַיնꀸ㵵ֿ蔦⮔ֿ芌גי✑朮־甦㲳䱰嗘ֻ
ն؆ױֵמ׆לע槏氮甦ꪛ溪םגյ甦㲳⚶獗ֿ偆ףםֻ־嬐䌑ׂכ׆
ם篑座溷׳ׂכמյ甦㲳⚶獗ֿ甦侉虘םג׀ךֿכ׆״甦䱰מꀸ㵵־
ⳛ塌ֿ气ױױն┞♣★ꏕ甦סꪛ溪עյꀸ㵵סיזכמ甦㲳ր篑座溷מ┮嬰ցמյ
甦䱰סח┞ס״ג״偙岺גךնס甦㲳עյ⽱锶ג潨յꓪյ洠㵬輮ס
脸䙎לםյꀸ㵵巆魀脢יזכמ㟱ַױ䓺鮐ֿױַיֻ⤫յס甦㲳־芌גז✑朮
ֿ㵅ג甦㲳嗘ֻי镩⻎כ䓺䡢עסס芌ךסַםגꀸ㵵יזכמ甦䱰עכ׆
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նךסַםֻ气氙יז甦㲳鬼ַյ偆ֿםחמֹׄ
宐ꪨ⚕噺ע甦ך魕勓謾畤
ס甦㲳ꪛ溪יזמכ׆甦㲳⚶獗עꀸ㵵מ蔦㵵䱰甦י״嬐䌑偆ַ甦㲳
鬼מכ׆䧯Ⲍյ甦㲳ր魕勓謾畤ס䩘嫘ցכ׆כ⺪茣גױמն魕勓謾畤
ס甦㲳䉖㖪ס篙卸յ┾汔סאյ׆鱍׀䑛✶⻉⼔סյ⚕噺焒כ׆ױלכע姯寛ס
㝕ס؆ע㸴俙ס甦㲳⚶獗יזמ栃ⷑגױםמכ׆ն� ⚶甦㲳עמ✶⻉⼔ס׆
獗ׂםךׄדյ┾汔劄㝕ס鏫赟⚕噺յⵊ㳔⚕噺յؙ٭؟ٜؾ⚶獗ױַיױնגֹא
⚕噺ע甦㲳カיכ㛿י⻉ככ׆⮂յ杅陵䭥םױױחꀸ赟㛿םיז
ז鉿ꪛ溪ס䳕ֻ甦㲳ײꈽ⚻㲳篁גז脸䙎䭥מꀸ赟סյ杅㴻״גמ茣⺪謾畤ס魕勓
նױַי

⮔곐芌甦岺מ甦㲳ס甦侉虘מס甦㲳ꪛ溪סׄד⻎כ免ꪨֽכꓭםגׄ־յ
ס甦㲳סַׂ⻎כꓪֿ䕑甦ꪛ溪ַֹכֹדגַי׀ך璇㳔脢ױַն
⮔곐芌甦岺עכյ겏㎒呭㕆־־םססג⨲虘ם䓺鮐䭥יזגמ♣┾✇סגז
ꈷ䫕ַׂי甦侉虘ס䩘岺ךյ⺜ׂ־ꀸ宐蔦麃ס䩘יזמ鉿ג׀י偙岺ךն
յֹךגזֵמ⫏ס䩘סꀸ㵵דױַעյ甦㲳םגַיꇓꈷ䫘סהאֿהג瑭
甦㲳ֿ⚕噺ס魕勓㙟㝕ס״גカֹךגז־םכ׆םמնיא㝕⚕噺למ
כ篙卸סאնךעגַיז׆鱍ֿכ׆ס㸐ׂגזױעכסַׂי╚魕勓ֿ겏؆ל؆
ס宐ꪨ׆כס㵅갾־նֹךגַיזםמסגזꇙׂגזױעכ♀ע侓岕٬篑座י
甦㲳⚶獗עյ⪪溷塌ꫀֿ鉿ג׀יז㕈狸煝疴ꀸ宐ֿꩽַ免ꪨיׄ־侉虘ג׀י甦㲳סꈽ
⚻魕徎מכꀸ㵵מ甦㲳䱰ס䟨姯㝤ס甦㲳ꪛ溪յ蔦ֿ焒溷䨾劔埫䳢
նךסג׀יכカ甦㲳篑座嵛䙎ⵊסאךהג־

甦㲳⚶獗ֿם魕勓ס謾畤鉿ֹמ״ג⩴劚׀劄䔿ס걀㚦עյ┾汔ס╭锡ם✑朮
ꪛ溪ꄫ┪㎼יאյכ׆䩘埫ꮹ䕑⪛ם岺溷י㸐מꈽ⚻魕徎甦㲳㲽㐂מ氙㐌⸮ס
նךכ׆⪜䩘嫘䕑ם岺溷ס甦㲳䉖㖪ם׀㝕ֵחח槁מ

و٭ٜء㎼갾ꀸ噺煝疴ⶾ饗עتجؠؓסꈽ⚻魕徎䓺䧯סյ甦㲳䉖㖪ךױ׆
ֿ䬎גױ׀יזնס׆篁縨ؤب؞ْעⷁ稌יַֽמյٞ٭ؘٚنؠش鬙㎒٭ؚن
յ⸮氙מ免⻎כ⮂✑둚ꓪ甦ֵך䔢╭ס긞⾀ցסր糽מ⩧魕ꓭ❴鬙㎒ֿ䳀غ
㐌ֵמꈽ⚻魕徎겏גױ׀יն
甦㲳עր☭꿔ס⪴劔鬙氙ց
芌甦鉿ֹ⩰ꅼ㎼ס煝疴脢עהג┞▟◩ջ䌑♣־յꈽ⚻溷㝂坎䙎ֿ㝤ככ׆ֵחח蔦
㎼סꀸ噺ֿ溪㺤עמ״ג⸮氙㐌סꈽ⚻魕徎겏ֿכ׆䙊ⳡמכ׆ֵך宜ַיַט
նגױ

┞▟┢ջ䌑♣כםמյ㎼갾气朮㝂坎䙎٭ذ٤جֽצ㎼ꅙ낛竵ꀸ噺塌ꫀ
ĺֿꈽ⚻魕徎ס겏ױ⮂▗מնꈽ⚻魕徎ֵך甦㲳עյ⸮氙㐌סꀸ宐ױֵֿהג
甦סꅼ㎼⩰עꈽ⚻魕徎ם㝂坎ג״ն겏גךסגַי⟥כד劔鬙氙ց⪳סր☭꿔ׂנ
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㲳מؠ٤ف等״յ宐ꪨ⚕噺סאעꈽ⚻㲳יז❈둚ꓪ甦ꪛ溪յא㎼갾䴈ⲙס
♐篁ײꄼיꄫ┪㎼מ册גױնיזמכ׆ס׆յסא㎼չעךꈽ⚻溷㝂坎䙎ס
ㅗ㝤ֿⲎꅋגױն

⸮氙㐌ס☭չע䓜撬ׂכׇס䤚䢚յ⩰ꅼ㎼ס┪♧׆מꈽ⚻魕徎מכ׆ֻ┰ׄ⮔
溪גױםמֹն־⩰ꅼ㎼סאע㛽מ膀ׂםכ׆ׄ⥰ꈽ⚻魕徎㟃ַ籽ׄי
նױַי긊곓כלםրꈽ⚻㲳峗啥ցրꈽ⚻㲳嶮魚ցע־յꄫ┪㎼״גַ

ꈽ⚻魕徎םג偆־氙㐌⸮חꈽ⚻魕徎䭥םյ㝂坎יזֵךꀸ噺㝕㎼סלםْٛؓ
㟃ַ籽ׄעמםכ׆ꀸ噺籽ׄעכ׆ַם僻溮ךն偆ַ洠㵬輮宜⠿㜟ⳛמלם
㸐䗎甦㲳לחסאꪛ溪籽ׄעמ״גյ䊬מ偆ַ䓺鮐䭥גזꈽ⚻魕徎ֿ䖩锡םכ
ףםׂם䕑꾙מׄדꈽ⚻魕徎ֵמ⫏㎼ֿْْٛؓٛؓնրך־
��ֹցדֹױך؆ꁎײյ畉⠡㐌䊝냊䬺㝕מ䙊ꅋע蠮䎰סאֹնד蠮䎰עꀸ㐌מ׃

նױַי锶ע㸗ꪎ㵵כ
ꄫ┪㎼ס־긊곓ֿ둚ך־םױյ⩰ꅼ㎼ע䖩媃יזםמꈽ⚻魕徎تجؠؓס⟛䭥

ꫀמ甦㲳מ匛倀ס魈儅ⶾ㴻םյ㎼갾溷יכחכץס䨏汻ס״גסאնױַיכֹ
⫐㵼篁⪛ײ偙岺ֵֿױն
魈儅ⶾ㴻ך⟛隍宐ꪨס焒溷䨾劔埫
匛倀ֿ隍⟛焒溷䨾劔埫מ芌甦㵵גյ甦ꪛ溪עמ魈儅ⶾ㴻סיש篙ֿْٛؓ
ױַיױն�� ն┞▟⪭┞䌑ױ锶מ魈儅ⶾ㴻ס㎼չס♑״עյ傽勓ע⻔⥰ס׆
篁מ魈儅ⶾ㴻ס㝂ׂע㎼갾匛笴ĺ匛笴ցꫀמ饦⟛ס偆甦סր嗘朮גׂחמ
նגױ׀יז䔢ⰺ䬎ם׀㝕יַֽמכ׆걀⟛⯈埫סյ芌甦㵵⪛ײ

傽勓ע┞▟┢⪧䌑ס׆מ匛笴מⲎ潊յ▟┞䌑מ芌甦㵵םס埫⯈䒣ⵊ潨䭰י侉
阏ג匛笴מ䪞⬭ױַיնؘؗعؕئه锶כյ紛笴㎼ע⾀❈סյր獗⚶מ
⯈漨םֹג✑朮ס偆甦ꪛ溪כ׆潨溷כյסא甦⟛饦ⲯ卸溷ם
♐篁ײ䳀❵➶ꅼכ׆ցױֵכն

溪鳉סׂףיꪨעⲎ潊ַֹכֹ㎼ע㸴ֿךסגז־םյ┞▟▟ջ䌑♣ז⪛מ
ꆻㅰיזםכ✄╭նꀸ㵵ֿגױ׀ַיⲎ潊㎼ֿ㙟ֻמ䙊ꅋכםמ؆潂ֿ✶⻉ס甦㲳⚶獗י
★סյ甦㲳יזמ匛笴ס׆յףמ卥⮔ס٤ցؕٝء㎼갾ĺ㎒✄ր
䳕ֻ锺⯜ס㸐骭ךֹאַםנ־םמն

Ⲏ潊㎼ֿ㙟ֻחמյס׆匛笴עꀸ㵵ֿ甦㲳䱰סאג甦㲳乨ַי芌גי
ֹ⤫㎼⫐岺ֿ俠סⲎ潊㎼יַט㕈מ槏闋סאյ槏闋כדס珡婝כ׆
כ׆甦㲳乨ׂסאכ׆⺅甦㲳䱰ךꀸ㵵ֿ摾偂עך㎼גֹאնױַי׀יזםמ
��նױַיזםׂם׀ךכ׆ֹ甦㲳־ꀸ㵵ס♑յ؆הע ⪳ؼِغףֻכג
⾔㎼ס׆עך匛笴מ㕈יַט㎼⫐岺ֿ俠⤫ג篙卸յꀸ㵵ֿ翡ꓭ璇ׂםךׄדյ
疛朮גַיז❈ꀸ噺塌唩ֿ屲גյ枩翘脢יכ⮥ⳡ䨾ַי⮂ت٭آ⪛מ
��նױ յםףנꜗ溫מ侓䍟ע㖪⻉յꀸ㵵ֹ❈甦㲳חյ⚕噺ֿ䨾劔埫䭥עךؼِغ
��նךסֹױיזםׂם׀ךꀸ噺ֿמ╽寏עַ免溷յֵ┞עꀸ㵵גז䙁א ؓة٤ٍ
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陵ך岺䔾כ׆甦㲳屲ג׀ך繟ַֿ䔦י䯽吉⚶甦㲳⟛㲽ⶾյ黉갟ֿꀸ㵵עך
��նױַי⺪ 䪒מֹס־枩翘鉿掿ֿכ׆ꀸ噺יꀸ㵵ֿ蔦皑꾙מ㝕⚕噺ךױ
��նךסַי

ր偆ַ甦ցע⚕噺ֿ瑭朮ⵊ
䨾劔埫ֿ♕┰םֹג甦㲳鬼־ַםַיז❈ַםכ׆גז蔦⮔ע㝕┨㝜כד脝
־㏸㐌סյ甦㲳⚶獗ֿꀸ㵵עךĺ匛笴ס׆նױֵֿכ׆ַגֻ⚻גꀸ㵵ַֻֿ
ր偆אյםג⮂ײ㐬鮐䙎气ס㴻┞յֵ甦侉虘偡ס㝂㸴י׀יזכ甦㲳
նױַי陵ֿכ׆瑭劔ⵊיכ甦ցַ

甦㲳⚶獗יזכמր偆ַցעכյ♀ךױ䉖㖪כ׆ַֹכגז־םמ䟨⽱ױַיն
ծג׃הㅷ珏ֹג竲ֽׁהװדך鴋㹺גחㅷ珏ָꞿ䎃ךִה
ծ钠㹀ׁג׃הㅷ珏պְ׃չ倜כծל֮ד珏㶨ְזךהֿ顋㡰ׁד䋐㜥ָ
הպְג濼չ⟃ַחկׁׅדךֹדָהֿׅ⻉噟ָ猘剣⟰׃涫ꐮ չַ
ծ珏㶨欵ֻזכדֲַוְַג鴋孖ָ濼װղ➂ךծ兛鸐כךְֲהպְג濼ָז
噟װ珏㶨ך灇瑔堣ꟼծ濼涸頿欵ַַח䕵➂ָ濼ֲַוְַג䠐ׅת׃կַׅדծ
鴋㹺ךֻ״כד濼ְגㅷ珏ג֮דծ珏㶨欵噟װ䔲㽷ָ㶷㖈钠陎׆ֶג׃铩
ָ֮הֲֿת׃גׁ⻉猘剣חծ⟰噟כ珏㶨זֲ״ְזְג涫ꐮׁג׃הչ䨽剣暟պךַ
��կׅדך

סַםַעꀸ㵵ꄁ־岺ס׆ն؆ױ㲽㐂עꀸ㵵ם➳摾ꫀךכס岺䔾םֹס׆
նך
傽勓侓䍟ֿُٝؓب٭յؕؓبؾغ٤յ٤مٛؔنյؕذյכّػعي篙؆ַך篑座ꅙ䶏ⶾ
㴻ס׆עמĺ匛笴ֿױַיױնיא傽勓ס㝕䩘甦㲳⚶獗րؕ؞ذ甦蜧ցրئ
��նױַיכֹ鬦㛿粵䌮ׅ־׆ך㎼չסؓة匯ⷁؓס׆עցؾذסذ

甦㲳⚶獗ס埫⯈כ⯈漨⟛걀מ״גյ⪪漨獗㎒岺☭րꀸ卲寊氙٬낛氙噺䪫銉䮴蕟ⶾ⚶ց
嗘朮甦⟛饦יַט㕈מĺ匛笴יׄ⻔מ芌甦㵵סؓةյؓך㎼չסؓةյؓעכ

ꅼوش٘بؠ٭٠ס״ג״ꪛַױַיն⻎ⶾ⚶ע⻎免מյ芌甦煝疴脢ֿהג
ױַי㟀Ⲥכ׆朮杅㴻✑ַ楻םֹ׀ךꜗ溫יכ甦ַ偆ך㎼չסא
ג⮂锶ך㏸㐌סꀸ㵵גזֵך甦גַי籽ׄ㲽㐂מ蔦撬汔מךֿאֻכגն
饦⟛嗘朮甦ע䔿♧אյףֻױיꜗ溫יכ甦םגն偆ךיגזֵךס
⚶甦㲳סն宐ꪨױםמכ׆䨾劔埫ֿ㴕㸐מ甦סאס芌甦㵵ךכס岺䔾
獗עյ甦溫ꜗג杅陵ךכ׆גז⺅յסא甦ס甦㲳蔦⮔סהגカיכ
鬦㛿籽ׄյ⯈漨牞ׂכ׆׀ךמסם־焒ױַיזն�� 瑭׆ע劄⮴מ焒גז免յ
漨⯈ס㝂ׂյ־նגױ䠊כ־ַםעך䒣漻㎒ג✑יז篁縨皑מ⪛䗻ךױ
呎╭מ⮔ꏕכ׆潨䭰宐ꪨ⚕噺ֿ׆עיזכמ䓜撬ס鉿ַכדסם䘼ַ潲גױն
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նךסגזַי㜟ֻי䗎מ䖩锡⯜锺岺䔾ע噺⚕מ״גסא
傽勓ס甦㲳⚶獗魈儅ⶾ㴻ך嶮㜽㺤ꪛ
傽勓ך甦㲳岺䎰婝ֿ尴עסגזױյ傽勓侓䍟ֿ匯ؓؓة㐌㔔ⴭ䭇溷篑座ꅙ䶏מ⻔
նױםꓨכ免劻גַי״庩ꅼ★יׄ

עյ匯ⷁؓؓة頲㎼ꅙ⻉ 
 傽勓յ╚㎼յ껜㎼յؕכ յؓٛٚعت٭؛յغ٤
ꅙ䶏ⶾס׆յĺ匛笴ך蔦氮魈儅ⶾ㴻ם䌮㔔溷㎼ֿⲎ⪬ⶥסغ٤ٚ٭ة٭ٖؼ
㴻מ־םסױַיױնס׆ⶾ㴻ס★庩Ⲏ㎼㎫עמ┾汔ס俙סꀸ㵵ֿ㲽㐂
նױַיꀸ噺ך甦㲳ג蔦㵵䱰甦עⰺ⪦סאյֽי阋כ

ؤؼ璇㳔脢סؓبٞמ♣յ┞▟◝ջ䌑עכ׆ֵך氙㐌⸮ס朮✑ס㝂ׂמ㐌㔔ֿ⻎免ס׆
氙⸮ס朮✑׆甦㲳⚶獗ֿסյ傽勓ע㎫ն瑭ךꄼג宋ֿ溪銨ن٬٥ؒ٥ؔٞؕٚ
㐌סךꈽ⚻魕徎تجؠؓס粪䭥ֿם甦㲳ס鬦㛿䌮ֹׅװזַյ傽勓㎼⫐ס甦㲳氙
噺ע甦㲳岺כס⪪溷塌ꫀך㴕ַֹכַׂיז烾澃ס䪞⮿ֿյ甦㲳岺䎰婝ס芻再סגזֵמ
ㅰ噺㺤ꪛ׀佻獗翝מךך㎼չס׆ע甦蜧ؕ؞ذն㵅갾յױַי脝ֻכ־ַםעך
㎫նױַי
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摾镄籽ׄ٭ؼ٭ّג׀י宋ס䳀呾
┞▟┢ջ䌑♣מ┾汔סꈽ⚻溷㝂坎䙎ֿⷩ塌溷枱岞כ׆ֵמ䌮ׂ焒٭ؼ٭٬ّعشقג״
宋ע┞▟⪧┩䌑מ⮂曫גւ甦㲳ס岺փך־םסյꀸ㵵ַֿסאימ־䩘מ甦㲳ס埫⯈䭥ה
籽ׄ־յיא瑭סהג╭锡םꀸ✑朮סꈽ⚻溷㝂坎䙎יַחמ־ַׂיז⟛ꃍױַיն

⪧ջ䌑♣ףַֻכյלֹהꈽ⚻㲳篁ײ䳕ֻ✑朮ֿ┾כֹ⮂מ꼿յ䈴㝕㝂㎼禶⚕噺
ֿ甦㲳⚶獗יכ⺫꾁ג׀י꼿גךնס׆詇✑עך־םסյ⠥չ☭⺅ךٜيٝס篁״
նױַי־偙ֿ剹╋סכ׆ַםםףׄםױ篁⺅ךٜيٝסյ⪪溷塌ꫀככ׆

յꈽ⚻魕徎עכ׆ם䖩锡ױ✇նױַיꃍמֹס姌ך־םס✑詇ע宋٭ؼ٭ّ
➳ꫀס㎼מ״ג⪡⟛甦㲳מն姌כ׆ֹיז焒מהג☭ס㝂ׂ⮗㝕ס甦㲳ֵך
塌ꫀ㎼ꅙֿ硄槏㎼갾溷םꈽ⚻㲳ؠ٤ف䒣ⵊכ׆նꈽ⚻魕徎 րֿ☭꿔ס⪴劔鬙氙ց
ֿהג☭סי㲽⟛٬ꜗ阾כ־זꈽ⚻魕徎ך匛笴םն㎼갾溷כ׆霼餟כֵך
蔦氮ֹֻ❈מ僻倀ⵊכ׆ն⸮氙㐌מך־ꈽ⚻魕徎ֿ䭥גזױיה㐌㔔מ
宜סյ㐌㔔㺌מ㐁ⲇס甦㲳⚶獗עو٭ٜءն㎼갾ꀸ噺煝疴ⶾ饗כ׆䨴סג鏿鏫ע
⠿뀸㏸מꈌג甦סꪛ溪מⲇ峜כ׆׃ն┾汔ך鱍ַי׀甦㲳⚶獗ס⼔⻉✶סⳛ׀峜
镄ַׂי䖩锡ֵֿכ׆ն⪪溷ֵך宐ꪨֵךյ芌甦ꪛ溪脢ע偆םג甦⮂מ┾免מ
־ַםֿםחמㅗ㝤סꈽ⚻溷㝂坎䙎מյ杅־סֻ┰عؠق٤ؕם؆למ甦ֿ欎㘶סא
מյ甦㲳Ⲏ陵סꀸ赟⚶獗מն甦㲳氙噺כ׆ׄ♕聋ⳡכ׆嗱隍יַחמ־ֹל
ꫀ岺䔾ע䔦ꯙַי⯜㴻כ׆ַֹכד׀ն劄䔿מ낛竵ّطتب粪䭥劄ㄌס偙
岺יכյ⪪溷ם芌甦ꪛ溪㕈狸煝疴甦סꪛ溪מ潸䓜ם◙砯ⰺׂכ׆侓䍟מ寛״
��նכ׆ַׂי

ն甦㲳⚶獗ֹך阋ֻכג籽ׄⶥ◩䌑ꪨ摾镄┩ס׆յע䳀呾ס宋٭ؼ٭ّס┪♧
כֹ巆ֻעյ⪪溷芌甦䌮ֿע⯈埫ס芌甦㵵甦ꪛ溪ך籽ׄյ宐ꪨ⚕噺✶⻉⼔ע
־⻔ה皑מ䪒ֹ岺䔾מֹס־ֵך枩翘כ׆յ甦㲳䱰עהג瑭־նױַי
ն؆ױ䘼ֻעכֵך岺䔾ֿ婞聋םֹס׆ն؆ױםעיׂם
ꀸ㵵ס╭埫⺅䨴מ״ג
傽勓ך⪪溷塌ꫀֿ芌甦籽ׄ־ֹך׀ךֿ✇מ״גַׂיն瑭ע傽勓╚סבאס㐌
㔔ך芌甦㵵כꀸ㵵ֿ偆םגꅙ䶏碎׀յⶾⲇי甦侉虘⺅מ篁כ׆׳䳀呾ױնא
䎰婝ע䍲⯜蔦㵵䱰甦㡢ׅסꀸ㵵םֹⲙ䧯ꓭ꾵ֿ庿כַם꽝剹ֿס⪛甦㲳鮫י
նך׀

魕勓ס謾畤ס⪳⪫־ס⩰⨲⯈漨־ס⩰⨲յ־־םסַ⻉ׁ״סח◝ס׆յ
魕勓䭥ח脢ֿהג芌甦גׅ┪✑־׆אכ甦瑭劔ⵊַׂי偙⻔סַיعنبמ
ֿ槁枱ךն芌甦宐ꪨך鉿ֹ־סյ⪪溷塌ꫀך鉿ֹ־⮔ס־ס潨מ瑭ךסַעהגն
⪪溷塌ꫀך鉿ֹ芌甦עյꀸ㵵ֿ䩘ַמ❿呬־ֵךյ뀸㏸מꈌ洠㵬輮מ㸐䫷䫎䙎
䭥־ַיז鼎מ鉿ױնַךֹװז宐ꪨס芌甦עյ魕勓ס謾畤מ־ַ㙟־
鼎מ甦גזַכ┞♣★ꏕꈽ⚻㲳篁ײ䳕ֻ甦㲳םֹס⫙气氙ַם׀ך甦յ芌甦㵵ס

珏㶨כ➂겲Ⱏ剣ך頿欵ה�⟰噟ך䨽剣暟
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埫⯈㴕岺䔾俠⤫ױ׀ַיׅ┪✑ֿםն
甦㲳⚶獗ֿ䈴㝕㝂㎼禶⚕噺יזםכ埫ⲇכ佻ꏕ䒣מכ׆ַי״餾ꢿ럭յꀸ㵵ֿ

╭埫⺅䨴מ״ג┾汔ס☭չכꅙ䊝ֹױ׀ַיն䉖宐ס䟨䘼ֿ儙ג岺䔾ע蔦
撬כ气ףׄםךסױ㝘־ꮳךסַםךסׂיזն⚕噺ס魕勓謾畤⟛隍
ն낛朮ꅙꟃ־؆ױֵעךכ׆ם媘䗻מױֵעס岺䔾ֿ㜟ֻס㎼ס׆מ״ג
סյ勓畇ֿ䋀䌮ַ饗韢מ免ס׆ַי潲긖מ㲽㐂ֿⷩ塌ם⮗㝕סא甦㲳յֵך齡ס⮴劄ס
նױַיז꿈כ׆םמׄ־ז׀
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Introduction:  
National Policy of Plant Factory Use

We are now seeing an unprecedented boom of plant factories that produce marketable 
vegetables in high-technology facilities controlled precisely by computers. According to 
METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) data,1 the number of plant factories has 
increased from 50 in March 2009 to 80 in March 2011, to 127 in March 2012, and finally to 
153 in March 2013. This increase was largely due to a Japanese national policy known as the 
“Economic Growth Strategy for Widespread Plant Factory Use”2 that was approved by the 
cabinet of Tarô Aso (묄气㝚ꋝ, 1940- ) in September 2008. Large budgets were subsequently 
allocated by the MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) and METI. The 2009 
MAFF supplementary budget allocated 9.7 billion yen for plant factory investment, includ-
ing 3.4 billion yen for plant factory operation; 2.6 billion yen to promote the leasing of plant 
factories; and 3.7 billion yen for demonstration programs and personnel training. The in-
vestment in plant factories from the METI budget for that same year was 5.02 billion yen 
for research facilities. Following this, the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), the dominant 
political party between 2009 and 2012, also recognized the need for “strong agriculture.” 
In 2011, METI appropriated 1.5 billion yen subsidize for collaboration between agriculture, 
commerce, and industry, as well as 500 million yen in the 2012 supplementary budget for 
advanced agriculture industrialization system. 

After the Liberal Democratic Party of Japan (LDP) returned to power in 2013, the gov-

The Role of Plant Factories on 
Food Production and Technology in Japan

This thesis was first published in the May 2018 issue 
of Landscape Change and Resource Utilization in East 
Asia: Perspectives from Environmental History (Rout-
ledge). We reprint it here with the kind permission 
of the journal's editor.

Kaihei Koshio 
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ernment allocated 2.29 billion yen for advanced agriculture industrialization projects. In 
2014, three billion yen was allocated to MAFF to promote projects for accelerating the in-
troduction of next-generation greenhouse horticulture. And 3.3 billion yen was appropri-
ated for METI to promotion collaboration between agriculture, industry, and commerce. 
In sum, despite major events such as changes of government and the Great East Japan 
Earthquake (2011), plant factory projects were pushed forward with strong commitment 
from the government. 

Despite strong government backing, the majority of plant factories are operating at a 
loss. Survey results by the non-profit organization Innoplex, Inc. indicate that 60 percent of 
current commercial plant factories operate with a deficit (30 percent broke even).3 A simi-
lar survey conducted by Sogo Planning Inc. indicates that 70 percent of commercial plant 
factories operated with a deficit, while only 16 percent of plant factories turned a profit (14 
percent of plant factories broke even).4 In addition, Nomura Agri Planning & Advisory also 
stated that “It may be a good scenario if [commercial plant factories] can attain profitability 
(EBITDA) within seven years.”5 A “Plant Factory Business” Survey Research Report by In-
noplex Inc. showed that the number of profitable companies is close to zero, particularly for 
large-scale commercial plant factories that rely upon artificial light.6

In short, despite strong financial support from the central government, most plant fac-
tories struggle financially. The salient question is, why? 

1. What is a Plant Factory?

First, we need to define the characteristics of plant factories before addressing their per-
formance. The first Japanese text on plant factories was A Plant Factory (1979) by Masamoto 
Takatsuji (둚ꁌ婞㕈, 1940-).7 In the opening sentence of the book, Takatsuji asks, “Is there 
any farming without sunlight or soil? A Plant Factory would answer ‘Yes’ to this question.” 
According to him, a plant factory is a location of production similar to any facility that pro-
duces industrial products. Computer systems control cultivation while the indoor environ-
ment is automatically managed. Takatsuji states that “Eventually, lamp replaces sun, culture 
solution replaces soil, and computer replaces the practical farmer.” He differentiates plant 
factories worldwide into “solar power” facilities and “complete control” facilities. Our cur-
rent understanding of plant factories in Japan adheres fundamentally to this idea.

However, such definition and classification methods did not immediately take root in 
Japan. For instance, in a book entitled Prospects and Challenges of the Plant Factory (1987)8 com-
piled by the Science & Technology Agency of the Japan Resources Council, the term “plant 
factory” only appears in the title. Instead, “plant production using advanced environmental 
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control systems” is used consistently throughout the book. In addition, Tadashi Takakura 
(둚⠡潲, 1937-) states in a book entitled Comprehensive Guide to Plant Factories (1986), compiled 
by the Japan Greenhouse Horticulture Association, that “I still do not fully understand what 
type of facility should be called a plant factory.” Toshitaka Itagi (卆勎⯈갖, 1929-) also states 
in the same book that “the definition of a plant factory is not yet clear.” However, he divides 
factory-like plant production into two categories: nutriculture greenhouses employing nat-
ural light, and those that utilize artificial sources of light. 9 My definition is similar to Itagi’s, 
and I further believe it is more suggestive if we use the “hydroponic greenhouse” in place of 
the term “sunlight plant factory.”  

In recent years, the Netherlands is often cited as a leader in utilization of plant factories. 
The Netherlands is the second largest agro-food exporter in the world, despite the fact that 
the Netherlands is approximately only as large as Japan’s Kyûshû Island. In 2013 Yoshimasa 
Hayashi (卲蛢婞, 1961-, the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, MAFF), Takumi 
Nemoto (呧勓ⵞ, 1951-, the Japanese Minister of Reconstruction), and Akira Amari (氈
⯈僻, 1949-, the Minister of Economic Revitalization) visited horticulture sites in the Neth-
erlands. Minister Hayashi of MAFF laid out a goal of “learning from the Netherlands and 
promoted the next generation end-to-end horticultural facilities that utilize regional en-
ergy supplies, regional resources, production technologies, and shipping services to achieve 
income-doubling while reducing costs and supporting local efforts at job creation.”10 As de-
scribed earlier, he secured 3 billion yen from the 2014 MAFF budget to accelerate the in-
troduction of next-generation greenhouse horticulture. However, mainstream plants in the 
Netherlands are sunlight greenhouses. Researchers in the Netherlands are skeptical about 
plant factories. Ep Heuvelink at Wageningen University, for instance, points out that ener-
gy loss reaches 10-fold if you compare the amount of natural gas to produce 1kg of tomatoes 
in enclosed glasshouses (0.36 m3) to that in artificial light plant factories (3.5m3).11 Though 
both sunlight and artificial light facilities are called plant factories in Japan, they should be 
discussed separately because of their different characteristics and origins. Before focusing 
on the performance of plant factories in Japan, I will first outline the nature of hydroponic 
greenhouses in Japan, followed by an overview of the artificial light plant factory. 

2. Hydroponic Culture of Clean Vegetables  
and the Sterilization Concept

Hydroponic culture has a long history, with origins that can be traced back to the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon. Julius von Sachs (1832-1897), a German plant physiologist, began the 
academic study of hydroponics sometime after he became a lecturer at the University of 
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Prague in 1857.12  The US Army during World War II was the first to apply hydroponics in a 
practical setting. US Army units successfully produced vegetables hydroponically at various 
overseas bases including Ascension Island in British Guiana, and at Iwo Jima where crushed 
volcanic rock was employed as the growing medium.13 They used these methods because of 
limited available arable land.

On the other hand, General Headquarters (GHQ) had a different reason to apply hydro-
ponic methods in Japan near Chôfu and Ôtsu. Here is an excerpt from “Current and Future 
Prospects of Clean Vegetables” (1953) written by Kaname Katô (Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Regional Products and Industrial Crops Division) that explains the rationale: 

The Allied Forces at that time procured food from their homeland. In addition to vegetables 
that transported from the homeland in refrigerated vessels, they built hydroponic farms in 
Chofu, Tokyo and Otsu, Shiga to provide vegetables for themselves. Hydroponic farms were 
chosen because they were concerned about the method of soil fertilization used by the Japa-
nese. Human manure was used as fertilizers, raising concerns about hygiene and parasites.  
Since then, those vegetables were delivered to PX (Post Exchange) and OSS (Overseas Sup-
ply Store) for family members of the Allied Occupation forces, and to hotels. They were also 
supplied to foreign ships that called at Kobe and Yokohama. This is how the sanitary culture 
of so-called western vegetables started. In addition, at the time that the San Francisco Peace 
Treaty was expected to be signed towards the end of 1951, Allied Forces decided to change their 
policy to allow local procurement of perishable foods that would not impact the local econo-
my. Therefore, the issue became thought about in terms of economic potential.14

“Clean vegetables” were first grown in 1927 “by the Department of Agriculture at Kyôto Im-
perial University when researchers cultured lettuce and celery using only compost and oil 
seed meal. These vegetables were called ‘University Salad’ and were served at The Miyako 
Hotel to foreign guests.” Clean vegetables were “on a growth path heading towards 1940 To-
kyo Olympic Games, the rights to which Japan ultimately had to forfeit as the Sino-Japanese 
War intensified. In addition, material shortages as a result of chronic warfare forced a de-
cline in the production of chemical fertilizers. Ultimately, the clean vegetable initiative had 
to be discontinued.”15 The novel “Clean Vegetables” by Kiyoshi Usui appeared in the Japa-
nese literary magazine Shinchô [偆愲] in 1956, describing a farmer who sprinkles Bordeaux 
mixture and grows lettuce.16 Cultivation of clean vegetables with large amounts chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides, reinforced by the strong impression of DDT sprayed by the Allied 
Occupation forces, informed the “disinfection culture” in Japan. This may be the reason why 
vegetables produced at plant factories are still called “clean vegetables.”

According to Katarzyna J. Cwiertka (2012), hydroponic farms in Chôfu and Ôtsu were 
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run by 1,115 Japanese operators in 1949 (including 16 officers and 63 non-commissioned of-
ficers. Some of the workers were prisoners dispatched from Sugamo prison). Once the Ko-
rean War started, lettuce and tomatoes that were harvested in the morning were boxed and 
transported to either Tachikawa or Ashiya airfields, shipped by air to the Korean Peninsula 
the next morning, and delivered to the mess hall by truck on the same day.17 

3. The Origin of the Artificial Light Type Plant Factory

Having explained the close connection between the first hydroponic farms in Japan using 
sunlight and the role of the GHQ, we ask who initiated the artificial-light plant factory and 
what were the motivating factors given the tremendous investment necessary to construct 
and operate these operations.    

The US nuclear reactor manufacturer, General Electric Company (GE), developed the 
first artificial light plant factory in the world. Erin E. Murphy reported in 1987 that GE re-
ceived funding from the United States Department of Defense (DoD) in 1973 to grow salad 
vegetables in nuclear submarines.18 Several years later in 1980, the Japanese business maga-
zine Diamond Weekly published an article entitled “Corporate War for ‘Plant Factory’ Ignited 
by Foreign Capital Japanese Corporations in Hasty Attempt to Take on US General Mills”. 
The article explained that General Mills, GE, Westinghouse Electric, General Foods, and oth-
ers were competing to establish plant factories in the United States.19 

Following the reduction of U.S. Department of Defense outlays on research and devel-
opment after the onset of détente with the Soviet Union in the 1970s, GE sought to develop 
civilian applications from its investment in military technology. They developed computer-
based imaging, microchips for compact color video cameras, and dedicated personnel to 
develop plant factories. GE decided to take on the cultivation of “perfect tomatoes” for the 
plant factory project.20 The “perfect tomatoes” project was proposed by the same GE man-
ager and engineers who had been involved with the development of vegetable cultivation 
technology for NASA during the Apollo program. The project started in 1973 after the hiring 
of two mechanics, a civilian designer, and an electrician. 

Plant factories were conceived, as we have seen, in the context of particular environ-
ments such as in a nuclear submarine or in outer space. As for the GE project, a civilian 
engineer designed the factory layout; mechanical engineers developed a highly-efficient re-
cycling ventilation system; and electricians developed electric circuits and control panels for 
specially-designed lighting fixtures. In addition to tomatoes, they grew spinach, eggplants, 
onions, daikon radishes, strawberries, turnips, melons, medicinal plants, ornamental plants, 
and tree seedlings. Nutrient solution was constantly circulated to promote the absorption 
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of nourishing water through root systems. The design also had to ensure that roots had 
sufficient oxygen at all times. As for concentration and volume of the nutrient solutions, 
technicians carefully measured electrical conductivity and pH levels. High-pressure sodium 
lamps with red/blue wavelength were used as the major light source, and air conditioners 
were installed to maintain temperature. CO2 was automatically injected into the chamber if 
CO2 levels measured by the infrared analyzer dipped below minimum levels. 

At the time, tomato harvests on conventional farms in the United States averaged 1.5 
pounds (671 g) per square foot (26.8 cm2). Greenhouse growers were able to harvest 4 pounds 
(1.8 kg) per square foot. The GE’s Geniponics facility harvested about 50 pounds (22.7 kg) per 
square foot. In addition, their products were free from disease and pest damage with well-
controlled plant size, color, and aroma. And there was no need to apply pesticides. GE toma-
toes had approximately 30 percent higher Vitamin C content than other tomatoes, and GE 
lettuce also had higher concentration of Vitamin A. However, due to the rising cost of fuel 
following the oil crises of the 1970s, GE granted the Geniponics patent to Nobel Industries, a 
Swedish company. Geniponics was purchased by Control Data Corp. in 1980. GE withdrew 
entirely from the plant factory business at this time.

4. The Plant Factory Boom in Japan

The first individual to initiate the artificial-light plant factories in Japan was Masamoto 
Takatsuji. He started research on plant factories at Hitachi’s Central Research Laboratory 
(1973).  Here is an excerpt from “The Birth of Plant Factory” that describes his creative ideas: 

First I thought that even a layman like me should be able to grow vegetables. Then I thought 
that it is critical to control the environmental conditions for controlled agriculture, and Hitachi 
manufactures the necessary equipment such as microcomputers, air-conditioners, lamps, and 
various sensors. Many measurement instruments may be necessary, but we have a Measure-
ment Equipment Division as well. There may even be a possibility of receiving orders for ad-
vanced agricultural plants. In conclusion, this is consistent with Hitachi’s technology.21  

This was in 1972-1973, in the middle of the oil crisis when powerful inflationary pressures 
pushed grocery prices sharply higher. This is when the “Plant Factory System Investigative 
Committee” was established within the Japan Electronic Industry Development Association 
(JEIDA) under the sponsorship of MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry). The 
committee listed 21 companies as members, including Matsushita Electric Industrial, Sumi-
tomo Electric Industries, SANYO Electric, Nippon Electric Company, TOSHIBA CORPORA-
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TION, Tateishi Electric (Now OMRON Corporation), Sharp Corporation, Fujitsu Limited, 
and Yokogawa Electric Corporation. However, little effort was made except for the initiative 
by Hitachi described above. The Diamond Weekly explains the reasons: “There was much 
resistance from MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery) saying that even the 
term ‘plant factory’ is blasphemous to agriculture and is a provocation to farmers. MITI’s 
passion for plant factories was completely disrupted.”22 In addition, only registered farmers 
were allowed to bring agricultural products to wholesale markets due to the Food Control 
Law promulgated in 1944. Therefore, companies that would grow crops in a factory setting 
were not allowed to bring them to the wholesale markets since they were not technically 
farmers (as delineated in the 1944 law). Momentum for plant factories was postponed for 
more than a decade. 

The first plant factory boom in Japan was launched by a series of developments includ-
ing the start of a plant factory (bio farm) installation at Daiei LaLaport in 1985, a “vegetable 
factory” at the World Expo ‘85 in Tsukuba, and the start of mass production of radish sprouts 
by KAIYO BOKUJO KK (1980). This enthusiasm for food factories came during the heyday of 
the “bubble economy” when there was much talk about so-called “venture industries” such 
as electronics and biotechnology.

The second boom was triggered by the entry of food processing companies such as Kew-
pie Corporation and JFE LIFE CORPORATION beginning in the 1990s. This phase began af-
ter the enactment of corporate deregulation policies that encouraged corporate investment 
in the agricultural sector beginning in 1993. Since that time, the Koizumi cabinet approved 
the “Act on Special Zones for Structural Reform” in 2003, allowing general corporations to 
lease agricultural land in special deregulation zones designated by municipal governments. 
These zones were comprised of agricultural land that was no longer under traditional culti-
vation. The amendment of the “Agricultural Land Act” in 2009 extended the length of leases 
to 50 years, and investment limits were increased to 50 percent (from 10 percent) for agri-
cultural corporations. This and additional acts clearly induced additional investments in 
plant factories. 

The recent plant factory boom is called the third boom, but it is worth noting that prior 
to allocating the aforementioned large national budget outlays, a series of laws were passed 
to promote the entry of private firms. The recent plant factory boom did not happen over-
night as a result of actions solely attributable to the encouragement of the Aso cabinet. As 
we have explored, the positive investment climate for the creation of plant factories was an 
evolution over a considerable period of time. 
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5. Nuclear Reactors and Plant Factories

My initial impulse to investigate plant factories arose as I became aware that large-scale 
plant factories were built one after another in the earthquake-affected areas in Tohoku. I 
wondered why nuclear reactor builders such as Hitachi, GE, and Toshiba were so actively 
involved in the plant factory business in this area.   

Here are some excerpts from the press releases of each company: 

On May 8, 2013, Hitachi made a cooperative agreement with a new agricultural venture Granpa 
Corporation to invest 100 million yen, and began providing cloud services to users of air-filled, 
high-tech greenhouses called ‘Granpa Domes’.23 

Mirai and General Electric Company Japan will work toward the achievement of optimum envi-
ronment control by using IT technology at the artificial light plant factory to be built in Takajô 
City, Miyagi Prefecture.24 

Toshiba Group invested 100 million yen to support the Minamisôma Solar Agri-Park project, 
launched by Fukushima Solar Inc. to help rebuild Fukushima Prefecture. Minamisôma Solar 
Agri-park supplies electricity generated at photovoltaic power stations to plant factories and 
sells surplus electricity to other parties. In order to support children’s development, effective 
use is made of the photovoltaic power station and plant factories to offer ‘Green Academy’ 
classes, which enable children to learn through hands-on experiences. Electric power genera-
tion is scheduled to start in the spring of 2013.25 

Mitsubishi has deployed businesses to support plant factories mainly in Fukui where they 
received orders for nuclear reactors. A recent press release went like this:  

Mitsubishi Plastics, Inc. (Head Office: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President Takumi Ubagai) hereby 
announces its launch of a sunlight-type plant factory installed within our Nagahama Plant 
(located in the city of Nagahama, Shiga Prefecture). Mitsubishi Plastics adopted the sunlight 
type plant factory manufactured by our subsidiary Mitsubishi Plastics Agri Dream Co., Ltd. We 
installed the facilities in our Nagahama Plant in February 2014, promoting the employment of 
disabled workers.26 

Nuclear reactor builders are granted immunity from liability in cases of nuclear accidents by 
virtue of the provision of the Act on Compensation for Nuclear Damages. At the same time, 
many have claimed that these firms have shown little remorse over the Fukushima disaster. 
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This line of criticism extends by claiming that responsibility is masked by so-called goodwill 
efforts suggested by phrases like “help rebuild Fukushima Prefecture”, “Green Academy and 
hands-on experiences”, “children’s development”, and “hiring challenged personnel”. As I 
investigated further, I came to feel that such behavior went beyond “The Shock Doctrine” 
(the exploitation of disaster-shocked people and countries) described by Naomi Klein, and 
more like “match and pump”—a Japanese idiom that means stirring up trouble, or manu-
facturing a crisis, only to get credit from the solution.27 Then I started to investigate other 
purposes of the plant factories beyond growing vegetables. All of these additional purposes 
serve to support the business of nuclear power. 

6. The Plant Factory Business of Mitsubishi Group

Authorized by MAFF and MITI, the Mitsubishi Research Institute played a promoting role in 
sparking the third plant factory boom by conducting the first “Investigation on How Plant 
Factory Policy Should Be Developed.” According to the statement of one of the directors of 
Mitsubishi Chemical, the investment of Mitsubishi in Fairy Angel Co., LTD., triggered MAFF 
and MITI to establish a Plant Factory Working Group. The association became a symbol 
of agriculture-commerce-industry cooperation.28 As for the number of patents awarded by 
2008 for plant factory technology, Mitsubishi possessed the largest number, 23 (Mitsubi-
shi Chemical 21, Mitsubishi Heavy Industry 1, and Mitsubishi Electric 1), followed by CCS 
Inc. with 14 (an LED maker in financial cooperation with Mitsubishi Chemical), and then 
Toshiba Lighting and Technology Corporation with 8.29

Mitsubishi gave high priority to exporting container plant factories with LED lighting 
systems. According to the aforementioned director of Mitsubishi Chemical, the container 
plant factory is made of “a full set of Japanese devices like solar batteries, lithium batteries 
for backup LEDs, and heat insulators.”30 In the first instance of this kind, Mitsubishi ex-
ported a similar plant factory to Qatar in January 2010.  

Prime Minister Shinzô Abe (㴗⠨兗┩, 1954-) visited Qatar on August 28, 2013, accom-
panied by the directors of the Keidanren (Japan Business Federation), the Japan Greenhouse 
Horticulture Association, and Mitsubishi Corporation. Prime Minister Abe stated, “The 
highest evel of technology in the world can successfully cultivate fresh lettuce in the midst of 
a parched environment. I would like the people of Qatar to come to think that the one who 
always comes through for us is none other than Japan. Of course, I would also like to urge 
the people of Qatar to eliminate the regulations that have impeded the import of Japanese 
food items.”31
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7. The Analogy of Animal Factories

The main purpose of the paper is to explicate the national forces that aggressively advanced 
the creation of plant factories. I believe the animal factory movement, driven by giant agri-
business companies in the United States in the late 1950s, may serve as a useful historical 
precedent. Osamu Takamatsu (둚千⟵, 1935-2000), who translated Animal Factories (by Jim 
Mason and Peter Singer) offered this commentary: 

In animal factories, at first glance we may think that low-cost animal products are manufac-
tured; however, once we analyze the energy balance of livestock animals, there is in fact a lot 
of waste. The authors reveal the fact that animal factories are nothing short of a ‘food waste 
factory’. If so, why do the products of an animal factory seem attractively priced to consumers? 
That is because of ‘hidden factory expenses’ that are paid by the government through various 
subsidies. The subsidies were tax money paid by consumers in the first place. Therefore, it is 
like an octopus eating its own arms. Then who is directing the business of animal factories, 
and who is making the profits? The answer is neither farmers nor consumers, it is the agribusi-
ness industry. The term agribusiness is supposed to mean agri-business but it is said in the 
United States that they should be called ugly-business. Agribusiness entered the agriculture 
sector with massive capital and vertically integrated structures. For example, the broiler busi-
ness from broiler factories and feed companies to manufacturing, distribution, and sales. They 
dominated the broiler business and drove poultry farmers out of the market. Now the next 
victims are pig farmers.32

Let us replace “animal factory” with “plant factory”, “animal products” with “vegetables”, 
“broiler” with “lettuce”, and “feed company” with “electric power company”. The story still 
makes perfect sense after these changes. Feed manufacturers and pharmaceutical compa-
nies producing antibiotics and hormones cooperatively developed business with the gov-
ernment in the case of animal factories. Similarly, electric power companies, electric appli-
ance manufacturers, and general contractors are working closely with the government in 
the case of plant factories.

Let me give you an example. During an interview with Nikkei Micro Devices, Masashi 
Muromachi (㵍永婞䗄, 1950-), the Corporate Executive Vice President of Toshiba Corpora-
tion said: “(As for the LED lighting business), Korean manufacturers are very aggressive 
and we are preparing ourselves for a very intense competition. I believe the efforts made 
two to three years from now will determine the outcome of the competition. Due to long 
shelf life of LED lighting, we will not regain lost market share for a long time once we lose 
out to our competitors. We want to establish the position as the top supplier in this field. 
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Therefore, we will invest 100 billion yen by 2015.”33 There is no doubt that plant factories 
should be the perfect market for the LED business because more than 1,000 LED fixtures are 
installed in one artificial light plant factory. Electric appliance manufacturers are investing 
in plant factories to sell devices including LEDs at a profit, and nuclear reactor builders 
congregate around plant factories because they are counting on the factories’ night-time 
power consumption. In short, general contractors, builders, engineering firms, electric 
power companies, and electric appliance manufacturers would have no problem even if 
plant factories themselves come to a standstill. At the same time, the business is structur-
ally supported by powerful government interests. As businesses, these entities benefit from 
preferential treatment for land acquisition, plant construction costs, and electricity cost. 
They may receive government-guaranteed bonds from the Development Bank of Japan. 
Therefore, these investors can close the factories once they become unprofitable, or they 
can utilize old factory sites if further deregulation promotes beneficial use for other pur-
poses. In short, these concerns are “plant factory” only in name, and they should be called 
“LED consumption factories” or “night-time power consumption factories” or “temporary 
factories waiting to be repurposed.” Therefore, we can say that such a collusive structure in 
plant factories is no less carefully camouflaged by the lettuce grown at a plant factory than 
chickens in animal factories.   

As we consider plant factories from this perspective and examine the members of 
the Plant Factory Working Committee established by the agriculture-commerce-industry 
nexus—which was a voluntary group but had a great power to appeal to the government 
to promote plant factory policy—we begin to see the logic of these factories. The Working 
Committee was established by the Council on Competitiveness-Nippon (COCN), and repre-
sented by the former chairman of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Tsunehisa Katsumata (⳧⟨䚀
╽, 1946-). On the list we see no names of farmers or agricultural cooperatives. We only see 
general contractors including Kajima Corporation and Shimizu Corporation, plant man-
ufacturers such as Hitachi Plant Technologies, electric power companies such as TEPCO, 
engineering firms such as Nippon Steel Engineering, electric appliance/material manufac-
turers including Sharp Corporation, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Dai Nippon Printing, 
Nikon Corporation, TableMark, Kao Corporation, Denso Corporation, and transportation 
companies such as RYOBI HOLDINGS. MAFF and METI bureaucrats were included and 
from available records, often discussed topics such as “All-Japan vector alignment” (i.e., hav-
ing the same goal).34
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Conclusion

Inside a plant factory, you find an environment that is almost completely sterile, absent even 
of insects for pollination. Operators wear protective suits to perform their tasks as they are 
“bacterial carriers.” Labor in these plants is of the menial variety, despite industry verbiage 
that touts a working environment that is air-conditioned and comfortable. Plant factories 
are, in other words, little different than other types of industrial production facilities. It is 
also important to note that similar to other industrial sectors, the impulse to establishing 
plant factories involved several different political and economic interests in Japan. For ex-
ample, the Japanese government purposely grants generous subsidies to encourage plant 
factories to aid electric power companies and electric device manufacturers. This paper is 
not intended to deny the economic role of plant factories. Instead, I have attempted to high-
light the broader context of plant factory production in Japan. An additional topic worthy of 
further investigation is the potential economic and political consequences of the spread of 
factory production of food to traditional farming patterns. From one perspective, the subsi-
dies advanced to plant factory owners may be seen in neo-liberal terms as an effort to “side 
with the strong and crush the weak”.   
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׀ט宜כوشبر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئ
ⲇך佻ꏕ佻ꏕ㒘ٛמ٭ر٭㸐יյ⥰舌כ⪴䠊ך佻䴈佻䴈㒘ٛف٭ئכ׆ס٭ر٭
ցր等䕑ց׀טցր宜յր⥰舌ցր⪴䠊ցր湕עמوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئס׆նַֹכ٭ر٭ٛع٤

ր嚣䗻ⵊցր⩰锶ⲇցր㕂◜䔢ցր䧯ꩽסꫀ┰ցրׂט٭ؔطؼِٖؤցַֹכⶥס杅䖇ֵֿ
ײי脝㷋ꃍסם⮔յ蔦יַחמց׀טր宜סיזכמ٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئյעն♀㎇
յכ׀ט宜ס䗻⟥ײ䘼ַꁎם摾䟨餟ס⮔蔦אյ׀ט宜㸐מ⮔յ蔦עח┞䘼ֹնכַג
勓䓜ס蔦⮔סث٭ؼס宜ֵך׀טնעח┞ֹյ潸䩘ס宜ֵך׀טն幾ַ镸㷋כ⥰舌
٭ؼס׆նׂי־ט宜מث٭ؼס勓䓜ַיז䭥סյ潸䩘ע׀ט宜סյ潸䩘גֿ
٭ٛع٤ف٭ئֿס״鉿ⳛיյ潸䩘蔦׀ט宜מאյ潸䩘蔦麃ךכ׆闑מث
ն脝ֻכד⽱ꑕꑛס٭ر

䘼ַꁎמײ⯸ꯙյ婩剱յ┞薭ⵊס宜׀ט
蔦⮔ס摾䟨餟ס䘼ַꁎײ⟤䗻יַחמյ稌㎼ס䖥槏㳔脢ؙؼر ٬٭ؒنعتٛؠכث٤ٓب٬ٜ
նֵַם־ַֿ☭ג锶ךه٭ٖز٭㵅닫ցٗٚٛإַםր锶ֻגז鉿ֿتٛهٔز
מⳛ氺ֿ☭ٜ٭ٍعشآتفնրגׂיⳛ氺锶סאך⚶겏ס舓〉ֿ劸ס☭┞傽յ
յכնⳛ氺锶箽ַֹכնցַדׂי㎇俙俙ֻגتق篁ֿגյ溮ַ劚濪ךסׂי⮂
䔦עյגتق㎇俙鮐ゼמյֹֽ׆מ׳阋גזնրⳛ氺ֿٚٛإך╚ס埭⮗ס锶
┞ֹյ־նցַםַי锶י؆םٚٛإնם־ף✇նրגז䘼ֹ׆յע⮔նց蔦־גױ

כوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئ
劔塌ꀸ噺册מꫀ┞脝㷋

虠䊛�屚
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䍲ⳛ氺锶י덺䟲גն牞מ־ⳛ氺ך╚ס㝕ٜ٭ٍعشآتفֿٚٛإם׀ꈷ䩘╚סյ
նֵךסגַי婧ַ╚؆澵לյא

莊璇㳔脢䖥槏㳔脢כמյ☭ס莊עסַֹכյ㜽汔כ䱸ַי勒盚玗篑յױח◩
䠊ך䠊䝠㖥ל؆כס澈汻י⭦槏ֵךֹאֹױיն◩䠊ך䠊יכ׆
⭦槏עמ䝠㖥ꓪֿ㝂ꇃׁ״גյ┞ꌃ蔦⮔מꫀ䖥ֵס䝠㖥莊ֿ蔦ⳛ溷מ⺅䰌ꈷ䫘ն
նմַֹכֹױיꯙյ婩剱յ┞薭ⵊ⯸䝠㖥ע갾յ莊סא

כעמꀸ噺ם䭥籽⺪茣ֿכ׆岺㴕סյ蔦撬י劔塌ꀸ噺ꄼעך㳔ꯖؓةյؓףֻ❛
յכꀸ赟㝂氠յⵊ㳔良倣ׂםכ׆ն劔塌朮偡ⲇ鞃כ׆ַֹכֵך⮗㝕י
㏸㚺ס㎒穌圸ꅎֿ熏㚷յꓩ褺✑朮ע锶עׄ־皑嵞ךյ䕻ꓪ锡筶٤ֿِذل姊▋յ洠
㵬輮ס脸䙎ֿ䒘ױնמյ䕻气朮㝘信ֿ媃忶յ气䡢笠ت٤ٚفס詇י▸ׂ
僃ַյր洠㵬輮ցֿ㝕סٜؠؕئنؕٚյ㝘信םמ⣌䎘┮ע畉朮篙卸յꓩ褺סאնֹױ
ꓪ溪气նיׂ־յꀸ宐עյמꀸ赟丵ַֹׂכ䜬䕱欎מꯚն⣌䎘ם㏸׆ׂח
նֵךסֿםחמ✄麃ם⣌䎘סյ☭ꪨֿ׆յֿםחמכ׆✑ס낛םյ⣌䎘עכ

כֹ劔塌ꀸ噺册ך٭ؔطؼِٖؤס⮔蔦յַיז䗻䭥⟥ס׆յⶻ噺气ֿ־
ؾյיאնכג呭㕆بؤٞٓؗعꀸ宐ֿնֵ־חשמ䗻⟥ס⯁הױהגյכ
ם赟嫣ِثؾעꀸ宐סאյכֹאնכגי⪡յ疛朮י㝕ꓪ溪气ֿِث
ל؆כն㵅갾յםמֹח䒣ַ⟤䗻䭥ַֹכַם׀ךעכ׆✑بؤٞٓؗعյיׂ
ն־ֹדַםעךסַי脝ֻכꁿַמ茣⺪┮עכ׆朮呭㕆✑ךםꀸ宐ֿꀸ赟ס

סלס獗⚶סלնםמֹ嗱筺־ףⲯׂꀸ赟מِثؾעյ莊כ䗻ֿ䒣ַ⟥ס׆
ꀸ赟ֿյ劄ⲯ卸溷ך㴗❿־ֵךյמ־ףא潨ֵַֿׂךסն㸐מյ♑ס⺪茣䙎
摾ע莊כ׆ס릲յ边桨ַיֻׂِثؾնַם־ט宜יזյֵע䝠㖥ꫀמא
䟨餟מהֹס⯸ꯙֹױיնֿא潨מ锶ֻיַיյ䟨餟ַםն锶זםמכ׆גז־ם
նꄊַםםמ宜לםכ׆ס喖׳⛿؆ׂג㝘信ֿסِثؾյיױնֵךסֹױי
嗱筺חյַע莊כ׆סאյכַיז䭥מゼַ䊬ַֹכ־䕋ֹמ岺ס蔦撬יזֹלמ
־כն篙卸յ桨냣ֹֽכֹ劚⩴յゼ꾴յ煝疴״ն䝠㖥겏םמֹ
סס⯁յׂםךبؤٞٓؗعյעגױնַם־כֹ气⫙յ喖ַם
呭㕆י蔦撬ס岺מ䕋ַֹֽם־כն⺪茣䙎ֵךעֵךַׂעն

מյ䊬כׁ䗻ֿ䒣⟥ַֹכ䕋ֹמ岺ס蔦撬מ⮔ն蔦䕑׆鱍כ׆ַֹֹ׆յגױ
䭥籽⺪茣םꀸ噺ֿ䟨餟ךסֵמյ匆עךⵊ㳔良倣ꀸ赟ַיז❈ꀸ宐ֿ־ף宜םמն
յיגַך؆蝆ךյ⡊ꓭגזדյ㲳❵ֿ洠宜גזֵמ塌ⷩס곐㨰ֿ☭סאյיא
סյ潸䩘מյ免ע莊䟨餟ֵֿמ־ףնꀸ赟ֹױי־ף需סꀸ赟־ט宜מכ׆סא
䜸ַ銨䝠宜▗ַםס阋訪յ⩱ַםס潨מ宜־טյ劔塌ꀸ噺מꫀ䖥䫱ַם־ꀸ宐מ
㸐יյ蔦⮔מ䫎כַי婩剱ֹױיնיאյ匆ע☭ס劔塌ꀸ噺ס✇מ־؆םꫀ䖥
նדסֹױי薭ⵊ┞כַם

䗻⟥ס⮔蔦⮔㝕ꌃססג䠊סג臝ַסגյ蔦⮔ֿ锶מ䊬ע莊ס☭յמ뀸ם؆׆
臝ׂעהגגםւֵמն臉剹ֹױיյ⯸ꯙյ婩剱յ┞薭ⵊמהֹסյ摾䟨餟ךײ䘼ַꁎ
ꇶעյ膀ꔽע䖥ס宐ס׆նַם״霼יյ尴ֿ锶עמյ锶槏闋י臝ֿׂյ尴עמ
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ךյ䖥ׂםכ׆臝ׂךյ膀ׂםכ׆锶ך潨עյ䔦יֹ׆նגזױיꪘעյ潨םׂ
槏闋յ䜅ַ侉ַם״նעג䔦ַםַնփُؕذ �� 皹 ����� 硼ֵכն蔦⮔
յםׂםյ锶ֻמױյכַםַיַט宜מث٭ؼס勓䓜סյ潸䩘蔦镊ײ䘼ַꁎ䗻⟥ס
臝םׂםֻ׆յ槏闋ֵךסֹױיזםׂם׀ךն

⥰舌כ⪴䠊מⶾ⦍ز٭ٞوؓס
յ峒ّثٛ⼔⽿סյ潸䩘ױ䠊煝ׁ慙◩ס⮔蔦חյַע٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئא׆־ד
ⳛֿם⻉מյ阋訪ׂםךׄדյ阋訪ם־⥾ַםםמ㜟ⵊמ峜䟨䩧יז⥰舌յ潸
䩘ס┾汔镸㸥ꓨיյ潸䩘סכ⪴ꄼ掾锶⮂յ潸䩘ֵמ╚ס幾ַמث٭ؼ⪴䠊ն⪴
䠊ע־⟤꾙ֿ芌חն⟤꾙ֿ芌ףיյֽ ٭րٛס׆նםמֹׯ䔔꼸י䮴յ⪴럭⪳מַ◦
瞩ֻסאյ潸䩘יַיז瞩ֻ䭥ֿ٭ر٭յٛ׀כַֹכغ٭ٛעյ䧰չֵֿךցغ
ס٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئյ־նַם־ֵֿכ׆ח䭥ة٭ْؕםַֹֹכ㸬ׂמ
⪳չֿ☭כ⮔յ蔦ַֹכչ㸬ׂ☭מ٤٘ةلח蔦麃ֿ䭥٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئյעא
ꄼס澵מث٭ؼס宜יַטյ◦ַמ䔔꼸ֿםַ⻉յ٤٘ةلַ鉿ⳛⶾ⦍י⪴
յ埭ׂםעך潨納־┪յע٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئնׂׂז偙ֿגז阋כַׂיⱁꅎמ
նֵךסכֹ䧯ꩽמ⪳ך潨納־

潨埉ꇖסعؠؘةٞوյיף낗ז➳յ⥰舌յ⪴䠊յ⟤꾙ꫀךꪛ溪٭ؔطؼِٖؤ
䧯מ״גסյ潸䩘ס┾汔镸摾镄יյ☭չⳛ〉כ؆םֿعؠؘةٞوכֹ㝂ַ׆
ⳛמ䭥籽溷מ勓䓜☭նֵךغ٭ٝق٤؛סعؠؘةٞوםյ䭥籽┮⺪茣עֹն篙卸דכ
דوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئסյ澵ג־ⳛ׀痒מث٭ؼם⮗㝕ך册ꇀ溷סյ☭ꪨעס־
ն脝ֻכ

☭ꪨס册ꇀ溷מ㝕⮗ز٭ٞوؓסث٭ؼם
宜ֵֿ؆ׂגעסגׂיג׀טյ긊函ⲇ溷٤٘ب٭آؼِٖؤ
յעךնֵךח┞סٜ٭ص٤٘ب٭آؼِٖؤם䒣ⲇֻ┰䔔꼸מյ☭չךח┞סא
☭ꪨעמ册ꇀ溷מ㝕⮗ַי⟥כֵֿث٭ؼםն霼כ׆ֹי״յ⺇ׄ⪜כ׆յ
䘼ַյ⪴䠊յ䠀յ㴗䖥յ㴗⪢յ㴗㴻յ⟤꾙յ槏闋כ׆յٗؓٓ٭յㄻצյ䌐⾔յ鞪⾔յ
䌐瞏յ耘յ疾宜յ낛朮յ寊յ⚪䛈յ䧯ꩽյ䉤劳յⲎյ蔦䉁銨槁յ蔦氮յꈷ䫘յ栃皑לםלםն
٭ؼסאնֵכ׆ַםַיַט宜מث٭ؼסאյֿ鉿ⳛמ״גג彸ث٭ؼסאע☭
ث٭ؼס勓䓜ס潸䩘⮔蔦ֵמ㞺סն䠊䝠槁מ䠊䝠ע־ַםյַ־ַיג彸ֿث
٭ٛع٤ف٭ئն闋ֿ־ַַף䱸מ潸䩘⮔蔦יז䭥䘼ַֹלյ׀כגַט宜מ
յׄטչⳛ塌☭⮔յ蔦ךכ׆䠊⪳מث٭ؼסꪨ☭ם册ꇀ溷ס׆յיזמ舌⥰ע٭ر
鉿ⳛⱁꅎַׂיն
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⩰瓦ףַֻך❛םֹ⻎כյⵊ㳔良倣յꀸ赟յꯙ蠗Ⱐյꈽ⚻㲳篁ײ䳕ֻ✑朮ךعشج
❈氠ꀸ噺עյⷃ┞✑朮㝕锺埛מ呭㕆ךסյ篑座溷עמյיזֿ┫ֿعتؤ✑朮㝕
ꓪ气氙׀ךն־յꈽ⚻㲳篁ײ䳕ֻ✑朮סꩽ劻溷ם㴗⪢䙎ע牞霼ַםַיնꓩ褺✑朮
յ״ג䧯ꩽמ䙊ꅋׂם冲⼔٤ِذلյ⼔מꇃⰷׄדٛ痾筶յٛ٤ꐦյע
洠㵬輮מ㸐䫷䫎䙎詇┫⛼ׂնמյ䍲ꓨםꀸ赟מ㝘信媃忶״גַיյ
㝕锺埛气氙מնⷃ┞✑朮ֹױי扯מ塌ⷩסյ⪢忶ף溪气מյ洠㵬輮ֿ㝕ꓪצג┞
նַם־עյמֵֻֿך㝕锺埛עة٭ْرסא䒘ַնי״嚋מյ宜⠿㜟ⳛ״גס

⮔յ蔦עث٭ؼס澵סꀸ宐ֹ❈ךعشج䳕ֻ甦㲳ײյꀸ赟յⵊ㳔良倣յꈽ⚻㲳篁־
⣌䎘ס☭յמꀸ宐ס׆նַם־ֵךյ篑座溷㴗㴻ס״גׄ⺇侷芌מ❴㲳ס
气䡢笠מ㵬ׯꀸ岺ַֹכַיז❈鉿ⳛמ潨יׄ⻔յ鍦ַי긊곓յ劔塌ꀸ噺䬁
׳նַ곓עס碎ׂ➳յ⟤꾙ꫀ״גַם䠊ֿ⪳עמ׆אյ־ն׀ךכ׆ׄח
䠊יז־յꀸ宐עյ劔塌ꀸ噺ַֿם׀ך槏氮摾俙ֹדֹחֵׅמն┞偙յ蔦⮔ס
㲳❵מ侷芌מث٭ؼַֹכַגׄ⺇⪴䠊յס״גסאגֹל魀氠䈰긖כ׆
⮂ײ睗┞婧鵕ׂט宜➳꾙ꫀ⟥כꀸ宐ס׆յף脝ֻיזםמ糿┞מ澵Ⱏ־׀ךֿ
յ㲳❵ֿ㳔ףׄם❈䳕ֻ甦㲳ײյրꀸ赟յⵊ㳔良倣յꈽ⚻㲳篁יז꾙⟥ס׆ֹնד
吾םׂםַׄמնցַֹכ䘼ַꁎףز٭ٞوؓמײյס؆ׂג⺪茣䙎ֿ䌮ֿׂיזն
ꀸ赟յⵊ㳔良倣յꈽ⚻㲳篁ײ䳕ֻ✑朮יׂם❈عشجסյ㲳❵㳔吾מ鉿־偙岺ֿ
նֵךסׄיⱁꅎמ糿┞ךהג⮔յ蔦ע偙岺סאיאնֵךעֵ

鉿ⳛ蔦䉁霼餟ز٭ٞوؓמ
يٜٝةٞٞ٭ٖؼյמّٚءٞوյ玗篑阋靣ג笠ⵊ✄מصٜؔظع٭فյٞגױ
┪סאնتجؠؓמյ欎㘶י䠊ꄼ◩ֵך勒唏玗篑ס莊ע☭նֵֿٜظַֹٓכٜ
☭סאע㝕莊偆滽鮐ס⛺┪כזն䔔꼸מַױר鉿ⳛס☭סאյעꆻⳛ玗篑ֵמ⛺
אעאյיזֵֿסַֹכ✄㝕莊ꁊ給כַׂמ玗篑笠ס⛺┪מնꫀמ䩛茣茣ⲇס
潲篙מ蔦䉁霼餟ס☭סאע莊됩翝⛺מ⛺┪劄יאն➳ꫀמ⡑镸❿䗻⟥ס☭ס
նַֹכ

מ☭նׯ䔔꼸מ玗篑笠ס⛺┫瓦յףز٭ٞوؓמ玗篑笠ס⛺┪ס׆
䔔꼸עמׯյ┫⛺ס玗篑笠ֵך鉿ⳛ䮴薊ַز٭ٞوؓמյ蔦䉁霼餟מ
ס氠❈䳕ֻ✑朮ײꀸ赟յꈽ⚻㲳篁նⵊ㳔良倣דֹאֵך偙ֿⲯ卸溷גز٭ٞوؓ
מ־ַי霼餟ֹל⮔յꀸ宐ֿ蔦ز٭ٞوؓמ鉿ⳛסꀸ宐ַֹכ־סַם־
鏫气氙յַֹכյ낛竵מ״גםמ־骅מ篑座溷עכնꀸ宐ֿյꀸ宐ֵךסز٭ٞوؓ
鬦㛿յ⯈愥ꃯ寛㲽㐂ַֹכֵך蔦䉁霼餟ףַיזյ气䡢笠欎㘶מꏕ䢩
յꀸ宐־նַם־䳕ֻյꯙ蠗Ⱐ㝂氠ײյⵊ㳔良倣յꀸ赟յꈽ⚻㲳篁ׂםכ׆
ֿꀸ宐אכהסַס☭עכ佻ֻ낛ס㝕⮗ךכ׆מյַכהס欎㘶㴕䌐⾔
ֹնֵךַׂיז㜟־蔦ע鉿ⳛסאյףי蔦䉁霼餟䭥ַֹכדסַיז✑汔┾ם
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䭥籽⺪茣وشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئם
䭥籽⺪茣עכوشب٭ر٭ٛםյ♑٭ر٭ٛס姌┾♣ֿ٭ر٭ٛס芌ֵךوشب٭ر٭ٛח
յ㝂־նַי嵛鹀յ槁㐂ג㝂俙ַֿהג٭ر٭ٛ阋כד⢓㝕עמն┾汔
ֵך٭ر٭ֵٛס䙎ُتٛնֹױיז箽ךꮹ♣┞עوشب٭ر٭ٛסא⻉㖪סׂ
նֵךסַם׀ך⛣澵յ鞋י⢓㝕ꇃֿׁ٭ر٭瓦յֵٛף

٭؛מն☭չ匡יױ气כ姌־䔿类脢ֿ姌עךوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئյ־
םֻ┰وشب٭ػ٭؛מն☭չֵךס┰ꫀמն䧯ꩽ➶׀טյ宜ֻ┰وشب٭ػ
٭ر٭յٛ偂䗻כ׆Ⲏמ溷✄╭יյ☭չעوشب٭ر٭ٛס٤ؗروشعַ
י✇עչ☭כםׂםַֿ٭ر٭ٛסאյג芌עն䔿类脢ֹױי㲽❸מ⪡㴞
٘ةلעյ☭չיז䘼כגםמ蔦氮עյ䧶ַיז媘ֿׄדյㅗ㝤䠊יכն篙卸ם־⮔־ַ
նֹױי״婝ײ婧גׄ⻔מ٤

յ☭չיאնח㏸㚺ֿ芌׀ךⲎמյ╭✄溷מչֿ蔦氮☭עךوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئ
䧯ꩽי䕑׀ט宜ס؆ׂגյֿםꫀמ溷✄╭יז䭥وشب٭ػ٭؛ך㏸㚺סאע
כ姌չמ╚סչ☭׳篁⺅מלם⯁յ䈼٭؟ٜؾ气ؙ⫙欎㘶ゼ꾴ס甦նֵֵךסַׂי
偆ֿ٭ر٭ַٛ气כד״גס׆עסַי׀יױ䘼ֹն

鞋٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئ׀ךךמ
杅䙎嵛ס☭虘ַն⠥չֿסםٜو٤ب׀ךךյ鞋עوشب٭ر٭ٛםյ䭥籽⺪茣גױ
ד䚐緐ך◜ն瑭ֵךوشب٭ر٭ٛ׀ךסכ׆ֻ┰虘ַ䔔꼸מ☭ךյ鞋ךכ׆־
ֿյ㎂☭⩨䑱ס勒ז㲳ך气גױ蔦⮔עכ׆י؆םםמ٭ر٭ٛע䘼ַזֵךכ׆ַם
յ־ն硼ֵַֿי脝ֻכַםך؆כי؆ם⺅وشب٭ر٭ֿٛ⮔յ蔦ך♀նג
㵵傈ףֻױיזնր阋גז阋ַ侑ֹ׆ע둜锶侧䑡ס㳔ꯖⱁ陭脢ؓةյؓמ⮔蔦ם؆א傽յֵ
鞋ע٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئնֵךⶥ⮔⺪茣כ׆י؆םםמ٭ر٭ֿٛ❴㲳עמյ免ך╚ס
舓免ֵյֵגױնַם־⮔־גױⲤׄדלמ阋訪ס׆նכնցד؆םךמ
蔦גַיז䘼כַםֿכ׆גغ٭նٛג阋כֹכֵֿיׂיغ٭ٛךױ♀־〈
עאյףֻ┰虘ַ䔔꼸מ☭יז❈׆כ虘ַס⮔յ蔦ֵֿךסגׂזצյע⮔
闋ךٜو٤بյעوشب٭ر٭ٛ״篁⺅ךמն鞋阋ֻכوشب٭ر٭ٛםפזֹ
ךסֻ┰虘ַ䔔꼸מ☭־⠥䙎ֿ嵛ס☭סא☭סאյיזֵך⠥䙎ם؆ל儅ׂյ
㢼מ祔ⷃמ☭䘼ֹכ摾槏י؆ם٭ر٭ٛמױյעوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئնדעֵ
նדסַף״㢼־כ׆舌⥰י汔镸㸥ꓨ┾סն潸䩘״
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脝倀桬
րوشب٭ر٭ٛع٤ف٭ئցմٞ٬ع٭فن٭٤ٛ٭ٛء٬詇յٚ 紬겏յꓭ◪㜍㴤潏⟵յꓭ◪澵䑗脌陹ث٭ؓمت٬٬٭ٛ
րմ☭סכ☭כꫀ➳׀⼖הסַמꁎ׳岺ցմُ٬ٜٔب٭ء٭ف٤ح٭٬ٞ詇յ㴗等桬潏⟵յ㸯䈢侧㲳脌陹
ր玗篑阋靣ء٤ِٚءٞو״סցմ٭ػؤ؛٬نج٘ة詇陹둚堦俋气
ր꜔镊ס璇㳔ցմتٛهٔز٬٭ؒنعتٛؠ詇յث٤ٓب٬ؙٜؼر詇յ䧯嬰澵闋鞃յ勎匆ⷆ尉脌陹
ր锶ֻٚٛإַם㵅닫ցմIUUQT���XXX�ZPVUVCF�DPN�XBUDI W�1�11��"�W)X

罋㻊♧ꟼׅח⿹剣堣鴋噟兛הفحء٦ت٦ٔزٝغ٦؟
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մմ�ֵٚך٭ذَٜؕٚعت⫐憐僆㲳؆詇ւր냣ַㅢַց┩ⶐס骢גכփׇ㲽ד
姯ַֹכַגցֿ焒⯼םמյր舸ג䔦㟕ֿ䫱ַג׀י包⺅㺵汫槁㖪סն┾汔⻄㐌־ֹ
劳־㢼גזױ┞䌑משր黏⩰骢냣ַցն┩ⶐס舸骢냣ַ芌יյ㺵汫㖪מ⮂衠յ舸ימ
낛ךױꄼי槁♣ס㝕锺埛너骢յ汫氙ס勓鮐מꂿגז✄닫ֵَٜךնw
㵅ס׆ע✄닫מֹ⻎כյ⠥☭溷מ骢ֽ┾需ؓةؓגعؠؘةٞوַֹכ㳔
ꯖך㵅鉿ַיն╚麃עյֿ⳰偡ַםַי겊骢蔦⮔ך냣芌յסא舸낛յ舸ס
蔫ַㆉךכ׆׃յؓמؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼ㸐槏闋㵅鴫ꄼי幾״ նסַֹכ
냣芌骢יזכ⯼⻏סյعؠؘةٞو؆ה؆ ն傽־סם⳰յ긊םնגׄ♕⻏כ
勓ס겊骢ע气יױ � 傽♧⫐ֿס⳰מꄼ䊬ֵךն舸ت؛ס蔫ꮐכ״ג׃䙎鉿ⳛ
䫅ֻד״גնס׆־⭦翝յ杅מ묄ꏣסם㖪⻉ע珡婝㎼ֿ㙟ַֻי׀יնא
նמ嵣ׂט㕈מ嚣䗻ַֹכցؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼրؓע
մմմմմմմմմմմմմմմ

ؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ
䖥㶐מ㵵汫סיכ朮׀气חյ䠊⺇䙎䭥עכ"OJNBM�8FMGBSFؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ
庒յ靎气־媃ꁸֻסךױꪨյ׀ךتٝعتꮹ㸴ׂםյ鉿ⳛ锡寛ֿ彸גגյ
⣌䎘溷ם气嵛ֿ׀ך냣芌偙岺״汫氙ֵס偙䭰ն傽勓靣עךրⳛ朮珿獭ցכ陹
յי脝䢩כ׆䟨⽱ֿ靯闋־偙❈ס阋訪ַֹכր珿獭ցֽׄמյ傽勓ֿ
槁㐂ױױסאעךրؘؓؓنؘُٜٜؗؼցכ陹ֵכ׆ն嚣䗻蔦✄յ勑ד傽勓☭זכמ
ءٞذカס偆臝յ气ⶾت٭ٖؼֹׂיזםמյ劄ꁿַֿם阋ֻעכֵֿײ뉔叉י

┞ⶐס骢גכ
觐鋅�⼪僇

ؕ

ր蔦⮔ך骢냣יזյישחյ낛ַגײיնց
⫐憐僆㲳
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־նַי㙟ֻע⚶塌闑מ潨ס巆魀脢הגגךׄדյ阋訪״עׅ┪⺅מ
ךյ㸴俙ףゼֻכ־סַׄדלֿ☭傽勓槏闋獏ך┪סאյֽיז嚣䗻焒ס׆յ
ך傽勓ַי嶰ꄞמ⯼גⳛ朮䠀饦ֿ䓜㸐מלםعشնַًם䕑阋כֵֹ
ֻյ汫氙ⳛ朮ע 㸐骭㜽 汫氙ⳛ朮ֹֿױי낛י嫣עמն劄䔿ֵַֿ׀ַיכ
气ַי׀ꪨס냣芌欎㘶յהגג☭ꪨֿ脝ֻ䟨聋־ֹדסֵמ׆לעն
⺮婹סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ
����	�ն1IFMQT氮匡מ臉剹ע䘼䞯סאאյֿד嚣䗻ס姙䈣溪עؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ��
Q��
 䒟╭ס䔿劻꽑阋脢כֹ״气鮹婝כ軩䔵סⳛ朮עיַֽמ侷ٕرյٗףמ
׀ך㺵嫣ⳛ朮㟘걱ⵊיַֽמꮹ蝆浌ꉌׄם锡┮ֻ┰מյⳛ朮珿獭ⳛ朮יׄ⺇
ⳛ朮낛倣銠꿔ע☭ꪨעך侷ٕرٗ״גסאնג阾מ靣臉剹ؕٚهى䗻ֿ⟥ַֹכ
Ⲩ⦍ⲇ齽ꃻ䩘嫘瞏יכ⯈氠ַֿיյ⨲ׂ䘼ַיז䪒ַ嫣םףׄם
�ն1IFMQTג״㴻כַםםףׄםמַֹםֻ┰ׂםײ浌ײ蝆עמ⻉㖪ַם
	����
 նדסף⽿כրⳛ朮珿獭ցֽׄמն♀傽ַי銨槁כ㡙ⶾցסր臉剹׆ע
յրⳛ朮ס㳔嵞ؓعتتٝطعتֵٛؓך〡㳔溷⚻簡סٔبٛ؟ֿٞؗق䔿յסא־
篙卸ג脝ֻ佻䭥ַֹכցַי٬㺵嫣⺅䶗מױױ׳劳㲽㐂ײסמ״גס漨➬סꪨ☭ע
┾笫♧ꮳסع٤ذتطٞو㴴侷侉긞ךױⶨ䌑♧┪סꪨعتٛ؞侷ֽٙׄמقشٞ٭ⳛ朮
二饦ꆻⳛע◜㵅┪巆ֻגזն־ꁿ┾ع٤ذتطٞوס玗㳔脢ֿהגյؕٚهى靣臉剹ס
յヂ諔╭聋♧ꮳ������䌑♣⯼״䌮׆յⳛ朮珿獭溪锶ֽׄמ㡙ⶾ♀傽ס臉剹מ╚
�նגⳛ朮珿獭䘼䞯佻ֻֽׄמⵌ稌כ姙䈣ךױ ע⚶蝠㎼侷ع٤ذتطٞوמֹס׆
姙稌ֽׄמⳛ朮珿獭嚣䗻ס⫙气כ册מ㝕ם׀䔢ⰺ卸גגնגױյ坎չם璇㳔סꅼ婧㐌
ⳛ鞃յ☭ꪨ溪气⯼ס簮忶甦յ甦סꅼⵊס嚣䗻לםמ⛘ַյ┾汔ֿ☭ꪨמ״גסⱁꅎגյ
יאնגזױ䒘ע脝ַֹֻכֵך⯁杅ֿׄדꪨ☭עֵַ �� ┾笫ס䘼䞯㵵ّئ٤يֵך
םחמ긊곓㸐מ軩䔵סյⳛ朮䒟╭㸥ꓨסⳛ朮יכ㲽㐂ֵס䠊⺇䙎ֿלם٭خٜ
ն䌐憐גזַיזֿ �����QQ����

槁♣ؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼֽؓׄמ
����ն־גזױ㢼מ־ַע气⫙ס嚣䗻ؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼֽؓׄמ♣յ槁עך 䌑מ⮂曫
����յׄ⺇䔔꼸ס儣փס٤詇ւ屉뭇خ٭٬ؘٜزյٝؕג 䌑מ蝠㎼٤خٛـ٬ت٭ٜך詇

ւؓ٤٭ب٬ُُٜؼփֿ⮂曫ն׆⺇ׄյ겏笴溷䈰㖪溷汫氙ס媘軩䙎յ赟Ⱐ㝂䫋מ
סך┫ր겏笴汫氙ע⚶蝠㎼饗מהדגնגזםכ獗⚶ゼ꾴ם׀㝕ך㖪ס⪫尀叉ֿס汫氙朮
㵵汫מؘؓنؘٜؗסꫀ㸗ꪎ㣗〉⚶ց皑ה┪ׅյסא鞪吉מ㕈׀טյ㣗〉⚶ע槁㐂ؓס
նג蔦氮ց溪銨סחրסⳛ朮םכ㕈潒סײ卽篁סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼ

סח蔦氮5IF�'JWF�'SFFEPNT
Ώ��疾萝ֽצ度ס־׀蔦氮⣌䎘כ嵛ⲇ粪䭥״גյ偆똀ם寊ֽסئؙצ䳀❵
ΐ��┮䗪ס־蔦氮䌴꯬㖪䨾䗪ꈌם⚪䛈㖪䨾סלם䳀❵׳ꈌ⮗ם냣芌欎㘶ס䳀❵
Α��蝆浌յ䴮⥣յ洑洠ס־蔦氮◙ꮐֽצ溷牞ם隉偂כꁢꅋם⭦翝

׃ה韀ך⼏♧
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Β��婞䊬鉿ⳛ溪槁ס蔦氮ⶥ⮔ם疾ꪨյꈌ⮗ם⯢懈յיא♼ꪨסכ⻎㺇
Γ��䚐䘲ֽצ蝆䜪ס־蔦氮䖥槏溷蝆䜪ꉌׄ枱岞ֽ⺅צ䪒ַס牞⟛

槁㐂յס׆סח蔦氮עյ汫氙ֽׄמ &6 䭰♤⻄㎼ס岺♤ס㏸⺫ֵךյؓ ؘنؘُٜٜؗؼ
ؓ饗韢סך┪㕈勓溷䭰埉כն

傽勓ס槁枱
勑ד傽勓獗⚶ַֹכؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓיַֽמ阋訪ֿ嶰ꄞ־⮔־כ׆ַםַי
նַיזכꆬסם־כ嬟מ汔┾ע׀ⳛסؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓס汫氙סյ傽勓מֹ
♧┫յ傽勓ס汫氙ⳛ朮ֿ⺇ׄ⺇곓כ┾汔סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓסⳛ⻔יַחמ卹䏺�����

ֿ粺גז倀皹ס锡笴ֵךն
룫
룫ס냣ַ偙עמ㝕יׄ⮔ׂ׀ֵחնΏ�㺑㜽㺑⫐蔦氮מ鉿׀匡ֿ׀ךր侑냣ַցΐ�
㺑⫐ך蔦氮מ瓌ⳛֿ׀ךր䌐냣ַցΑ�綼瓌ⳛֿ׀ך㺑⫐냣芌րؙؕ٭ٛؓلցΒ�䈭硟婝
յיאնֵךցة٭آ٭ٛذفր׳䎰婝ֿꅼמցΓ�┾汔溷ة٭آغزشրؙ٤ٛ勎ֵֿױ
傽勓סל؆כס너룫㖪ֿة٭آ٭ٛذف❈氠ַיն汫氙䪫銉ⶾ⚶סր䱰ⷯ룫ס❈氠㵅
䡢ؓع٭آ٤鞪吉㖥⼴剹ցכמյ㎇瞩ג너룫㖪ס ��ֿة٭آ٭ٛذف❈氠ֽיյ
��ֿր┞מة٭آסח룫◝聹♧┪⪜ַיցכ瞩ַֻיնס׆栄ַעך╚סة٭آյ
룫ע聹כ׆ף⛞婧ַׂם׀ךכ׆ն♑מյהֹסػكף⽿כء٤ِٛعؠ٭ل
簮낛ֻ┰넍מ㴻劻ꪨ겝룫┞מ״גף劻ꪨ䐤׀ךյ䱰ⷯ翝⭦כ׀撴ףהׂמ
鉿翝⭦ַֹכ䒣⯜䳕聹靕鱍מ䈰溷☭气ֻ䳕סյ聹嬰յ氙ⷯ⢶婝י
٭آעמյ䎰婝ة٭آ٭ٛذفյעיꫀמ냣芌סյ䱰ⷯ룫ע嵣ס汔┾יն㸐ַי
ն&6ַך؆ꅼכ䎰婝סססאة עך ���� 䌑䕋匡㒘ֿة٭آ٭ٛذفס珡婝յ
٤յؕذ٭ه䈣յ⪬סյ稌㎼تؕت յגױնַי珡婝ֿة٭آ٭ٛذفך岺䔾ךלםغ٤
ךر٤ٚ؛յֽי珡婝מךעךصؕغ٤յظ٭ؘؗتյ٭ؘٜؗؿע偂⮗ףהׂ
珡婝ֿ尴ַיזױնעךؓٛعت٭؛噺汔יזמ珡婝յךؠ٭٤ُظ噺汔מ珡
婝ַיזםמכ׆ն簮낛מ䒣⯜䳕聹յ&6 ٤ؕ䈣ס־חַׂסյ稌㎼تؕت
նַי珡婝מךעךغ
骢
傽勓ך냣芌ַי嬎骢ס㝂ׂעյ偙⻔黨䳕埭ַם׀ךסכ׆ׂ⻔ր㠑㦝ٜ٭عتցס
牞霼٬簊넍⯜ꮹ٬סյ⺇苀٬嵣氙עٜ٭عت㠑㦝ס׀㝕⻎ׯכ✄ס⮔ն蔦气ꇃׇ┞ך╚
童㹽⭦槏סלם嬎骢ס硄槏ֿ㵼儅ַֹכֵך☭ꪨסיזכמ⯈➬䙎כⲯ椙䙎־❈氠י
־ַיז䍴־ַיזյ皑ך㖪䨾⻎׀כ㷆䱖岡׀כ넍낛עյ嬎骢ַֿ
־吁ס⯼ס⮔յ蔦מ״ג냣芌ך欎㘶ַםױ嚋تٝعتמֹס׆նַם׀ך־

觐鋅�⼪僇
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籽ׄր吁־ցյמ╚ס넍ֿ⪜מסַםַיז⾄㍊籽ׄր⣷⾄㍊ցյ寊䖩锡♧┪מ
냊ײ籽ׄր㝂냊鉿ⳛցגזַכ沌䊬鉿ⳛֿ⮂槁ն㠑㦝יׂם❈ٜ٭عت气氙䙎ע
訒מַי׀יז־ֿכ׆ַםהꫀյ❈籽ׄדסַיն气ס־ףגױ㲳
骢עյ◦ַס״גַםׄח⥣枤婱ס⮗ꯙյ♑ס骢מ㊖כ׆ׂח⥣יױꮐמ״ג׃
偂㹼ֿ鉿նגױյ舸ت؛מ蔫כ׆ַםׄחյ䙎鉿ⳛ䫅ֻכ׆潨溷יכյ气ױ
י � 傽♧⫐מ㜽璇溷ֿ⳰摾묄ꏣך偡ն枤婱ס⮗ꯙיׂםעյגַג㵬ַֿם
舸气氙氠骢ֿ笴⳰նַיז־ֿכ׆ � 劓벉 ���  ��� गַֹכ�蝄벉ך㺵汫ג
⮔ⶥכ넍םյꈌ婞גױ־ն㹼ֵֿ⼴㖥סכַםלאעゼ꾴ס䙎鉿ⳛ蔫ت؛յ״
׆鱍ל؆כף냣ֻך냣芌㶔䍲םյꈌ婞ֻ┰לם㏸׀ךסכ׆䱡յ٠ֻٚ┰寊ם
עיꫀמٜ٭عتյ㠑㦝עך卹䏺����Q��ն┾汔ַי⼴㖥כַם &6 յتؕت
稌㎼ס �� 䈣յؓٛٚعت٭؛غ٤ٚ٭ة٭ٖؼյךלםرػ珡婝ַיն浌ײ婝״
ն偂㹼ַי珡婝ך٭ؘٜؗؿյصؕغյر٤ٚ؛յؠ٭٤ُظյע⳰סךם묄ꏣ
յעיַחמ⮗ն婱ַי珡婝ךؓؼؓعյٛغ٤ٚ٤ؔن٤յظ٭ؘؗتյעיַחמ
&6 ססא偂⮗ס婱עך٭ؘٜؗؿյؠ٭٤ُظնַי珡婝עכ׆鉿ֹמ傽䊬溷עך
珡婝ַיն
朙
傽勓ס►朙עյؙئ낛׀כ䱖岡׀כ㷆׀כյ蔦⮔כ✄ס㜟ַם㝕׀
יזכמյ朙ֿד硄槏ֿ㵼儅עיזכמն气氙脢ַי냣ַցׁםחրך╚סٜ٭عتס
ցצր蕨ꆸםמ㎦곓婧鉿״גסꆻⳛ┮鳉ע朙ס냣ַցׁםחնրֵךتٝعت؆הע
㵬ⷩמյ☭ꪨגױն䔔꼸ֵֿמ⣌䎘枱䡢סյ䖥麃לםײׂ沌䊬鉿ⳛֿף⽿כ
מ⩰밮ס㝂ַն朙כ׆鉿מםցֿ묄ꏣ⮗յր閣ך槏氮ַֹכ茣䙎ֵֿ⺪ֻ┰
յמ♑סאն疮ֵֿׄמ밮ך朮⮎ךם묄ꏣעꄼ䊬ע갾ׄחյց؆־ր밮ַיַח
►䶗גױյכ׆ֵך愃┮尀✄ס朙י闑מ䱖岡朮ס㖪⻉յ㹸㹼ֿ䌼ס朙蕪ס냣ַׁםח
յ㹸㹼ֿסכ갾ס׆նֵֿכ׆յ偂㹼ֿ鉿ך槏氮ַֹכםמꊤ땲מ׀כס
նה訒מ蔦撬עյ㹸㹼ךכ׆ն箖苣㚷媃ד偙岺ַֹכ״紛ׂח׀ךלםغ٤فّإ
낛舸氠朙עյ傽勓☭ֿ㟱׳굤ꮳ舸מ״גמյ畉꿔㝕ꓪמ庋גր懍⸦냣倣ցֻ┰
նֵךتٝعتם㝕㜟ףכמהג朙סյ蠗낛״גֻ┰懍⸦냣倣ֿמⰺסն넍ַי
٤ِذلյי璻כցٜ٭ٞع٤ؤ٤ِذلյրמ״ג⪛بئ " 姊▋䪫銉ֵյ
նַֹכַ朙ֹױי篙卸㝤僻סא

┾汔סⳛ⻔־ֹלעն&6 םע岺䔾ֵס岺溷䬭匙ⲇסיַחמ䪒ַסךꀸ㖪סյ朙עך
ַֿյ朙ס䪒ַٜ٭ٜסיַחמ㴻ַי״ր⳹⼴ցעךյ偂㹼ֿ珡婝־ַיյ㜽
璇溷ם⭦翝מ閣⮗鉿ֹכ׆珡婝ַיն蝠㎼עך閣⮗יַחמ傽䊬溷מ
鉿ֹעכ׆珡婝ַיն

׃ה韀ך⼏♧
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ٜعؠيסח
⯼ꃍסւؓ٤٭ب٬ُُٜؼփס詇脢٤خٛـ宋מ╭עյր㵵汫䠊叉洤ցյր欎㘶尀叉ցյր☭✄錺
㵬ցյיאրⳛ朮軩䔵ցסゼ꾴䭰䷂גն䔦㟕ס⺉ꃍ锡笴ףյ�� ┾笫סף냣芌ⳛ朮
յךׄד免㺵嫣עס潨锶סյ傽י芌ךꏕ⻉냣倣סյ䉖鬦곐־㏸כյ汫蕪ׇע
呬㲳䌼חַעמ┫ס蔦⮔ס童㹽ֵֿյⳛ朮⻎㛶ֿׁהז雾״ꁎםֹױ銔气枱䡢ס
㟱ַםׂױ欎㘶ך芌״גיյ䫎气朮鮐悻ׄםמնסאעך׆舸낛☭ꪨס⣌
䎘ֿ䖥ꏕיזםמ匡նםֹס׆גױⳛ朮䈰㖪ס־䎰寊ע寊յ疾宜յ㏸㐌尀叉ն�

ـյך׆׆ յր㵵汫䠊叉洤ցע潨ח┞䘼ֹնכַגמ䭇סח◝ゼ꾴ג䷂٤宋ֿ䭰خٛ
ր☭✄錺㵬ցր欎㘶尀叉ցյ◝ח潨ֿրⳛ朮軩䔵ցֵךն⯼脢ֿ☭ꪨ┾汔מ䔔꼸ׯゼ꾴ך
嚣䗻סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼյؓױחնֵךゼ꾴ס⡠槏㸐מⳛ朮עյ䔿脢㸐מסֵ
槏ס瑭ֿסַֹכ㲽㐂ֿٜعؠيסח◝ס镄掾㸐מⳛ朮כ镄掾㸐מꪨ☭עמ╚ס
闋ֵךն
☭ꪨמ㸐ゼ꾴
���� 䌑 � 劓勒מ䲔鼥ג傽勓篑座偆臝ס阾◜ֿכ׆םֹס׆מ剹ַי־ն

⾨欰⸤⫴満灇瑔棳ך锃叨דծ㕂欵װ鱐Ⰵך땼聘ך⼱侧ַ䫑欰暟颵ָ⸬ְַז讒罣䚍蝑ָ
嗚⳿ַָׁהֿկ�

㵵汫ס洠宜ס溪洤◙ꮐמ״ג䫎气朮鮐ֿ㝂ꓪ䫋┰ךכ׆յ汫氙ⳛ朮־םס⫏✄ס
泮ⲇֿ訒⩸յ赟Ⱐ脸䙎褛ֿ✄ⲇ鉿掿ꄼ舸낛ס㵵汫סאն赟Ⱐ脸䙎褛ֿ溪ꇖך
նַֹכֵֿ䚐םׂ岕渵ֿ곓ס☭מյ䫎气朮鮐כ䠊叉יז⪛מ⫏✄ס☭גה
┾汔溷עמ䫎气朮鮐ס㝂ꓪ❈氠כ赟Ⱐ脸䙎褛ס䙊㙟סꫀ➳ֿ긊䊬מゼ꾴镄ֽיյ蝠㎼ס
ֿّ٭ز鞪吉ꫀמ脸䙎褛גׅ┪ה٤눢潸ֿ皑ْٞٔ؞ ���� 䌑 �� 劓מ⪪銨ס⮴ג㖥⼴剹
ע䌑ꪨ媃脢俙מյ脸䙎褛ףׄם䲃翝颉םյⲯ卸溷ףמ ���� 䌑מ槁㐂ס �� ┧☭
ס �� ⠨♧┪גֵמ ���� ����յע׆նַי廠◙כםמ☭┧ 䌑מ٤ס媃◾脢俙

��� ┧☭┪㎇俙㲻דն卹䏺����Q��
ס䱖⮂ꓪت廛㵍ⲯ卸סյ┾汔גױ ��� ַכמⰶ氙朮סאכ겏笴溷㝕锺埛汫氙ס׆ֿ

ֹ鞃י״⮴ע臝ׂ需ֹדַםעךն廛㵍ⲯ卸מتꮹյ槁㐂ס汫氙ס㐂偙ֿ欎㘶מ㸐
׆յלם斪䊝곝卲熏㚷ס٤د尀叉յُؓס嶮嶚魀յס寊מ♑յעゼ꾴ַי׆鱍י
նֵךכ׆ַי饗韢ׂםךױׅ┪⺅俙㲻ס״ג獏אך׆

י״ךױ欎㘶熏㚷յ尀叉㵵汫䠊叉洤䘼ֻמַֹםס➳潲䱸ꫀמ✄☭瑭ֿך׆׆
☭ꪨמ㸐ゼ꾴עסגכյםֹס׆ゼ꾴ס饗韢עյ☭ꪨמ䔔꼸ֿש⺪茣䙎ֿ⮔יז־
ַףםסַם䔔꼸ֿמ✄⾀气ַֹכյ☭ꪨף嚋韢ַֻעאնֵך־ױ㢼ֹׂ
յ☭ꪨ⠥ֿםյ媘䗻ֿםמ槏韢ַֹכַי脝ֻעꪨ☭כַי⺅蔦撬䶗ךׂ
նַם״⻲עכ׆ַי汔ֿⳛַ┾כס䟨⻉סאכׂםַי䟨餟ֹאֿ☭
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ⳛ朮מ㸐ゼ꾴
ُؼնֵؓךゼ꾴סյր⡠槏ցעٜعؠيסח┞ֹ嚣䗻圸䧯סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ
ַֹיכ⣌潨溷⟛⣌䎘סⳛ朮ր㵵汫䠊叉洤ցַי饗韢ך┪ؘؓنؘٜٜؗ
⡠עך׆׆յ״גס꽃潨ַי⻉需ך⻉ꌬסꪨ☭ױח汫氙噺汔յ׆յֿ锶ֻמ
槏סゼ꾴ײס阋ն槁㐂ס汫氙עך־םסّطتبס气־יױ媃ןꪨ갾յ媃؆כֵד
ס־ף؆阋כַםעמⳛ朮ֻ⾀气עמַחյ玗篑笠յ䠊䝠յ焒䙎յיז蔷מ槏⭦ס
䪒ַַֿיնס׆媘軩䙎מ㸐յ☭ꪨס☭ꇓ溷䠊镊סגזױיזַ׆לַגזַע
⡠槏ם筙穀㸐מյⳛ朮ֿסַי䱧ׄצ⽿כ־ ז⩰ס׆ն☭ꪨֵֿך韢槏⼯
䪒㸐מյⳛ朮יכַי汫氙ס䓺ױמ䕱欎סյ蔦撬םֹ״⛿מ┪㐌槉כ
ַֿ媘軩גזֵךסם㖪⻉עյסא汫氙ס㐂偙ゼ꾴ײכד䖥ס潨ֵךכ׆סնכג
窢עַ麃✄溷ֵמⳛ朮ס♑סאעַյֵ⮗յ偂㹼յ閣⮗婱⳰םֹסյ⯼ꃍףֻ
玗溷ם浌םֹֻ┰ײ鉿掿עյ☭ꪨֿ朮槏溷מ䭥籽⺪茣ם气嵛ꃻך┪ַׂיז潲䱸溷מ
ס׆նֵךゼַַֹכյ־ֹדסַ婞מꇓ溷☭ע鉿掿סאյֿדכ׆ַםס➳ꫀע ⳛ
朮מ㸐⡠槏 ؘُٜؗؼؓףյַ׀䍇ꪛס갾鞃僻ؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼյؓע⣨긖ס
סؘؓنٜ 꿁 ն脝ֻע瑭כַי塌茣יכ

عؠؘةٞو؆ה؆
ס׆עعؠؘةٞو؆ה؆ � 瑭ױնֵךײ篁⺅גײ雧ز٭ٞوؓמٜعؠيסח
סꇃ㶔냣芌յ嬎骢סךت٭ًتն栄ַגײ雧כ׆ח皑מ皑㖪ס汫氙ꀸ㵵י닫ꄼ✄ס׆ע
ַיכゼ꾴יַֽמ汫氙סյ槁㐂לַםֿ׀ף״䮕ׅ㢼כ냣芌յ⳰յٜ٭عت
ַי偙ֿ类籽㐂ס汫氙ס䕋匡יַֽמ槁㐂ꫀמאյֵֿ؆ׂגעכ׆
նֵךע槏氮ֵֿסםאյעמס

מ╚ס┾նրגזֵֿכ׆ג䕑צ㳔םֹס׆ך╚ׄ⺇⟵煝יכ㳔气ך㳔ꯖؓةؓ
כ׆յ䜬ַゼ꾴ֵֿס㝂ׂע עהג瑭הג☭ַי 簮㸐䜬 յ־ն脝ֻכ
圸ס⚶獗עַյֵגז槏氮ֵַֿם㜟ֻיׂגյ㜟ֻכײיז皑מ皑㖪ס☭סא
ꅎ蔦✄ֿסאꈷ䫘כ䕑ַם枱岞מꃯַꁎ؆כגַךյ┞嚣מ ㄌ 鉿םַיז
ַ☭ֿ 䜬 蔦דגյעמ״גַׂי㜟ֻ־✇յױחն槁枱ֵַֿם⮗阋ַכֵך
㥌⳰כֹ芻再槏闋כꈷ䫘ֵֿ☭յ⠥ׂםעךסׄ♕䘼䞯䬁脝ֻס⮔
ֿ㝕⮗כ׆ַֹכדնךֹֻסאյ⠥☭ֵעַ獗⚶מ㸐ز٭ٞوؓסי脝ֻֿכ׆獗
⚶㜟ֻסיכ٭ر٭ַׂٛי㥌ֵ⳰ךնց

鉿ⳛס겊骢סאյיזמכ׆י겊骢芌ַםַי⳰מյ㵅갾יז䕋מצ㳔ס׆
չ☭ꫀמ汫氙סյ槁㐂焒־סם䒣ׂׄדל蔫ַֿסյ舸־סם蠮ׂללֿ
גזגյ؆הնגז־ג镄掾槏闋ס皑㖪☭ꪨס � ٧劓ך槏闋עכס׀ך䘼ז
ךאյַֿםַי � ־ ��� מ♳յסהֹס � ־ �� ז䘼כꇙֵַֿׂ׀㝕ע㜟ⵊס
גꃍמ⩰նדסג ┞ח潨ٜعؠيס յ㸐מסֵמ偙╋ס巆魀脢כ镄掾ֿ气氙脢䭰ס
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ס׆㸐מٜعؠيס潨ח┞ֿ׆յַֿי־翝ֿ׀ꓨמ气氙脢ע镄掾סꪨ☭סך׆׆
նֵךز٭ٞوؓסعؠؘةٞو

סյ舸־סם朮׀气םֹסל勓匡עյ骢יזמכ׆־־幾ׂכ骢מյ㵅갾יא
蔫ַֿ낛סלַם㖪⻉յֿא☭ꪨֿ骢ס✄ס┞ꌃ⮗ꯙכ׆婞䓜ⵊ䕑ס
նֵךز٭ٞوؓ㸐מٜعؠيס潨ח◝ֿ׆նגז־ג镄掾脝ֻסⳛ朮־
䪩霼ס־㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ֵךֹגז䨯䝵㳔ꯖ⣨ؓةյ劄⮴յؓי臝ַ⻔䟨ס瑭㸐מعؠؘةٞو؆ה؆
ױיזם⮔瓦䍲❿呬ֿ㴗ׂסַיע舸ַםי⳰յעך枱岞סն傽勓
ז׀յיײ־긖ס㴗⪢䙎מն篑座溷גזד勑焒俙각䍲ⷩס鉿ⳛסն긊⳰骢ַֹכֹ
յؓ־־מאնדכ׆םַֹםֻיעמ祔ⷃכ ؘةٞوס׆ע㳔ꯖؓة
ؓةյؓ⽱蕟סצ㳔ס瑭םַֹׂמ槏闋עך⚶獗ס♀նגׂי㵅鉿䪩霼סعؠ
㳔ꯖ⪛ׄ⺇עյ㸥ꓨֵךסגׂיն
յ냣芌նַ
냣芌欎㘶עꄼ䊬ؓةؓס㳔ꯖס骢ֵך⻎יזגַכն냣芌㖪䨾עյꌃ㺑俙ֿ鳉גז־ם
庣סؓؔطꩽ劻ٍٚ٤כ؆ء٤٬ٌع٭فٜ؟ס〈յ너骢䬎䓜舓ךꖗ吁מ╚סյ┞㵍״ג
寊漨水מ؆䩘鬽ֿםַיյס״גס؆ה؆疾ꪨגזׂחնؓؓة㳔ꯖסꄼ
䊬ס骢舸ס؆ה؆כ舸ס嬟鼛ךסגז־גյ嬟鼛ס婞牞䙎䭥מ״גג냣倣䧯
ꩽ嫘갧מ䗎גֻ┰ס⻎יն

ꇙַעյ⳰ס劔摾♧㜽עך劸ס俆婧ֵךכ׆גײיն俆婧יזַכյ枤氠ס
눢齡עכֵיׄח㟱ַֹכמ׀䓺גזדն־אր⻏ׄטցגײיն䝠ֿ彏׀
ؼؓמ焒־סם✇鉿ⳛֿ㠀סյⳛ朮勓匡ֿג㸐מ⻏俙כ־םׂחֿ⯁
٭ْؕ㸐מն汫氙ⳛ朮ַם׀ךעכ׆偙脝ֻ㐂ס汫氙גꏕ䢩מؘؓنؘُٜٜؗ
骢כ⮔յ蔦עמ״ג焒־סם朮׀气םֹסל骢ֿסⶐ┞סא䩧ַյז⺅ꮹ׀ךة
նג脝ֻכ䖩锡ֵֿׄט鴇곐ꁿם窢玗溷סכ
כ׆גׂי侷ֻֿ؆ה؆
ע؆ה؆ ���� 䌑 � 劓מ气ױյ곐►䔿ס⻎䌑 � 劓־⠥☭溷ם냣芌ֿ㢼גזױնיאյ
⻎䌑 �� 劓סאמ � ٧劓ס焝⾀箽ֻגն

气ס傽չכ׆焒䙎ֵֿ䠊䝠מյ骢יאնג彏ַעյ䠀䝠ך╚י芌؆ה؆
嵛ך╚ס焒גזםמכ׆ն

כնցյ䊟؆ה؆免劻յրס⯼ն溪䝠劻ֿ匡׀ך霼餟⯼⻏ס⮔蔦עյ骢ױ
㛽כׄ־蔦⮔ךꌃ㺑מ䨴גזֵכ׆նױחյ偙⻔䠊镊㖪䨾阾䤾茣ⲇյ☭ꪨ
ֿ✇阋־ַיז槏闋茣ⲇֵն┫浝ֿ籽ַעמ׀כגյעךױאגז־םמ
յⳛ朮״גַיז焒מ朮勓茣溷ⲯׂ낛מ鞪┮ס⮔յ蔦עնⳛ朮גַי겧蠗낛ֵ
镸㷋סלךכ׆嗘朮ֿסל洤枱מⲯׂ־ס焒כ׆׀ךֿכ׆㳔؆דն骢עמ䠊䝠
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նגזֵֿכ׆㭒㡨לׂך؆ꁎⰺמꪨס瑭כ骢סאյכַיך骢乤ס♑նֵ
י״溪䝠ֿ匡㢼ע؆ה؆סն⮂衠ꪨꁿַיז韢槏溷䘼脝䭥עյ骢מכ׆׀덺ׂגױ
㥌⳰ס★㹼ء٤ؔط٤ُؗכםמ㥌⳰ס둚סַׂ⻎כ؆ה؆յ瑭ֿך꼿גַ
յ侍־סַגצնꆸׂי䬁ך鳉㎷ַ밮ס劄ꁿյ瑭ֹלնגזֵֿכ׆כֹ
业־סַיյכ䘼גַיזյֵ傽յַמֹסח鳉밮ך䬁յ瑭ס✄ֿ㐌긖מ
⠱גזֵֿ׀כגն⠱ג炟ꪨյה؆؆ֿ⾉ㆼמ瑭י׀יז־⻔מյُؗء٤ؔط٤
עꓨ✄ס؆ה؆ն䓜免ֵךסגכֹ ��� गע鱳ֻךסגַיյⷩמֿ각כד䘼
ַ䙊ַך낗צ鱍ג׀ն瑭ס鳉䁼ף瑭ֿ⻎כ؆ה؆둚יַיז־⮔כ׆םמ鳉
✇䍲䬁ֵךסגַיכֹאն骢ס鮂麃יז焒גז✄닫גזדն
㸐מ婞簡䙎ס⳰ס骢מր☭ꪨֵך꾴╭סعؠؘةٞوס׆�յך┪גֻױ鵕׆
ゼַց脝ֻףכր긊⳰ס겊骢ס♑ע骢כ嬟յ㝂㸴鉿ⳛמ沌ֿם锶յ舸ע긊
⳰骢杅劔ס蔫ַ䠊㖪⻉ֵֿն־յ骢ע☭ꪨמֹ⻎כ浌ײ䠊յ䠊䝠䭥
אյ״ג׳舸㟱ַם䒣ׂסյ傽勓☭ֿ蔫ַיזնֵך气⾀㲽㐂׀气יזյ焒䙎ה
նםמ篙韢ַֹכնցַםגյ婞簡䙎䭥ע槏氮ַֹכ⳰ך潨溷岚מㆶ㟱ס
ն䠊⺇䙎ֵֿםמכ׆㸐מססא䨾劔סⳛ朮מյ☭ꪨף鉿ׄך槏㺌ס׆־
⾀סאյףםכַםםעיֻ┰窢玗溷蝆浌עגױ麃✄溷㸐מⳛ朮ך槏氮ַֹכ
㟃ֹסאכ׆碃沯דע⪛מնע׆յ㵵汫סיכⳛ朮ֿ☭ꪨמ⯈氠כ׆⯼
䳀סؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓכ嚣䗻ס㸐䟨⽱ն☭ꪨמⳛ朮ס⯈氠ס婞簡䙎
אյ䠊⺇䙎ֵֿמ־געמնⳛ朮ַי瞩ֻ埛筺מדյ勑ך╚ס⮔蔦ע׆劔摾նס
ֿ⚶獗氠⯈מ䩘⳧׀ⳛ朮㟱ך⻉ꌬסהג⮔ꪨֿ蔦☭מֻ ⪴מ气׀獗⚶ ֵך
ס׆כַֹסն☭ꪨַם䘼ֻעכ ⪴气 յ־㝂ַնכ׆ֵך㖪⻉ր䶗⺅ցס㝂ׂע
㵅갾מ☭ꪨכⳛ朮ֿ牞מ־⪴气ַי倀ⵊյⳛ朮ס舸ֿꓨ锡ם吖너徎ַיזםמ㐌㔔
┾汔עמ㝂ׂ㲽㐂ն㐌槉ت٤ٚفס䁼ל舸䖩锡♧┪מ䶠⺅ס♀ַי傽勓♑
ז皑מ皑㖪ס׆לյ✄┞ע䘼ֹն瑭כַג俓䟨䩧ַעמ倀ⵊגֹ׆յיכ⯁עꅼ㎼⩰ס
ն־ֹדסַי脝ֻ◜י

䟨聋脝ֻؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ
עյעכ׆յ☭ꪨֿⳛ朮䨾劔כֵג舸낛סאյꃻמյ㺵汫㖪י芌؆ה؆
յ־նד׆כם婞潲ֿסםֹאַױיׄט篙韢כյ־ַםעךסםכ׆ַםַׄעי
㳔ؓةնַؓי䠊כ䟨聋ֵַֿׂי脝ֻיַחמؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ䔿♀ךא
ꯖֿյ䭥籽⺪茣םꀸ噺ס偙岺յיא䘼䞯יכ劔塌ꀸ噺䱿ꅼַי槏氮עח┞סյ׆
״גַׂי廌ׄ⺇㏸㚺յ寊յ疾宜ַםַי尀叉מהג❴㲳ס♣┾姌ׂיױ气־
מ⪳䖥麃י낛אյׂחꓩ褺ֿם⣌䎘溷ך吖너ֿ骅㶠־㏸յ寊յ疾宜סאնֵך
⣌䎘溷מ气׀ךֿכ׆׀欎㘶ד״גַׂךַםח⾀כնֵ⾀סי㲽㐂כյ摾ꮹמ
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锶ֻֿם㵅עꮹס׆ֵ㐌槉┪ס魕徎յ㐌槉כ蔦撬ס䕱欎גⷫמ䓺ׂה־⮔ך銉
նַיꃍֹ׆ע٤宋خٛـնֵך㳔ꯖؓةֿؓסכֹׯ㳔מ⪳

ׅ弫銲ך聘ן⠼חծ滠㹋כד㕂ז鞢ַ״לִהկ֮כ㉏겗ֻׁחַק
ծְָגזחֿ䢪חהֿ鱐Ⰵׅהׁו㸜ֻ俱⾱ךծ㹺残暟欽궿俱ח
ךֿךկ궿俱ְֲִַהְגⴓֽさחⰕ䎂项彁ך歲⚅גְג׃倯װזֿ
鱐Ⰵⴓכ劢勻ך㶨㷝ךⵃ欽ⴓֲַַזכדկ䕹植㖈ך猘ָ嶊顤ׅהךずּׄ
欰聘ְ״ח䏿⨳ג׃ה衅ծ欰欵ꆀגחⰋ菙ַկְַזכדךז聘ָ䗳銲ךְ
欵ֲָׅקծ״葺ְֲַַֿזכדךזהٝأع����Q�կ

עյ㐌槉ג凰ס寊徙⻎כ☭ꪨֿ傽勓☭סיס汔┾ ��� ⠥⮔䖩锡ַֹכד
鞃ע劔⻏ם需ֵךն瑭ֿהגꃻס׆气嵛כٜؕذت蔦撬ס䕱欎מֹלעⰺַם⻉מն
յ䨾顋מն杅־ֹדַםעךסַֻֿכ׆ס坎⻎יַֽמؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓ ⩰ꅼ㎼
巆魀舸气氙ֽס⮔ג鱩ꇃמꓪꇃⰷם䖩锡מ״ג粪䭥✄ס⮔յ蔦עהג瑭׳⛿מ
סאնַי OFFE䖩锡ׂםעך XBOU姯寛מ气氙ֿꃯַמ״גׂחյ蔦撬ס䕱欎כ
ր喖卲熏㚷ցր欎㘶尀叉ցր☭✄錺㵬ցַי䷂յ䭰ף겏笴溷汫氙ֿ类籽ג곐ׄ־ע

րⳛ朮ס軩䔵ցֿ┪▗מ畤ײꓨַׂיזםնס׆יא气嵛ךכ׆ׄטחյ⺇곓⺇ׄ
י׀气♣免ס־׆յכⳛ朮յ䠊⺇䙎ֵׂםעך蔦麃הג瑭ַי气嵛סאעס
նדהג❴㲳םמכ׆ַׂ
巆魀脢ס㥌⳰
瑭ס׆עהג枱岞䭰יֻׂ⤒镸־ֹדסַם־ն♑ס㎼չ &6 頲㎼מֹסյ
侓䍟ٝךٜي岺ֿ⯜㴻յ汫氙ꀸ㵵ֿמא⡏ַ냣芌欎㘶㜟ֻյֹׂ䉖㖪ؘُٜؗؼؓמ
նַ־ֹדסַם׀ךעמ巆魀脢הג瑭־כ׆ח䔵סカֿ⮂㎇גꏕ䢩מؘؓنٜ
ד茣⺪עכ׆儙יכ㵅鴫מ傽䊬气嵛סהגゼ꾴䟨餟յ瑭ס׆նַםעכ׆ם؆אյ
��1SPWJOH�CZע侷ֻס㳔ꯖؓةյֵֿؓכ׆ח皑מ䔢ע槏韢ַם⛘ն㵅鴫脝ֻע瑭כ
1SBDUJDJOH椙⩰㒌碃ֵךն㵅鴫ֿ⛘א׆יז槏韢ע气־ֹדַםעךס׀նמא䕋ז
槁枱焒ֹעױյעסַג瑭ֿ䳀呾יככ׆׀ךֿ☭⠥מ״גַׂיյ槁枱㜟ֻי
ٜيٝסؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓסյ傽勓עն卹䏺����דכ׆ꈷ䫘יאնכ׆כ
䑛מ״גׅ┪׀┮⺪姊יככ׆םח䮕ַׅיնע״חյ侓䍟٬ꀸ寊澈ס╚劻溷لם
璇㳔溷םכ⺫㏸סלם냣芌㕈徙ע״ח㵅鉿յכ瞬㴻ס٤ٚو瓌鉿ם槁㵅溷גַט㕈מ٤٘ة
յכ׆յ䟨餟כ׆焒ֿכץ☭┞הג瑭ֵך潨ֿյ巆魀脢חיאյ┪⻔ס卥ⲇ⮔ם
ꈷכ׆שյ㛽כ׆⮂מյٜبؙױח⡠槏溷ם巆魀㵅鉿דכ׆ֿ׆┞沁ꓨ锡
מ锡劳סאյףַׄי巆魀脢ֿ㙟ֵֻסյ槏闋מֹ⻎כն劔塌ꓩ褺ַי脝ֻע瑭כד
㸐䗎ג㸯㛿䍔ע㙟ֻ׀ַיյמא㸐䗎יꀸ㵵侓䍟ס㥌ֿ⳰㜟ַׂיז⺪茣䙎ע㝕ַמ
յ䟨餟ֿ㜟ס巆魀脢יׄ־׀⦐ֿؓؔظْ٭ر٭٤ٛ؛ؼم؛յעך٤ظ٭ؘؗتնֵ
ך♀նגז㜟ׂ׀յ枱岞ֿ㝕ױ㟱䕱欎ֿ气ַֹכַׂיז㜟ֿ٭ق٭تי䗎מ锡劳סא
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ⷯס䕋匡יזמⲚⲇסյ⚕噺⣨ֽי㛿ֿⷯס룫ַםעך냣ַة٭آ٭ٛذفך׆לע
ُؼւؓס٤宋خٛـնַֹכַםע䈼ס⡑嫘סⷯגꏕ䢩מؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼؓכ ٬ُٜ ٭ب
٤փֿ⪪כֵגזםמյ蝠㎼侓䍟ֿ槁枱鞪吉ס㣗〉⚶ױ׃皑סגׅ┪הյꀸ赟ⵊ㳔良
倣מ❸㲽ꀸ噺כյ㵵汫ס气槏כ鉿ⳛ锡寛ꏕ䢩ַם䈰噺溷ם汫氙䒣ׂ䪞⮿䉖宐獗⚶
㜟ע槁㵅מםյךכ׆גז㜟ֿٜؕذت巆魀ס☭┞גזגնֵך־גז㲽㐂ֵֿס
גמסַ⚶յ獗ֿא׆ꈷ䫘כ䟨餟סכץ☭┞巆魀脢עյ㵅ֿ䘼ֻמַֹם
ױ气־׆յյⳛ朮յ蔦撬յ☭ꪨף״㢼ն┞☭ֿ㜟ֵךסםכⳛⲇ⸮ס״
նַי⟥ע瑭כ׀ך獗⚶ֿ㵅槁׀ךסכ׆׀气מ⪳הג❴㲳ׂי

篙韢
ր걋☭䠀ցַֹכ侷ֻסր걋☭ցעסַֹכյ蔦⮔ס潨ך♀锶׀ךֿכ׆㸐骭מꮹ
־םעךסַםסյ㛽סַם锶ֻךյ潨ג־עאն־ֹדַםעךסַם
ⲯ椙䙎յյ气氙䙎ֿדעַיֻ⤫䠊䙎חյ䝠䭥㸐מ⾀סⳛ朮כꪨ☭עהגն瑭־ֹ
ז־ם׆יכֹׄ⥰膀מ㛽ם⫏ס⮔յ蔦ױֵ⡑玗呬ⵊ❿סײㅰסꪨ☭עֵַ
ג⮔ն蔦ַגײיյ♀┞䍲脝ֻיꄼכ׆ֹ⻉׀⻔מؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼնֵؓךֹג
ךאյֿם焒כַםעך䭥籽⺪茣יזכמⱁꅎ朮סיס┪气嵛ֿյ㐌槉ꃻסה
槁枱ס气嵛籽ַׄי槏氮־ֹד؆םעնמ⩰סא锶ֻעסׂיյ勓䓜מ瑭ֿהג勑
匡ס㲳❵מהג锶ַג┾汔־ֹדסםն勑匡ס㲳❵מהג锶ַג獗⚶מ״גסյ蔦⮔מ
նכյ־ֹדס׀ךֿמםע

峜ꓡ
�.       ⫐憐僆㲳ւ냣ַㅢַ┩ⶐס骢גכփ㽒峒剹䍔յ����
�.       1IFMQT�/PSN�5IF�-POHFTU�4USVHHMF��"OJNBM�"EWPDBDZ�GSPN�1ZUIBHPSBT�UP�1FUB�	/FX�:PSL��-BOUFSO�#PPLT�����

�.       䌐憐僻䔁ր䌐䧯 �� 䌑䍲մ嶮㜽ꀸ噺٬魈儅◜䝠鞪吉⮔卥◜噺姙䈣睗˽ꌃմ&6 �嚣锡ցꀸ寊澈յ����ס侓瞬ؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼⳛ朮珿獭ֽؓׄמIUUQ���XXX�NB�HP�KQ�K�LPLVTBJ�LPLVTFJ�LBJHBJ@OPHZP�L@TZPLVSZP�QEG�I��FV�BOJNBM�QEG�	 劄箽ꫜ镣 ���������

�.       卹䏺庄㲳ւؓ־✇עכؘؓنؘُٜٜؗؼ⡠槏溷巆魀כ낛ס㴗⪢փ㽒峒剹䍔յ����

�.       ⪪漨獗㎒岺☭�汫氙䪫銉ⶾ⚶ւ䱰ⷯ룫ס냣너㵅䡢ؓع٭آ٤鞪吉㖥⼴剹փ	����

�IUUQ���KMUB�MJO�HS�KQ�SFQPSU�BOJNBMXFMGBSF�)���GBDUVBM@JOWFTUJHBUJPO@MBZ@I���QEG�劄箽ꫜ镣 ����������
嶓⾔䔁陹颉鞻獗յ����┩փ堦勓劗㲳յ㻗勓鬕㝜٬הג䔢╭ס䜸Ɫײמ٤ꁿ♣汫氙٭ب٬ُُٜؼւؓت٭٤յٜخٛـ       .�
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     ou may probably know about Kaigui: The Three Pigs and Me written by the illustrative re-
porter Junko Uchizawa. Ms. Uchizawa did pig raising at home for about one year, which 
began from her desire to know the animal “before it becomes meat.” This book is a bio-
graphical report that tries to grasp the essence of current large-scale pig farming and animal 
husbandry. ¹

As a graduate intern at the Asian Rural Institute (ARI), I am also conducting a pig-rais-
ing project for individual use, just like Ms. Uchizawa’s project. The project was named “San-
chan project” after the name of the pig which was given to me for that purpose. The concept 
of the project was to deepen my understanding of animal welfare by raising a pig without 
performing castration and then checking the smell and taste of its meat. Why uncastrated? 
In Japan, male pigs are normally castrated seven days after birth. The reason male pigs for it 
is to prevent the meat from getting “boar taint” and to reduce its sexual behavior. Interest-
ingly, countries where castration is prohibited, especially castration without anesthesia, are 
increasing these days. This movement is based on the idea of “Animal Welfare.”

Animal Welfare

Animal welfare is a term used to explain animal husbandry which is sympathetic to live-
stock, reasoning that these animals have their own sensitivities and need a healthy envi-
ronment where they can behave naturally without feeling stress. The Japanese translation 

One Pig and Me
Chigira Hasumi

“I want to to raise a pig, butcher it,  
and eat it by myself.” 

(Junko Uchizawa)

Y
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for animal welfare is�ⳛ朮珿獭�(dôbutsu-fukushi). However,�the katakana ،ؑؿٕٕؑؐوص،�
(animaru werufea) for animal welfare is also used, because, for Japanese people in the Japa-
nese context, the word 珿獭�(fukushi) carries the meaning of “good life for elderly people.” 
Even though the concept of animal welfare itself is not familiar to the Japanese, opportuni-
ties for consumers to see at least the word are increasing. Recently, it has been used on TV 
news, in newspapers, in the product catalog of co-ops, and so on. Still, if somebody asks 
how many Japanese know about the idea of animal welfare and understand its importance, 
it would likely be very few. Even in Japan, where animal welfare towards house pets is ac-
cepted naturally, there is a tendency to feel that livestock is “off target.” What meaning does 
it have for human beings to care about the environment of livestock during their lifetime if 
we are to kill and eat them at the end?

The origins of animal welfare

The idea of animal welfare started in Western countries, from teachings in religious texts. 
In Judaism, it says that humans can utilize animals for food, clothes, labor and transporta-
tion methods if they treat them with humanity and avoid causing unnecessary suffering 
in the case of killing them. Phelps (2007: 46) described this synthesis as the “Biblical com-
promise,” which refers to animal welfare of today. However, yet, the Apostle Paul, from the 
Christian Bible, supported the ideas of Aristotle, a traditional Greek philosopher, and the 
ideas of the Stoics who say, “Animals exists for human profit, thus humans can exploit and 
kill animals as they wish.” As a result, after the 4th century, the animal welfare movement 
in Christian Europe essentially vanished for a thousand years until the Protestant reforma-
tion. Theologians in the modern age rediscovered the “Biblical compromise” (animal welfare 
in the current context) in the Hebrew Bible and began to spread this idea. 2 This contributed 
to the revival and spread of animal welfare in Western countries. Additionally, the idea that 
the world was created for humans, or that only humans are special, became a “weak” theory 
which coincided with the rise of scientific progress in various areas such as the heliocentric 
theory, the concept of extinct species before humans, and the theory of evolution. The 18th-
century philosophers Bentham and Rousseau claimed the necessity of having respect to-
wards animals which have their own sensitivities. This also leads to criticism against animal 
abuse. (Hirasawa: 2012: 1-2)3

Animal welfare in current society

How then did the revival of animal welfare begin in current society? Influenced by Rachel 
Carson’s book Silent Spring (1962), Ruth Harrison wrote Animal Machine, which was pub-
lished in England in 1964. This book brought an enormous public discussion in society about 
the cruelty of intensive factory farming and the pollution of livestock products caused by ex-
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cessive use of chemicals. After publication of the book, the English parliament immediately 
established the “Brandel Committee” to research the welfare of livestock in intensive animal 
husbandry. This committee announced animal’s “Five Freedoms” which are now a current 
foundation for the idea of animal welfare.

The Five Freedoms:
(1) Freedom from hunger and thirst
(2) Freedom from discomfort
(3) Freedom from pain, injury, or disease
(4) Freedom to express natural behavior
(5) Freedom from fear and distress

Nowadays the “Five Freedoms” are used as a basis in discussions about animal welfare and 
are also considered in making EU directives and laws regarding animal husbandry in each 
country.

The Situation in Japan

As can be seen by the fact that the term “animal welfare” is currently not familiar in Japanese 
society, Japan is way behind in its commitment to this issue compared with other countries. 
Following is a summary of the data of Mr. Edahiro (2018)4 about the difficulties that livestock 
in Japan face and the world movement for animal welfare.

Chickens

There are mainly five ways to raise chickens. (1) Grazing: chickens can go inside and outside 
freely, (2) Open-space breeding: chickens are free in the inside, (3) Aviary: house breeding 
where chickens have a range to move up and down, (4) Enriched cage: cages with egg laying 
areas and perches, (5) Battery cages: a housing system that has the arrangement of rows and 
columns of identical cages connected together, in a unit, as in an artillery battery. Although 
world-wide prohibition of battery cages is going on, most of the chicken farms in Japan use 
them. According to the “Questionnaire Survey Report on the Actual Status of Hen Feeding” 5 
by the Japan Livestock Technology Association, 92% of chicken farms which answered this 
questionnaire use battery cages. 95% of those farms answered that they put more than 2 
chickens in one cage. In such narrow cages, chickens can neither spread their wings nor 
even walk around. Moreover, a lot of questionable treatments are done to them. These in-
clude beak-trimming; a treatment in which they burn off the chicken’s beak while it is still a 
chick. They also practice forced molting, which is a method to prolong the egg-laying period 
by inducing artificial molting by stopping feed for hens for a certain period. 

Outside of Japan many countries are moving toward prohibition of not only the use 
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of battery cages, but also the use of all cage-type methods of poultry rearing. In the EU, the 
conventional battery cages were banned in 2012 and the same for Switzerland, 6 states in 
the U.S., Bhutan, and India. Also, beak trimming is banned in Norway, Sweden, Germany, 
and in some areas in Austria. It is going to be banned in certain industrial areas in Denmark. 
Molting by forced fasting is also prohibited in the EU, Switzerland, some of states in the 
U.S., and India.

Pigs

A majority of mother sows in Japan spend most of their lives in delivery pens where they 
cannot change their body direction or face to the side. The delivery pens, whose size are 
almost the same as the body of the mother sows, are used because of convenience and ef-
ficiency. In this way it is easier to manage the mother sows; checking for impregnation and 
miscarriage, feed management, cleaning dung, and so on. However, for the sows the place 
for eating, excretion, and sleeping are the same area and they can do nothing but stand 
or sit. Due to such a stressful environment, abnormal behaviors emerge: fence biting (they 
keep biting the fence in front of them); sham chewing, which is a typical form of abnormal 
behavior among pigs (they chew even though they don’t have anything in their mouths); and 
polydipsia behavior (they keep drinking more water than necessary). Despite reports that 
productivity does not decrease even without using delivery pens, it continues to be used by 
pig farmers. Newborn piglets get their cuspids cut to prevent them from hurting each other. 
Their tails are also cropped for prevention of being bitten or hurt by other pigs. For the 
purpose of preventing boar taint on meat and seizing sexual behavior, piglets get surgical 
castration within seven days of their birth without anesthesia. However, it is already known 
that even without cuspid cutting, the productivity does not decrease. There is a report that 
says the matters of boar taint and sexual behavior are not so significant. In the case of biting 
tails, it is reported that it cannot be seen if the pigs are provided the proper amount of feed, 
water, and rice straw or soil for them to dig in. (Edahiro: 2018: 18) The use of delivery pens is 
prohibited in the EU, Switzerland, 10 states in the U.S., New Zealand, Australia, and Canada. 
Castration without pain killers or anesthesia is banned in Denmark, the Netherlands, Ger-
many, and Norway. About cropping tails, Sweden, Finland, and Lithuania have banned it. In 
the EU, cuspid cutting on a daily basis is prohibited. In Denmark and Norway, the treatment 
itself is prohibited. 

Cows

Japanese dairy cattle are kept in stall barns that are relatively the same size as the cows’ 
bodies. The cow eats, defecates, and sleeps in these stalls. Management is easier for the pro-
ducer, but it is, of course, stressful for the cows. These cows face difficulties to even walk, 
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due to lack of exercise. Abnormal behavior called “tongue playing” can be often observed, 
which indicates that this environment influences not only their physical health, but also 
their mental health. Also, horn cutting without anesthesia is done, due to the possibility that 
a person may get harmed by them. When attaching rings on the cow’s nose, holes are bored 
on the nose with a knife, normally without use of anesthesia. Additionally, in the case of the 
stall barn, the cow’s tail is cropped. This is because the tail often touches the feces on the 
floor, making the body dirty and filthy and also disturbing the milking process. The method 
is to tie the tail securely with a rubber band. This causes cellular necrosis, which causes the 
tail to fall off automatically.

Cows eaten as meat are given concentrated feed which contains a large amount of 
grain in order to make the marbled beef that is favorable in Japan. Since 90% of the feed 
they are given is concentrated feed, it is obviously stressful for the cows, which are herbivo-
rous animals. To increase the fat marbling in the meat, there is a method called “vitamin 
control,” in which cows are purposefully made deficient of vitamin A. As a result, some 
cows lose their eyesight. 

How about the international tendency? In the EU, legally binding laws for the treatment 
of farmed cows do not yet exist. However, in a number of counsels which make rules about 
the treatments of cows, tail cropping is banned and any kind of cutting of the animal horn 
without special surgical treatment is prohibited. In England, dehorning is not permitted.

Two Vectors

The points that Harrison made in Animal Machine were mainly related to “livestock epidemic 
disease,” “environmental pollution,” “human health,” and “animal abuses.” Summarizing her 
introduction, she says that livestock and its houses in the middle of the 20th century are sepa-
rated from the soil and animals are given mixed feed which was purchased in the market. The 
opportunity for these animals to see the sun or sunshine is only when they go to be butchered. 
Due to living in an environment where there is always dung under a perforated floor in an 
unhealthy, dense space, they become “chemical-soaked” by antibiotics. What effect does this 
have on human health? Also, discharged water from an animal factory pollutes the water, air, 
and land, which are not only necessary for human health but also all other creatures. 6 

I would like to put these issues into two categories: (1) “Livestock epidemic disease,” 
“Environmental pollution,” “Human health” and (2) “Animal abuse.” The first category is 
about “the problems which affect humans” and the second is about the “ethical issue for ani-
mal beings.” In my understanding, there are two vectors in the idea of animal welfare - the 
human perspective and the animal perspective.
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Issues affecting human beings
In March 2018, the Nihon Keizai Shinbun newspaper posted the following report online:

The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare research team announced that drug-resistant bac-
teria against which antibiotics do not work were found in more than half of the national and 
imported chicken meat in their research.7

Due to the excessive use of antibiotics for the purpose of preventing livestock epidemic dis-
eases, drug-resistant bacteria have developed inside the bodies of livestock. In case a person 
with less strength and a weak immune system is infected by such drug-resistant bacteria, 
there is a possibility that medical treatment by antibiotics does not have any effect against 
it. Throughout the world, the relationship between the excessive use of antibiotics and the 
drastic increase in drug-resistant bacteria is deeply alarming. According to a first report in 
December 2017, announced by a drug-resistant bacteria research team which was initiated 
by English Prime Minister Cameron, without an effective plan against this matter, it is pre-
dictable that annual fatalities caused by drug-resistant bacteria would be 10 million by 2050. 
This number is over 14 times more than current fatalities by bacterial infection (700,000). 
This number largely surpasses fatalities due to cancer in 2014 (8,200,000). (Edahiro: 2018: 12)

It may not be the first time you hear that 51% of greenhouse gasses on earth are emit-
ted by large-scale intensive farming and its byproducts. Additionally, other environmental 
problems are caused by the current way of animal husbandry, such as excessive use of water, 
land and sea pollution, rainforest destruction in the Amazon, and so on.

The reason I mention these problems of epidemic diseases and environmental destruc-
tion and pollution caused by large-scale livestock production is because a discussion of these 
problems only begins when we see the risks to human beings. To speak in extremes, it im-
plies that humans believe that we can exploit nature as much as we wish if there is no risk to 
human beings. Unfortunately, even if certain individuals do not have such an intention, it is 
undeniable that this world is functioning based on that consensus.

Issues toward animal beings

Another vector of animal welfare is the issue of “ethics.” From birth to death, and even after 
their death, animals are treated as if they do not have a nervous system, feelings, intelligence 
or even life in the current system of animal husbandry. Regarding this cruelty, such a pure 
ethical question arises as “Where did people’s humane sense go away?” It is an issue of “the 
eyes of your mind,” which regards the cruel treatment of animals in animal husbandry as 
a serious problem, even if it seems to fall within a context of natural circulation. Are those 
treatments, such as teeth cutting, tail cropping, horn cutting and any other treatment which 
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gives physical and mental pain to animals truly humane if they have no direct effect on hu-
mans? This side of ethics towards animal beings functions as a prelude in the explanation of 
animal welfare, and at the same time, it is the “face” of animal welfare in my understanding.

The San-chan Project

The San-chan Project is about raising a pig without performing castration and then check-
ing the smell and taste of its meat. This project is an action to understand the two vectors. 
I first tried to stand in the same position as livestock farmers. There is, in fact, no end if we 
start mentioning the problems related to animal husbandry and animal welfare, such as 
raising livestock in overcrowded environments, gestation crates for mother sows, castra-
tion, and so on. There must be reasons for the continuation of these conventional ways if 
they are still being practiced today. 

As a participant in the training program at ARI, I came to understand the following: 
“There are many problems happening in this world, and we tend to consider those who do 
‘bad’ as ‘absolute evil.’ However, if you look from a different perspective, you realize that they 
have reasons that prevent them from changing even if they want to do so. In other words, 
the social structure itself is forcing them to make that choice. We are living in such a reality 
where we cannot define those who do not do ‘good’ as ‘bad.’ It means the attitude that we 
should take to change something is not by forcing our own ideas or philosophies on others, 
but by understanding the background of the person who makes the decisions. A leader who 
shall change the society should take such approaches towards individuals and society.”

Following this learning, I tried to understand the side of those who engage in conven-
tional animal husbandry (the human perspective) by raising an uncastrated male pig and 
learning how rough the boar’s behavior and how strong the flavor of its meat would be. Of 
course, I do not believe that six months are enough for me to understand the full perspec-
tive of animal husbandry. Yet, I believe that a change from 0 to 30 out of 0 to 100 is a big 
difference. The points of the first vector mentioned above are related to both producers and 
consumers. However, the human perspective considered in this paper is only in regard to 
producers, and this is the approach toward the first vector in this project. 

Secondly, I tried to learn about the original nature of pigs and if cutting a part of the 
pig’s body is justified in case the smell of the meat is too strong to eat (animal perspective). 
This is the approach toward the second vector.

Let’s start pig farming

The basic environment for raising San-chan was almost the same as that of ordinary pigs 
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at ARI. Since we did not have enough room for him, I constructed a space with iron fences, 
with the assistance of Dr. Gilbert P. Hoggang, an ARI staff member in charge of the pig sec-
tion, and Mr. Masuo Shimizu, a commuting volunteer. For accuracy in comparison of ARI 
ordinary pork and “San-chan meat,” I fed him the same feed as ARI ordinary pigs according 
to the different growth stages.

Aside from castration, the only difference in rearing was that I let San-chan go out for a 
walk in the morning. He enjoyed being outside by himself off-leash and with only a collar on. 
Also, I did “naming.” Some people told me not to give the pig a name, because it will increase 
my sympathy towards it and make the “farewell” harder for me. I did it because I believed 
that without knowing what kind of animals pigs are initially, it would be impossible to dis-
cuss animal husbandry that considers animal welfare. To know what kind of creature this pig 
was, I thought it was necessary to bring the “spiritual distance” between him and me closer.

What San-chan taught me

San-chan was born in May 2018 and my personal care for him started in June 2018 after 
weaning. Then, he finished his short life of 6½ months in December 2018.

While he was in my care, I developed affection towards him in my mind. I could un-
derstand that pigs have feelings and intelligence. First of all, pigs can recognize their own 
name. Up until the time he became sexually mature, he went back to his room after calling, 
“San-chan, let’s go back.” It means that they have a sense of direction, ability to memorize 
locations and the ability to understand what humans say. When he had diarrhea, he was 
eating one kind of plant which he had never put in his mouth before. This finding taught me 
that we can learn which plant is good for certain symptoms by observing animal beings be-
cause they know what to eat according to their body condition. Pigs also have feelings. San-
chan got jealous and tried to get between myself and other pigs when I was petting another 
one. Surprisingly, pigs have logical thinking. Right before sending him to the butcher house, 
he was approaching sexual maturity, and he sometimes tried to mount me when I bent my 
back or knees and put my height the same as his. There was a time when he continually tried 
to push my legs with his hard nose. I was wondering whether he was trying to play with me 
or attack me, and one day, my body fell on the ground by his usual nose push. At the moment 
I fell down, San-chan came down to me right away possibly trying to mount me. Since his 
weight exceeded 100kg at that time, I realized that it was dangerous and got up immedi-
ately. He was trying to push my legs repeatedly knowing that I would be at the same height 
as him if my legs collapsed. I learned how intelligent pigs are through my own experience. 

Considering these findings, the conclusion to my first question, whether castration by hu-
mans is justified, is: “The reason to castrate pigs only based on human desire has no justifi-
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cation.” (For example, to castrate a pig to achieve a desired flavor and aroma, that is, avoid-
ing boar taint.) I found that an uncastrated pig’s behavior differs from that of other pigs to 
some extent. However, pigs are creatures with life who feel pain, have feelings and live with 
intelligence just like human beings. Yet, this conclusion also opposes raising animals to be 
eaten. Based on the idea that animals have sensitivity and therefore should not be given 
mental and physical pain, taking their lives for human benefit also cannot be justified. I 
am still on the way to finding an answer to the question of justification of using animals by 
humans. It is obvious that animal beings have empathy. Thus, I do not think that a society 
where humans exploit animals can be a society that holds up ARI’s motto, “That we may live 
together.” There are many cultures in the world where humans and animals actually live 
closely together and where animal meat is an important source of nutrition, and I would 
like to show my respect towards these cultures. However, in the case of Japan and other 
“developed” countries where people consume an excessive amount of meat, the balance is 
upset. We call industrial methods of livestock rearing a “win-win” relationship, but in fact, 
it is exploitation. Considering my view of these two situations, I find myself asking, “Where 
am I really standing and thinking about the issues?”

What it Means to Think about Animal Welfare

Honestly speaking, my learning from taking care of San-chan, sending him to the butcher-
ing house and eating the meat led me to conclude that there is no justification for possession 
of animals by humans. However, I feel that it is necessary to continue learning about animal 
welfare. One of the reasons ARI promotes organic farming and its philosophy, as one way of 
sustainable agriculture, is to hand over clean and unpolluted land soil, water, and air to our 
children of future generations. ARI is a place that teaches us ways to share resources, which 
seem unlimited but are actually limited. ARI encourages us to reflect on our lifestyle and fol-
low the cycles of nature. In her book, Harrison describes it stating: 

There are other problems too. In richer countries, they have become used to importing tons of 
feed ingredients for livestock to fill their demands for meat, which is expected to rise steadily 
in the future. Can we really say that we are sharing resources in the world equally? Isn’t the im-
ported feed a usage of our next generation? Don’t they also need to consume the same amount 
of meat as us who live currently? Thus, isn’t it better to reduce the amount of production gener-
ally and produce healthy meat? (Harrison: 1979: 5)

It is said that 2.9 earths would be required if all people on the planet lived at the same 
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living standard as the Japanese. The lifestyle we lead is functioning way beyond the circula-
tion of nature. It is the same for animal welfare. Especially we who live in so-called “devel-
oped” countries are consuming meat beyond the amount needed to sustain our bodies. In 
order to catch up with the “want,” but not “need,” intensive factory farming moves further 
and further from the circulation of nature. Their practices bring out many issues such as 
forest destruction, environmental pollution, human health issues, and animal abuse. The 
saddest thing is that those who will be most affected are not those who live in excess now, 
but animal beings, who have sensitivity, and children in the coming generations.

The attitude of consumers

Should we just observe this situation? Isn’t there anything that we can do other than wait 
until the government enacts laws about this issue, like in the EU or other countries which 
force livestock farmers to improve the environment of livestock, resulting in products that 
consider animal welfare to appear in the markets? Yes, there is. I believe that it is possible to 
consider these issues in our daily lives. The teaching at ARI is “proving by practicing,” which 
implies that a theory is fully alive when it is in practice. Following that, a suggestion I would 
like to give regarding what we can do in our daily lives to change the current situation is that 
we try to understand the current situation and make a choice.

Edahiro (2018) mentions three points as necessary to improve animal welfare in Japan. 
The first point is to draw up and carry out practical plans based on a mid-term vision by the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries. The second is to improve the scientific anal-
ysis of the basic practices of rearing livestock. The third is that each consumer tries to know, 
choose, and voice out the meaning of ethical consumption. I believe that the last suggestion 
is the most important among all the points. Just as seen in the case of organic vegetables, 
if the number of consumers who have awareness and understanding of animal welfare in-
creases and supermarkets adjust to the consumers’ needs, there is a promising possibility 
that attitudes of farmers and governments will change. In Sweden, opinion leaders and me-
dia played a big role in improving the situation by creating strong awareness. Their advocacy 
towards consumers led to changes in supermarkets following consumers needs. Nowadays, 
you can find battery-cage-free eggs everywhere in Sweden. Also, by the efforts of companies, 
there is no price difference between conventional eggs and eggs following animal welfare in 
the country. After the publication of Animal Machine by Harrison, the English government 
established a research committee immediately. All these things were achieved because there 
was a civil society which strongly criticized agriculture that totally depends on agricultural 
chemicals and chemical fertilizers, and factory farming which does not consider the ani-
mals’ instinctive behavior. It seems that practices do not change only by small changes in one 
person’s consumption style. Awareness and decisions made by each consumer are the prime 
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movers to make a better society. I believe that we can make a society where humans, nature, 
animals, and future generations can “live together” if one takes a step forward to change.

Conclusion

The “neighbor” in the term “love your neighbor” does not necessarily mean those you can see 
with your eyes. It might be a neighbor who is not visible or is voiceless. We originally have 
empathy toward the lives of human beings and animal beings, however, the tendency to fo-
cus on productivity and efficiency and the deification of human-centered values have made 
us unable to hear our inner voices. Through addressing the issue of animal welfare, let us 
think again. What are the reasons we continue to lead this life even though we already know 
that this life we lead as status quo is not sustainable for all creation on this earth? Is this 
world really the one which we want for our children? What can each of us do for the society 
we want our children to see in the future?
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մմմ◜偙ֿ㝕⮗նց
ס⮔蔦יאն؆ױֵ➳ꫀױֵע־סⳈ䒣✇նךة٭جشْם◜沁㝕┞ֿ׆
㖪焒כ׆ַֹכնꌬ⚶ַך؆⛿מ㲳עꌬ⚶כ׆ס焒ַיזն匆ע☭ַך؆⛿מյ
蔦⮔ס匆ַיז־⽟סն蔦⮔ם؆למ⽟ס气䡢笠ֵֿ־סյ־ַיז⮔ֿא
ն־ֹל

偙岺ֿם脝ֻ偙յַַםյַַֿםצ㳔אյכ׆ש㳔כׇסֵ
כ׆ס欎㘶מֹ⻎כ侷璇ס册ꄼסն㳔吾ך⮗㝕ֿאյ׀ךֿכ׆ש㳔כ׆ֵ
侷ֻיյעא긖溮ַׂםն欎㘶עכ׆סյ⯁ס偙岺ך㳔ַַֿסשն
הגל㲳גזױי곐⮗
槁♣獗⚶עךյ杅מꌬ⚶כ؆ל؆לעך療㺌ם獗⚶יזױיזםמյꆸֿםצ㳔ַֹכש
⺪茣䙎שַדע庿גזױיזն

㲳׀כסלյַםַ㖪䨾ךꆸ؆דյ蔦撬מ⽟㎪ס欎㘶׀ךֿֿםחסכնא
׀ךֿכ׆ֵֹֿםחגױיזֹלյכסֵמ⽟ס⮔ն蔦ַי㝤עױַֿ
לׂ䗉עն╋镩ג锶لٝطյגז鉿מ㘪יז䊟־ն㳔吾ַ䗉לն㲳־
յך╚ס枱䡢ַֹֹאնַיז각ն黆ֿ鱁ⷩעױס㵵מֹׯնꆸַיׄ־⮂מ־׆
ֵׄע茣䙎⺪־כ✇דױעךնꀸ匆ꌃ־槏闋➳ꫀסכ欎㘶ס㎇כ⮔蔦יזֹל
նך鞏꾴סחכץֿאնַ곓־ם־םյעךյꌬ䉖ꌃל

劤俑כ����䎃暴㹀ꬊ㌀ⵃ崞岀➂&$01-64ח
呎חչ㖑㚖يؐآهٝء㕂ꥷׁ⪵ג״
滠׃侄肪ך〳腉䚍պך㛇锃闌怴ג׃ה涪邌ׁ
㛇חس؎ٓأ⢪חꥷךכկ㔳ךג
醱醡կְב

ր㖪ס侷芌ցס䩘岺כ勓鮐

ր
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מ气䡢㳔㕈狸٭ةٞؤؙ
㳔סצ呧䍏עמյ气䡢㳔溷ם卽篁ײ䭥ך׀חնؙ٭ةٞؤ气䡢㳔עסַֹכյ♑
חַֹֹלյמꪨסחכץחכץסאյיׂםעךסⳈ䒣חכץ־✇յיזꇙכ璇㳔ס
նך⮗㝕ֿכ׆ש㳔סימ䖥╚אյ־ֵֿֿם

ն⯵⸮ס睗ֿאնַיזֿםחע朮׀气סי祔ⷃնׇׂע㕈勓ס٭ةٞؤؙ
睗ע⯵⸮סյ✇כ־䖩ֿ־✇ס⯁鱍׀ն

&WFSZUIJOH�DPTUT�TPNFUIJOHַם׀ך✇עךדג��ն䖩ַׂיזֿםחמ־׆לնד
ꈷ䫘ֿتؕ٘ز־ 䖩锡םמնמ״גסتؕ٘زסאյعتؤסא♣⨠عشؔنؾيכ⯈
漨脝ַֻםַׄכַםն♀ס獗⚶עյַל؆לֿסםַ؆㜟ַיזնך╚סאյ
✇ꈷ䫘־סն䊬אמ睗┞מ脝ַֻםַׄכַם־ַיն
㳔עצ麃ס㎇־
־אն蠗ֵֿ־כն勎嗘朮ֵֿס־✇䖩עמ⽟ס⮔յ蔦ך氭蕪ך⚶ꌬףֻ❛
նַַףַׄימ溪掾⮂׆նն럜ַֿ輮ַֿ

劄⮴㎫ֿכ׆㐌㎫䲾ׂס⽟ס⮔簬䲾ׂն蔦ם祔ⷃףֻ❛ �նמ׆אյסל㲳ל
沁מבאסն勎ַׂיꜗ阾־ֵמ׆לע勎־אյי獏־ֵמ׆ל㵵ֿס
⺴䮴ַׂיזն
✇锶־
׳㎪א卽յסח┞מ╚؆ն澵ױַ❈ײ卽篁מסש勎㳔ףֻ❛עהג⦛ � 卽㎫סח �ն
յע勎סאյכ׆ַֹכ־✇ע⻏㳔ס勎ס׆նױ׀䝠㖥䲾סאכ勎מ卽ס╚؆澵ױ
ֹלյ־ֹלעյ甦־ם㵅ֿם؆לյ־ֹלעյ蛞־ֹלעפזյ訪־ꇙֹֿ׆לעכ־
ַֹ杅䖇ֵֿ־նױא劄⮴מ脝ֻי澵؆╚מ䲾ױ׀ն

㎇סא � յה芌מ㏸ַֹֹלնסכն䈱┪ֿ�OFFET䖩锡ױַי꿔⮔מח
חףն䌏־׀ךֿכ׆鱳ֻ▗✇יזמאյיא־䖩锡ֿ⩱ס㝚갅ַׂל
כ׆ַֹכ�UPMFSBODFT脸䙎כն/FFET䖩锡䙎־כ㝕┨㝜ךյ崼寊־כ脸ֻמ
նױ׀ךֿ

姌מ⺯┪ֿ�VTFT⯈氠偙岺ն訪פז㵅־סֻ❈ֹל낛朮יכյֵעַ赟
նױײꁎ׀氠偙岺剹⯈ס׆�־סֻ❈יכ־✇ס⯁עַյֵיכ

䈱┫ע�GVODUJPOT塌茣ն⯈氠偙岺כ塌茣ֹלעꇙֹכַֹכ־סյ⯈氠偙岺ךױֵׂע
מ勎ס׆յע럜ס׆ףֻ❛նך־׀⦐ַֹֹלך╚סյ蔦撬עյ塌茣ך״גסꪨ☭
ն־כַי־✇מ״ג㏸㴕ע勎ס׆յ־כַך؆⛿

劄䔿ס׆ע┫⺯ס勎ס�SFQSPEVDUJPO⫙气氙ն־׀ך־ؾذյ䯏勎־׀ך־յ
ն־ַׂי㙟יזֹל

לך氙㐌⸮ֿ׆לյַֹך嗘朮㳔םն┞薭溷ךס״㢼ךכ׆䲾ׂײ卽篁סחס׆
גַ锶ַמ⽟ס⮔蔦ך⮔蔦ֿהגלն㲳ױ䘼ַכַַף脝ֻך䔿ע־⯼⻏ַֹֹ
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勎יכյ銨槁׀ךն╋镩כ需׀ךյ㲳הגל⻎㛶ך需ֿ׀ךն┞㎇ך⪢ꌃך
ַי⪛䝠㖥מ٭ػ٭ؤסבאמַגײّفٜؓסחכץյלַׄם־ַם׀
ն׀ךֿכ׆ׂ
㳌硼ꃯֹ偙岺
免阛ס䓺עךّ٭ٝنסյ㳌硼脝ֻױ㎫�նס׆卽篁עמײ免阛ס��⻎כ卽ֵֿױն
յ־כ׀ךֿؾذס✇յ־כׂ⿍蛞ֿס✇מն✇劓ױ׀ַי״עי劓䓜כ劓劓מא
銨ךؔطلؔطؠַׂؓימնס׆勎עؾذס㜭־כ׀ךמյס׆勎עך瑼ךֿؾذמ
מ곝劻־նךסם׀նꩽ气׀ךꩽׂ⟛㲽עؾذ׀ךמ⬈㖪⻉յסغնؕ٤־כ׀
նַُם׀ךֿכ׆ֽׂיյ⟛㲽על؆כסؾذ׀ך յע־כص٭ٜنؠشٔة־כ٭إ٤
כַם䱸מ㏸ֵס⮔յ寊מהֹסַ׃ն┞ꅸꪨַם׀ךֿכ׆ֽׂי㲽⟛יכؾذ
芌ַםגնםַַ־׆א需ֿ㢼ױױն

㔳 � 㔳 �
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What
they eat

When/How
they multiply

Who
eats them

Where
they live

  January         February            M
arch               April                 May                   June                  July        

   A
ugust 

     
  S

ep
te

m
be

r  
    

 O
ct

ob
er

    
   N

ovember     D
ecember

气ס׀╚䖥✄⪡מ锶
럜־כ輮־כ떃Ⳉ䒣免յסל׀勎ױַ❈סםֹ⻎כؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنס

㎫ �նסא气✇עס׀낛י气־סַי׀䈱┪յ鞋מ낛־סֹױי⺯┪ն
气䡢㳔סיכꫀ➳ךնם؆ל气־✇ס׀낛יַיյ⻎免מյ鞋ס־낛朮זםמ
יזֹל⺯┫յײ⛿מ׆לֿס׀ַסא־אնױ־ֿכ׆ַֹֹאնַי
㙟ֻ־䈱┫նⷯ氙ך־כ׳ն

ַי靣ֹלյ槏闋ֹלמ럜ֿյ☭չ輮סבאյמ芻再כ׆גזַֹ׆
䜬ךւꇖփסꀸ宐ע럜ֵס⯁յ־כַיז䘼כ鮂ַע럜ն☭չֿյֵױ脝ֻ־ס
ַ輮낛־כׂיյַםַ需ֵֿךעնסא需锶גׄחյס׆筤ס鎁⣨
אյיַי׀⦐ַֹֹלֿס׀气םַַס㎇ס⮔յ蔦י嵛ⳛꄼס׆剹ׂնמ
նךס脝ֻ־סַי籽ַמ♀ֹל焒䛒ֿյס־ն儆־׀ך嵛氠ֹל

㔳 � 㔳 �
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㝕ם׀ր笠ց锶
כ脝ֻיכ气䡢笠ّطتبؤյׂؙםעך锡筶عյؙْٝ٤עכ׆סחכץֹ
ն״ח幾ׂ锶׆אյ־סַך؆⛿מ׆לնךכ׆ַֹ
Ⳉ؆ׂגסםնַַ־ס׀ךⳈ䒣✇ך尊סאյיז尊ֵֿמ׆כֵףֻ❛
䒣׀ךն✇ַֿך؆⛿מ׆לյ尊ַך؆⛿ֿ✇מ⽟סն蝠靣ַֹך�OJDIF㺇㖪䨾ךն
յלׄד�尊עיכ✄⪡յיַך؆⛿מ㖪䨾ַֹֹלն㖪䨾ֵֿםַַמ尊סחכץ
ꫀס־✇מ✄⪡յֿס׀气ַמ㖪䨾ֵסאյיזֵֿ⚂匛םַַמ╚ס尊סא
նח䭥

☭ꪨֿ蔦䉁箩♃׀כյ־׆ל匡־סַי✇־כ־ג需ױն⻎מֹ
ⳛ朮ֿ蔦䉁箩♃גכյֹל鞃僻כ׆ַֹכ־ֹד脝ֻնַך؆⛿מ׆ל
末ףֻ❛尊յףֻ❛նַׂיזמַגײצյꆸימ뀸ַֹֹאն־ַי낛✇յ־
㖪םֹס蠗⸮յْؤכא芌י氭؆ַם־ׯն蔦⮔ֵמ⽟ס㖪յؙبؤ
նךס׀ךֿכ׆ש㳔יכ气䡢笠ّطت
׳芌٭بٚطٜٛةٞؤؙ
姌ס嫘갧מ鉿ֹױ׀ն&DPMPHJDBM�-JUFSBDZ气䡢㳔溷ם槏闋ⲇַֹכⷃ靣ֵֿױն
槁♣獗⚶עךյ㐌槉ס廛凇ⵊל؆ללם؆㝕ם׀㜟ⵊֿ鱍ַי׀նך╚ַֹֹאյ欎㘶侷芌
նֵֿ⽱յ幾ַ䟨עמ侷芌ס�1MBDF�#BTFE�&EVDBUJPO㖪

ַיכֹꅼֹלע⚶獗ס־׆ն־ס闋尴יזֹלゼ꾴םַַס׆
ն־ַג✑勑匡ס⯁㝕⮗նֿאיזכמלն㲳־סַׂיזםֹלע勑匡סהג⦛ն־ס
勑匡ע玗坎ֿ✑ַםׂׄיזնַסױ獗⚶סל؆כסゼ꾴ע☭ꪨֿ✑׀י⮂
מ╚ס㎼ꅙ־脝ֻ偙ַֹֹאնַם闋尴כַם䖥㜟ֻכյ☭ꪨֿ꾁־דնג 6/'$$$

宜⠿㜟ⳛמꫀ㎼갾ꅙ⻉卽篁匛笴ַֹכ篁縨ֿ⮂匡յֿ׆א�&DPMPHJDBM�-JUFSBDZס�㝕⮗
նַי陻ֻ

☭ꪨע鞋ך BCDE סהג⦛עאնױַיז❈ր阋訪ցַֹכ־כ؛ؙؗؕؓ־כ
阋靣٭بٚطٛס槏闋ⲇն♀ס┾汔מ气עמ״גַׂי׀�&DPMPHJDBM�-JUFSBDZ�ֿ䖩锡նؙ
㳔אն־סֵמ╚סّثؼַֹֹْלעն欎㘶־ַי塌茣מֹסלע٭ةٞؤ
նך⮗㝕ֿכ׆ש

⺫䨾־㢼ױր㖪ס侷芌ց
յע侷芌סն㖪ױ׀ךֿכ׆״㢼־׆אնך䨾⺫ס㵵ס⮔յ蔦ע⪛סחכץֹ
סהג⦛նױ׀ךך朮낛עחכץֹյ׀ךך־כ럜־כ輮מֹגז阋ל⩰
낛ַי낛朮י✑ך׆לע匡־סյסככ氙㐌־׆לעյס׆ל䉖㖪מ㛿יז
镄מכ׆גזַֹאն־✇ע齽ꃻ䩘嫘ס״גסאյ־סַי匡מ׆איזֹלյ־ַ
ꓩ䌮ׅն⻎免מյ낛朮ס倀ⵊ־כյ낛朮־כ٭ر٤ٝסյסל免劻ס׀ךֿ✇מ
זםׂם⮔僆ֿ־דնַיז㛿ך✇ךחַף鉿ׄמؼل٤ؤעױնַ脝ֻ־כ־

չ㜥ך侄肪պך䩛岀ה劤颵
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նײיײ幾ׂכז׆אնַי
낛ם⯁杅מ玷ֽסאյיזֵֿ玷ֽמ匆㎼ם�SJUVBMT玷獓նַַ־א

朮낛倀ⵊֵֿךעնם؆אךכ׆ַֹֹל뀸肪ֿ־סג׀י׀ך脝ֻײיն
낛朮呭㕆־כ׆㢼ױ㳔צ
ⷁؕסغ٤㝕㳔ַיַ⦐ך瑭ס☭עյ㐌⩧ٜ٭ؠت٤و٭؛ך薊⺫מյ偆ַ䓺ס侷芌
㺤ꪛױַי �նעך׆׆յ✇ַםַי❈㏸㐌⡊יյꀸ噺ױն3BHJ ַכ
յַַ㏸ֿם✑朮낛מ״גסהג⮔յ蔦עהגն气䕉ױַיז✑甦┞סل؞ֹ
ך؆㳔לם倀ⵊסאյ־ַ낛ַיזֹלסג׀ךյ־ַׂיז✑יזֹל
ַׂնא嚝ֿםײն✑噺ꄼי㳔ככ׆שյ蔦⮔ֿ沼ゼמ䘼ֹכ׆⮂溪掾מ㳔צ
幾״նסא偙ע㝕⮗ն

㖪ס侷芌ס锡筶כ㕈狸
1MBDF�#BTFE�-FBSOJOH㖪ס侷芌עמյסח锡筶ֵֿױ㎫ �ն

偙ն姌צ㳔מ溪掾⮂כ׆גז䘼מ沼ゼי锶־✇�JORVJSZ�CBTFE�MFBSOJOHնעחכץ
յ긖溮יׂםעך臝ׂ䱅噺ֿם⮔㷆ךն侷㵍צ㳔גרֵמյKPZGVM�MFBSOJOH嚝ע
ׂⳈ䒣ֿכ׆ַׂי㝕⮗նמ�HSPVQ�XPSLնյ☭ס㸯ךو٭ٜءםⳈ䒣כ׆ն
劄䔿ס�FYQFSJFOUJBM�MFBSOJOHע�յ蔦⮔ס㵅✄닫ꄼסי㳔צն־׆כםַַס׆
䝠㖥ֿ겏יזױյ�1ךאMBDF�#BTFE�-FBSOJOHַֹכ�脝ֻֿ气ךכ׆ַֹכגױն
㳔סצ溪㺤篑ꇃ
ֹל־כ鳉־כյNPUPS�TLJMMTꆻⳛ䪫茣ն䩘ע⮴劄־סַך؆㳔מֹסלעהג⦛
ⳛ־ַׂי־ն姌מ䟨䗄沷ꄼס״גס⚶需茣ⲇWFSCBM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO棨䕑ն

�SFDPHOJUJPO霼餟־כն$MBTTJDBUJPO⮔꿔ַׂך؆㳔יז⚶⮂מסַյ偆ך┪סא
סס⯁כסնֵַׂיזֿםחמסַֹכ�QSJODJQMFT⸮⯵ֿאյיזֵֿ־כ
�QSPCMFN�TPMWJOH鞏꾴闋尴מ劄箽溷ֿאն⯵⸮ֿאյ־┫ֿלך┪ֿלյֿםחסכ
նך陹ַׂיזױ幾ֿצյ㳔־镸㷋ס㎇ס麃םֹגꃍמ⮴ն劄ַׂיזֿםחמ
凰מ䑛גׄח׀㳔צ
նךכ׆ַֹכמ气嵛MJGF㕈狸CBTFס�MJGF�CBTFEն嬐傽עחכץյכ״כױ
㳔؆ככ׆ַך傽չס凰ךכ׆׃םחն傽勓עך┞䌑מ ���� ն곝ֿꮳַ׃ِٛ
ךؠ٤ذסאյג⪛מؠ٤ذꌃ⪡곝ׂיזꮳמ┪סꌃ㺑ס׆גזד ���Np յמ汛ס
✇傽ַ׃寊־׀ךֿն俙㳔ע㳔吾ך侷ֻיַיյ✄畤ס阛砯ע㳔؆ךעַךն
ն־׀ךֿכ׆ֹ❈ֹלמ凰סյ傽չֿ⯵⸮ַֹכ阛砯ס畤✄סאյיׂםעךׄדא
նךכ׆ַֹכגמ�MJGF�CBTFE���MJGF�PSJFOUFE�气嵛㕈狸ֿאն脝ֻא

٦آةٍث٥4٥؏سٝرٕ،
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Joyful 
Learning

Inquiry-Based 
Learning

Group 
Work

Experiential 
Learning

PBL

II  III  IIII

Q
1
 
 Q
2
 
 Q
3

նַַׄי״气ֿ尴⩰עُ٭ط鮐ゼնס�RVFTUJPOT�PG�MFBSOFST㳔肪脢־א յל
㲳ֿהגל沼ゼמ䘼כ׆ַיזյ✇鞪כַג䘼־סַיזյ✇焒יַיזյ✇
焒־ַםյ㳔־׆אעצ㢼ך׀״ն㸯סךو٭ٜءַ⪴⻎✑噺ֿ㝕⮗ն

"DUJWJUZ�CBTFE嵛ⳛ㕈狸גמյ✇ֿם־㳔שն劄䔿מյ繪ꂉֿךյ㳔
նךכ׆ַֹֹאնַםםףׄםׂ嚝עצ
镸㷋כ׆ג阾ꜗ
㎫ ��1ע׆BSUJDJQBUPSZ�-FBSOJOHⲎ㒘㳔肪ךؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنסն埭ֿ嬟㸐骭յ
綼ֿסַך؆╒מ㜟俙ךն

յ׀ךמյ둚ַյ㜭ַյ낛עն㜟俙嬟إ٤ٛכػػفכ٭إյُ٤ףֻ❛
յיזמ־ַג焒✇նױםמ䓺םַֹֹכյֵמعشآ٭ُחյַ׀ךמ⬈
瞩ֻע阋訪ׂםעךյ� ־ � յַיכעյַםׂױֵעնַַךך俙㲻סךױ
ע澵؆╚յ׀ךמַֹֹכն

㔳 � 㔳 �
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Problem 
Tree

ffects

Causes

㔳 �

㔳 �
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峜ꓡ
��������IUUQT���UIFSBHJQSPKFDU�XFFCMZ�DPN

ն׀ךכ׆ײי脝ֻ־םמ旓倣ַַֿלյיז勎ֵֿםյַַעך❛ס⯁
埭鼎םױױמ勎⯼⻏ס剹ׂն綼鼎עמյֹׂױ旓ֻյ祔ⷃמ䩘⪛מյ旓יַי
䙊ַםגעמնם؆א陭㴻ךסמն
⸮㎋כ篙卸מ濪潨
עؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنסחכץֹ 1SPCMFN�5SFFゼ꾴ס勎ױצ⽿כ㎫ �ն✇◜מ槏氮

DBVTF�ֵֿյ篙卸�FFDU�ֵֿױնゼ꾴勎ױַיֻ❛מն呧ֿ׆ז槏氮ךյ卹
ֿ篙卸ךն呧מ׆ז睗┞ס槏氮כյמסא幾ַ槏氮ֿ✇㺽ךעֵמն篙卸מ
ח槁骭锶նֵױ׀ַי篙卸ֿ籽ַם姌溷◝嵞气־אמյכ篙卸ס潨ח┞
նך偙ַׂי脝ֻ־ס翝⛺ֿ✇מ׆לס勎ס׆յמ免״
免ꪨ鼎䟨餟
免阛ױֵؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنס㎫ �ն⫑מֹ־חյ✇ � յֻ❈ךنٚء⫒ַֹכ
┪阾מֹס劓劓ױ׀ךֿכ׆ֹ❈יכ٭ر٤ٝגזַכն❛ֻ⺅ؾؕף┪ׅ
ך٭ر٤ٝס׆嵣סאն־׀ך疛חյַיַ⿍蛞ֿחյַי諉ַחַעؾذյג
锶ױ׀ךֿכ׆ն甮ם؆ַע㎼ךסַי✑ךյ׆⯁չס㎼㐌㔔ך鞪
նױ䘼ַכ׀ךכ׆

免劻յ곝סն곝ױյ免劻獏מն埭鼎ױֵ偙גז❈յ㎂閣ַ銨מ♑ס⫒
מ气嵛ס匆סغյؕ٤עמն綼鼎ױמֹס免劻յס⬈סכֵס免劻յ곝סחף䌏ס⯼ס
ꫀ➳ֵס꽃潨יכյ寊յ旓倣յ낛朮յⳛ朮־כֻסյסל免劻־׀ךֿ✇מնֵ
նױ׀ַי⪛阾כ׆גזַֹאն־摾ַ־ֵמ⮔⩩עַ

��յמ״גש㳔ךם؆ײ ַֹ׆յע鮐ゼ銨ס免獗⚶鞪吉מ糿┞כ〈鞪吉סַ׃☭
ֹⲎ㒘ؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنס�QBSUJDJQBUPSZ�GSBNFXPSL�ֿיכ䖩锡ױ׀יזםמն
䝠㖥״כױյ⮔卥յ㵅닫յ阾ꜗնסא繪ꂉ
劄⮴ס嫘갧עךյ䝠㖥겏״ն睗嫘갧עךյמؠ٭٠ّ٭ٝنַֹֹ׆訒כꁎ؆ךյ⮔卥�
BOBMZTJT�כ篁⻉ײ�TZOUIFTJT�նמא㕈יַטյַםַ雧ײיײն
ն䝠ךסַׂי״ꅼכׇסך䓺ם؆׆ն锶מם؆ײյיꜗ阾כ؆הע篙卸סא
㖥겏״յ⮔卥յ㵅닫յ篙卸⪴劔ն欎㘶侷芌㖪ס侷芌סך㳔עצյַֹֹ׆䓺ך
ꅼ؆כדסַׂך䘼ַױն

չ㜥ך侄肪պך䩛岀ה劤颵
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⸮溪◜侚כ蔦撬ס媃
���� 䌑 � 劓 �� 傽ُٜؕ٭ٛتסْٛؓמ䀁ך⸮溪◜侚ֿ鱍ֿגז׆յסא肚䌑յٛٞٔ؞
ג׀י꿃㐂ⵊמյ璇㳔긞⾀♧匡姌睗ע溪◜侚⸮ס׆յրעع٤ٔز٭٤٬ُ 蔦撬ס媃 ַכ
ֹゼ꾴ס緐㎫ַֻכցכꃍյ�� ┾笫ס蔦撬〡㳔脢ֿהג溪㺤ג塌唩韢溷ם蔦撬镸ֿյ
劔塌溷ג㲽㐂יח־նַי嗱阧מꇃ瓦䪞⮿溷ג׀י汔뉮ꄡ┾ם劔塌溷ס⯼♧א
ך縕ַמח┞㊭㴷ס✄麃סהגյ瑭ֿס⻉縕ׁכ㴓㴹כ⚶獗כ☭յ⠥עך汔┾ם
ַכַיזֵצ篙מַ◦ֿסյֵֽי脝ֻכֵך⻎מ呧勓溷כסַ
ֹ劔塌溷ם⯼䳀ֿ㲽㐂גַיնףֻכגյֿُع٤ٔز٭剹⻏גׅ┪⺅מ OBUVSF ⷃַֹכ
靣ימյ傽勓靣ך阋ֹס׆כր蔦撬ց䟨⽱כ⻎免מյOBUVSF�BOE�OVSUVSF宋כ
芌המַֹֹכ☭ꪨסր䙎鮐ց銨骭յ⻎免ֵמ錺ꅎ朮סր勓鮐ց䟨
յOBUVSFױחնֹ յֵך嚣䗻ꄼ䍏מסյֵׂםךׄדր☭ꪨցր蔦撬ցע
┧朮劔塌溷מ篙ַיׄחצⲇַיזַכֵךն־յُףמع٤ٔز٭յ┾汔
٤յؗؕٛؓؤ٭ي٬تب٤ٚنյע脝ֻ偙锶כ✄劔塌גⵊ✄┞כסֽ ـ٬ّ ٥ؘؕյ٭
յ鬚桬סהג曋סꁿ♣璇㳔לם٤ع٭ٖؼ٬ؠشاյؓؕثهش٬ٌتُ٭عյعٜظ٬ؾٜ
媃朮ⵊ٬塌唩ⵊ٬䈰יזמ溪㺤ס倀ⵊם䉖㖪╚䖥╭聋溷ג䬹❸מ溪㺤ס璇㳔䪫銉ס䔿סא
噺ⵊؠطؕـ٬ⵊյ劔塌溷┾汔מٚفٚفע闋✄גזױיնיֹ׆┾汔עյֵג
⯈յס׀յ佻ꏕםמֹםײכ鍮翝ꆻⳛמ蔦ⳛ溷יז⯵מ俙䑑槏韢־
氠יכס׀㸐骭ⵊֵךסגזױיזםמֹնע٭ـشُ٭ٖبր槁♣☭
ז䘼כד黉⳰ס㜽סյ蔦撬גצⳡ䊝⚈յ蔦撬佻ꏕյ䔰劚ם锶עכꌃ┞ס蔦撬⮔蔦ע
յ蔦ףי⳧מ䨏ַסאյֿמכ׆גׅ־ףַֹכלם䨏ַסכ蔦撬ע☭♣ն槁ַי

י״牞皑סꀸ噺סיכ٤ٍٜب
媃朮ⵊ٬塌唩ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊؠطؕـ٬ⵊ┾汔מ䫎י
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撬ס┞ꌃֵך☭ꪨֿעח侵כ׆䗆ַיցכ䭰䷂ַיն瑭יֹ׆עהגꁿ
♣璇㳔ס溪㺤יז⛘מր曋ם玗ցמככր嬎ם蔦撬ցַֹכ䡴ַ䊟㺲䟨餟㝤ֹ׆
ע־溪◜侚⸮כ괬捇ס匯ⵌסնֵגזםמכ � 䌑ֿꇃַׁיכֹ♀傽յ瑭ע侉י״

ր偆ַゼ꾴עסַֹכյֿ־✇ױגױג㝤侵־ג气יׂםעךסյ䪫銉溷ם䧯Ⲍס篙
卸鱍ֵךס׀ցס٭ػٓؤ٬٭ٛفַֹכ阋訪㊖ַי״ײն佻ꏕ䔰劚յ⳧鬘䨏
◚ֿ廕䉌ׂ嫣⚩ג槁♣獗⚶עյַֹׂםךױ瑭הג蔦麃ֿꈷג׀יז⺅צ䊟篙ֵךסםն

☭ꪨ⽱徰┾汔⺅䨴מ״ג
坎յ⻎כלםꗚ朮ⳛ嗘朮ס♑յ☭ꪨעיַֽמ汔┾גꉛ⩧ⵊגז㝤׀חצ篙סַ◦ֽ
箖苣ꈽ⚻㲳յ⮔㲳⸮㲳יזמ䧯皑ֿכ׆ַיז⯼䳀ַיնַֿססאהס
☭յꈽ⚻㲳䈰㳔յ箖苣䈰㳔յֽי脝ֻכ׀ך陭阛יזמ⻉ײ篁סꌃס׆
ꪨ䈰㳔յ气⾀䈰㳔ַֹכלם㳔ゼס煝疴㸐骭ַיזםכնעعك笴 �� ⩬⠥ס箖苣־圸䧯
�յ ┧ ���� ⠥סꈽ⚻㲳יזמ佻ꏕֽיյסّٚءٞوסאⰺכؼؗע沌ַםם
նַֹכ

瑭סהג麃✄ֿյ⮔㲳⸮㲳יזמ䧯皑עסַֹכַיזյ牞מ־璇㳔溷◜㵅ֵךն
ג׀ֽי䐸ֻכ׆ַֹכֵך⽱摾䟨ׯיזכמ气☭סהגյ瑭ע㵅◜םֹס׆յ־
ַն❛ֻףյⵊ㳔溷מ⮔卥ףյր巨ցעסַֹכ䉤ꓡג筙䍲ס⛼ַ㸴ꓪס㘇ⵊٛعػ
ّؗ寊志帇ַםם־מն־յ瑭עהגյ巨ֿסַֹכ낛㘇寊עֵך☭气סא
עךն璇㳔溷䩘岺ַי槏闋כ׆ַֹכֵסג⮂卥緐⭙ֿײ䜸צյㄻֵךס
䩘٭ٚنُסײյ䩘紬מֹ⻎նֵך茣⺪┮ׂגזױעכ׆廠㴻ײ䜸צㄻס☭
յמꀸ✑朮גי芌יׄ־מյ䩘㘇ֽי״䘼ַֿꁎס╭ꃻעמع٭ٝؤ٘زס✑
ꀸמ䶏脢ס杅⯁ם꿈ַֿ㶆ַיזնֿ׆כյ璇㳔䪫銉ֿ溪㺤ג篑座蔷┪╭聋溷ם獗⚶
㵅䠊ֿהגյ瑭יֽכյꀸ噺עն瑭ֹױי䰌骭ֿסַֹכ⽱ꪨ☭םֹס׆յעך
כ䔅םꪨ溷☭מ⚶槁♣獗גזױיזםמ摾⽱◉映מױյֵ圸碎⫙劔塌溷┾汔׀ך
כցַגׁחׂך汔┾ס׆מֹ㺇מրֿ㵵יז⡏מتٛ٭٥ؒؿյ䨴⺅כַ⽱
䡩ׂױ꿈ֵךסַיזն

㏸מ气כ׆ַֹכ׀
瑭ע㝕㳔ך蛞稺ס煝疴ֵֿךסַיյ瑭סהג潨מ锶ַֻם䕻㸯ם┾汔עךյ疾宜䫷
䫎ֿ鮐ꓪמ嬟י呬嫘מ㝕םׂ׀յ朮✄עꓨⲇס匙綢־闋侑ն潲䔳 �� ĝ瓦䍲تס
����.յ1ٞ؞俙溯ם蛞稺؟ ם匡⮂ֿכ׆ױ汦מ㖪䨾סכյ嶠ꆸ╚疾ٞ؞俙ⶨם
ַնגױյ瑭סהג䠊镊מױֵעמꇶ㝕ם㝘倀㳔ס┾汔ךյ儘劓㝚갅עյ㐌槉סꓨ
ⲇיזמ訒ַםעכ׆ׂיהն瑭עהגյꓨⲇיזמ㝕㐌מ篙ַיׄחצ杅⯁ם

ג׃ׂ然甧ך鴋噟ךג׃הٕنٝء
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㲽㐂כ׆ַֹכדסם䠊颍חח镊ֻ䖩锡ֵֿյעא㏸ם㲽㐂ֵך☭ꪨיזכמ
նֵךכ׆ַ潸䗎מ־ַ

僀笴臉剹ס � 꼽潨עמյ玗ֿ☭ⱁꅎס٤ظؙי㏡מ翝ג־免յ腁⾀כ׆
յׂםעךס⽱ꀸ✑噺䟨םյⷃע鉿掿ַֹכյ㏸腁ַֿי־剹ֿכ׆ַֹכג
☭ֿ㏸־气ױյ㏸מ䊟׀㲽㐂כ׆ֵך䜗蔦䉁牞霼ס✑噺גזֵךնؓכّر
玗ע✑յ腁ֵךסגַיյ腁ׂםעךׄגַי气嵛םױױ宜כצ؆סך嚝㏡עفؙ
ֿّرֹն☭ֵؓךַֻכגזֵך䗎瞩ס⣨סꪨ☭㸐䗎מ噺ס㝘㐌ⱁꅎמ ㏸ؓ
ֵךסג气噺鱩ֻס״ג낛朮䕑עㅰ掿ַֹכյ腁עמ־ַֹכג✑־ُر
յ臉剹מ״גמ僻牞כ׆ס׆նֵךׄגזֵך牞霼ס٭ؔطؔط٤ظؕؓמױյ
㏸סאגյ☭ֿꅎי⮂ꃯַ־㏡ס٤ظ䔦ؙע玗ם╭րך䔿׃ע 腁גց
ס☭ꪨء٤ؕ٭ل٤٬ُ٭ٖكն)VNBO�CFJOHַיꃍכ IVN ت٤ؙمئ٬ٌٓע
ַם־ע䨾雹յע☭նֵך׀ַֹכ㲽㐂ם㏸מױע☭յֵך⽱䟨ס坎յ㏸⻎כٌٓס
㲽㐂ֵךյ⻎ IVN㏸מ氮匡 IVNCMF ֿ䟨⽱מֹյ׀דׂ㲽㐂סם
㝘汔تؽյؗٚ٤ֵؗٚך׀׀气ׂױ䡩מꪨ汔☭ךכסꓨⲇעהגն瑭ֵך
ם瓦焒סյ麃עכ׆ַֹכלם䔢❈椟ס⫿汔ع٭ٜوّؗؼعٜو椟ס
輁吖ס㝌כ׆ַֹכֵך䐸ֹֻדַםםףׄםն

蝠靣ס DVMUVSF ׆նַיז䭥⽱䟨ַֹכ✑յ腁מככ⽱䟨ַֹכյ倀ⵊעⷃ靣ַֹכ
ն甦ַי銨כ׆ַֹכג׀י溪㺤יזמכ׆腁מױ倀ⵊֿյסյ☭꿔עכ׆ס
諉ׂעמ״גꈌ⮗ם㳌硼焒ַםםעיׂםնסל儘ֿסַׂל둚גזםמ甦諉
ם㝘倀溷յ㐌槏溷ַֹֹאյ־סׂיז㏸䭥ם良屁יז׆꼿崼寊ֿ鱍חַעַյֵ־סׂ
焒餟ֿꀸ噺ך┪┮⺪姊ֵךնגױ择悅陭⤫ס俤陭疛סלםꀸ✑噺ꄼי⪴⻎✄ֿ
䓺䧯ֵֹךַֻכ׆ַֹכגնעמ곝■ַ疛䠊颍סלם㴴侷嵛ⳛꀸ噺מ㶔
䱸מ篙ֵךעגַיַחצյꀸ噺מױע劔塌溷ם┾汔ס呧䌙ם 睗┞筦ס氙噺 זֵך
նֵךׄג

ꀸ噺סיכتؾةلכꀸ噺סיכ٤ٍٜب
٭ٚؠ٤٬ٛ٭ؤע׆նַי״鬺ׂյ詇עׄט翝⛺סꀸ噺סיכյ♀傽յ氙噺־
溪ꇖ꽄ֿס頲匛⚂փ����♧匡յ睗┞姌氙噺̕睗◝姌氙噺̕睗┩姌氙噺סւ篑座溷ꅼ婧סؠ 篑
座ꅼⵊס㕈勓溷ֵך־גזםמֹ⟥כ٤٭ذقםյמ❸䬹ג饗韢ךյ
氙噺סיכꀸ噺עյ傽勓עיַֽמյ䨾雹յ���� ⷑמ״ꇃׁכלםַם韢ַיն
ךյْؓٛךגז㶐ג⛣ך㎼♑ע俙㲻ס׆מײםה ����յؕךصؕغتٛ؟ ����յ
ꀸ噺㎼ֿت٤ٚنַכ ��յךؓٛٚعت٭؛ ���� 瓦䍲ַיזםכնך׆אյꀸ
噺ע氙噺סיכ鬚桬䍲ֿ⛼ַַֹכ槏氮ךյ511 םַֹֹכַם䕑׳סⲎמ
饗韢ֵֿךסםהֿםמյ־յ㵅갾עמյꀸ噺עמ (%1 ׆⡑ֵֿ❿ַם廠עך
����յףמ㎼갾尴座ꗯ鉿אאնֵך僻溮עכ 䌑 � 劓ס免掾ךꓭ鄋嵞气カסⱁꅎע
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��� ס气氙둚סؿֽٓׄמ汔┾הםյٜغ⩬ �� ̸ �� ⠨מꇖֽיַכגյ
呧䬹גמ氙噺韢עյמך熏糉ֹדַםםףנַכַיն锡מյُؗت
تؾةلյ⮂✑ؿٓך䖥鉩峜ַעַյֵיյ寽寊嵣ֹֿؠشٛؠ
י⯝筤䋲ⷦמֹס彟寊מֹס槁侓埫ס傽勓מնֵךס־⩅מ呬嫘עיכ
ֹױי״鬺מ䓜┮ַַע⡑❿ס⦐Ⲩ⮂ײ气אؿյٓףֵךסַֹכֹױ
ֹնםמכ׆

䧯עיכتؾةلֻכגյךכ׆ַֻיַחמלםⶕ渵յ珿獭յ侷芌עכ׆ס׆
Ⲍיׂםַיյ瑭ֿהג⣌䎘ך倀ⵊ溷ם气嵛ㅰײյ⪪䌐ך걋☭䠀מ彸גה劔塌溷ם獗⚶
䓺䧯עמ״גյםֹס׆יֹלㅰעײ䖩锡┮⺪姊ֵךն瑭עյמׂכꀸ噺מꫀי
ꀸעאյֵֿךסַי䒟╭כ׆䯚ֻיכ٤ٍٜبյׂםעךיכتؾةلյע
噺ֿ劔塌溷┾汔סהסַֽׄמ篙׀חצ骭䖇٤ٍٜبֵך־ַיյ媃朮ⵊ٬塌
唩ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊؠطؕـ٬ⵊ┾汔מ䫷䫎ס״גꞆכדעםכ牞⟤ֵך־ַיն
⟥ր阋訪ֿ劔ַֹכ٤ٍٜցبյրעסַם❈阋訪ַֹכ凉ㅕ٭ؒنذ瑭ֿْך׆׆
匛ցַֹכ䟨嵛ֵך־ַג־յ䴮䕑Ⳟ㴻מ⯁עכյ⟤匛٤ٍٜب⺅יכ篁׳
☭չיזמյꀸ噺ֿ䬎כֵך׀脝ֵֻך־ַיնֿُٜ٭ذ٤٬ٜؔطրג
ַיַכגז阋訪靣ַֹכց勎嗘ֻסإ傽ٛ٤♀עյ瑭כֹצ僻傽┾汔ֿ忶ֻכ
նֵךס䘼ַֿꀸ噺锶סיכ٤ٍٜبמ׆׆עյ瑭ֿ

劔塌ꀸ噺כꀸ噺סꁿ♣ⵊ
���� 䌑♣ךْٛؓتٛ؟ؕיזםמ╭䒟גזםמֹ劔塌ꀸ噺ꆻⳛעյⵊ㳔良倣
⻉䧯ꀸ赟յ㝕㒘塌唩סלם䫋⪜יזמꁿ♣ⵊյ鬙汔יזמⴭ䶠لגַיכֹ
勓鮐ゼַ潲סꪨ☭׀气מյ㝕㐌מ免⻎כֵךح٭طز٤ؓ㸐מꀸ噺סיכتؾة
┾劔塌溷גזֵיח־յיזמכ׆䕮⟵➳ꫀסכ㏸עאնגזֵך䒟╭כֹא
汔⺅䨴כֹא〡㳔ֵֹךַיזַכגזֵךնףֻכגյGFSUJMF ־כ CBSSFO
ցכ׆ַיױ䛒מյր㲳㵁ףꈌ氠מյ☭ꪨעⷃ靣ס׆նֹײיⷃ靣脝ַֹֻכ
ցםց枱䡢յր┮嬰םր良屁ףꈌ氠מյ㏸ֿ⽱䟨כ׆ֵךց״ױր焪㟕ֹ
枱䡢䟨⽱ֵךסյ⺜♣ס☭չעյ㏸סכ☭כ⻎徎䙎յםֹס׆⪴ꄼס䓺㵼雗ך銨
槁ֵךסגն劔塌ꀸ噺ס⮴劻ס䳀ゃ脢עٜؕظֵٞךւ4PJM�BOE�)FBMUIփַֹכ겧霺
╭㵦ֿגַיյס׆㖪⻉ס IFBMUI 峜מⲇցր湕ױחրIFBMցյꄼ⪳מכ☭כյ㏸
潨ֵך־גַיն

ր劔塌ꀸ噺ցַֹכ阋訪ֿ⮴ס٤٭ٍت٭ؿג❈י״ւס׆㝕㐌锶փ����鞅כ׳յ
劔塌溷ַֹכ阋訪עꀸ岺䭰כ׆ַי㝂ַֿյ׳ꀸ㖪⪢✄ֿ劔塌溷ד׀ֵך
气ׂםעךتؾةلյעסַֹכ劔塌ꀸ噺סնր勓朮־ֿכ׆ַי־鞃ֿכ׆ַֹכ
յׂםךׄדֵך偙׀气ס蔦麃☭סאַיז䶏מյ劔塌ꀸ噺עא־յֵך偙׀
╭ס䔦ַֹכցֵךסַם־ֽעמׯ䔔꼸מ偙׀气ססם气⾀劔塌סי
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䒟עյꀸ赟氙噺良倣氙噺յꀸ噺ꫀꅙס魕包ْ٭٭塌唩ْמלם٭٭朙膀յ媃朮ⵊ٬
塌唩ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊؠطؕـ٬ⵊס䍲⻉ַ幾גַי״䉖㖪╭聋溷ꀸ噺מ㸐ⱁꅎ溷ם䫷䫎זֵך
����յעךֹն硄锶ֵךַֻכג 䌑♣מ㢼ױ傽勓ס劔塌ꀸ噺ꆻⳛעյַֹס׆מדױ
ն䘼מַֹםַי䕑✄ٜ٭آتם

傽勓עךյמׂכ ���� 䌑סꀸ噺㕈勓岺♧ꮳյꀸ噺סꁿ♣ⵊֿ鬙汔ס䔿䬁יזמ䒣ⲇמ
ꅼג׀י״ն䨏╚յמך ꁿ♣ס鱩⩴ ֿ╭䒟מגַי䬭յ䨏䔿րꁿ♣ⵊց
ֿ璻䳔ם־ֽעס需ֵֿךյ♧ꮳյꀸ噺ꁿ♣ⵊ魕ꓭⲙ䧯岺汫氙朮❿呬㴗㴻岺

����յꀸ㐌岺٬ꀸⶾ岺ס┞ꌃ侉婞����յꀸ噺圸ꅎ侉ㄌ◜噺➶ꅼ㝕粳����յ㐌偙ꀸ侓㹾
յעյր傽勓ꀸ噺⮂繪מ焌类ׁ僃ֿלם陭翝����յ곐ꀸ⫑怐ⵊ㸐瞬㵅偡偙ꓹ����ס
ꀸ噺ꁿ♣ⵊ㝕聋⻏⮔כ⻄甦ס岺♤锺⯵מ╚סؠ٭٠عشؾסյֵ긖ך篁ײꁎױ
亣ס侓䍟鎢ⲙꓭסյ⻄甦מյע傽勓ꀸ噺ג䬭匙מْٚة٤יזמ岺粵סא˘
ⴭ䶠כװזמ╚ס气氙ⲇ㝕笠ס⚶둚䍲䈰噺ⵊ獗ג״յ둚䍲篑座䧯ꩽֿיזמ✑
呬䈼ֿ儱婞ס气氙䙎סכր♑氙噺עך㐣勓䢻┞յ����նꀸ噺㕈勓岺ֵךסגזցַי
气㐬銝כ氙噺♑יꀸ噺䕋噺脢ֿ䨾䕑㙟㝕צֽכ׆┪⻔气氙䙎ֿסꀸ噺מֹ
嵛ㅰכ׆׳ցֿ潨溷כյ┞锶յカ噺䈰噺מ㸐ꀸ噺ס䕮埫מַֹי״锶⺇
㏸յ㏸㐌侉虘䬎䓜י鱳ꄼהג脢䶏מյꀸ噺ע㝕ס㵅յ◙砯סאյֿׄ
䐭噺汔מ嵣ֵךסגזַיն

腁✑侑啇ַֹכゼ꾴יַחמ
剹朮ַֹכ㏸㚺փכ潂銺סւ┾汔倀僻ע����٭ذ٭٬ٜ؟٤٬ؿ٭٥ؒכٜ٭ظ٬ّع
ց⺯䈱ׂ׀㝕יזמ偙ס㶆⾀ֿյ㏸㐌⯈氠ס㝕ס倀僻䉾㎼גזⱁסր☭ꪨך╚ס
ז־焝ע㲽㐂םꅼ婧溷סאյלֵףֵךסַ־㖪⻉յ倀僻ֿ齇סյր㝕䫷ֽיꃍכ
גյ蠮䎰欎㘶䱮㟃גז䔢皑מ溪ꇖס倀僻סא倀僻☭蔦麃ֿיכ╭յעסַֹכնג
�'�&յגױնַי篙韢כցֵך״ג ٭ٖل٬ث٬ٜؕ٭ٓتւ�����٭ـشُ٭ٖب
⚶獗նֵֵך㏸㐌ׂםյ沼ַעסם⢓㝕؆ףהַך╚סր朮溷魕徎ך╚סփٜنؔط
ֿ㏸㐌⯈氠♐偙䱱ףյסא獗⚶ס鉿ׂ勒ם־婞牞מ◙阋׀ךցכꃍַיն
עך靣صؕغ 䜸䞠 䟨⽱阋訪ע &MFOE י곐־յFעⷃ靣ס׆յֵֿך
כ MBOE㏸㐌ס⻉䧯靣ֵךյ㏸㐌־곐כ׆ַיյ侚ꌢ㝤יז嵣嶚ַי枱岞
獏ぃַיն

םֹס׆ 䜸䞠ם 腁✑侑啇סゼ꾴յ瑭עהג杅מյ匯傽勓㝕괬捇♧ꮳյٜٛؓםゼ
꾴יכ䯚ֻ־ֹדַםעךסַםֻնמם؆לꀸ噺籽ׄיׂג籽ַׄם枱岞
ֿ䌮碃㎪מ⮂槁յⲚⲇי芌גי㵵汫✑朮ֿյֵעַ㵅갾ס侑㸚茣尀叉յֵעַⷃם
סיכتؾةلյמ־ն牞槁㵅ֵַֹֿכַם⪛ׄ⺇מյ巆魀脢יזמ뀸雄錺㵬
匯ⵌꀸ噺עյ扯媃ס枱岞ַכֵמ䕑ֵֹךַםն٭ِؿؤؙעא溷מյؙٜؾ
侵סססאײ篁♐㟃מյ㐌偙匯ⵌֿꌬ䉖ꫀ匯מ溷٭ةٞؤյؙמ溷٭؟

㼭㞁�嵲䎂
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ⵌֵךյ蔦ֿ㏸כ׆ַםׁמ䗆յ蔦撬גכֹםכ☭╭ס瑭סהג䘼ַ┪ֿס䮮
䫐ֵךն瑭עהגյ⩰玆־⺇ׄ类ַג׀ךꀸ㐌յ蔦撬յ气嵛㕈潒յ⪴⻎✄侑啇
䕑ַם槁㵅מ潲긖ֽיյ瑭סהג┾♣ֿ㲳㳚מ⺇ׄ类ֿעס׀ךֿכ׆յ寏╽溷
ֵךײס汘䘲镊ַֹֻכ־ַםעךײס⥡鰱㲻㎼ם蒈㝕כ侑㸚䙎呥䎰啇朮ס㝕ꓪ㲽籽מ
յעכ׆劔塌ꀸ噺䱿ꅼ㎇䕮׀חצ篙סכ蔦撬כ☭յיזֵמ╚ס枱岞םֹס׆ն
ꪘ㗵䠊鱩⩴յ䉤劳ס⩱僻䭰獏כֹםמ٤ٍٜب瑭ע䘼ֵֹךסն

㏸㐌כ㏸㐌䨾劔脢יַֽמ⚶յ槁♣獗יכח┞ס锡㎋ַיյ腁✑侑啇㐌ֿ㙟Ⲏי
⯈氠脢סכ䱸闑★庩ֿ㎦곓ֿכ׆ַיזםמ䮕ֿׅדסյעכ׆ס׆յ瑭溷䨾劔㕈
勓גכ魕勓╭聋ס㲽皑㕈潒מססא䴓ֿׁ气כ׆ַֹכַי獏ぃַיն�

㏸㐌ס⮔ꏕכ⯈氠מꫀ劄⺜ַ阾ꜗעסַיזַכח┞ס僀笴臉剹ٖٙؓب阾מ
阾ؙٜٚتؕגⶥ◝宋傈ס㏸㐌⮔ꏕֵֹךնٓמج٭椙ַסؙٜٚتؕג宐עյ⮂ؙ
גמ㵵傈עյ䔦ֿ㴻濪מ٤ػֵך㐌ց嵣ס㶔כ►րי䔿յ笸✍剱䫐篑عوة
䌐䙎ֿ⪫יזמכ׆ַֹכ䑛ׂցրׂעך׆׆նג⮔㐌ꏕסյ㇅噺׀䑛ׂיזֿ
յؕׄ⺇⮔յむ┞㏸㐌ꏕעיꫀמ傈لٝ״玷⺶舓ⳡפזյֵֿךׄג⟛
חնג牞皑ֿّطتب气嵛佻ֻסյ䔦יז┞ס⮔ⶥס㞅等朮ס־✄⪡ؙٜٚت
ֵךׄג佻ֻיז瓭┞ס⮔ⶥי㸐מסַםגյ㏸㐌䭥ֿסյ㏸㐌䨾劔ױ
蔦יזֵעך䨾劔ס⮔յ蔦ֵך噺㇅יׂםעך魕氙עյ㏸㐌עיַֽמؙٜٚتؕ♣⺜ն
־锺㴻ס畍䭠ַה訒腁锺㴻⚪ס䍲┞מ䌑┢עכ׆סאյםעי氠ַ㹻ׂמׄד״גס⮔
⩼㳎הגյ㷑㩒ע畍ה訒ג媘⮙յיזֵך氙朮ס汛ס⮔蔦ֻכגնגזֵך־僻
նגז־םםףׄםױ⚪㏸㐌ע䍲┞מ䌑┢גױյםףנ־ֽי媘מ״גסהג

כסס劔⪳מ☭סיյ㏸㐌עր玗ך╚סւ䉖宐侓䍟韢փ����עؠش٤٬ٞ٘ة
虘יזֵךױױס✑勑腁גױյיכ㐌⻎⪳מյ̸╚汻̸յ玗ֿյ㏸㐌ֿ䊬־նגֻ┰י
氠⯈מ槏溷⻉גױյמ״גסյ㏸㐌Ⲩעն玗ַם׀ךעכ׆⦍䞯כյג脝ֻכַ
յַֿיꃍכցֵךס׀ג⸮埫㸐מאյעⲨיאնגֻ┰מ״ג
勓匡㏸㐌ע蔦撬ס╭锡ם┞ꌃֵךյ尴י⠥☭溷מⷑ劔י杅埫ⵊֿםכַםךס׀
ײסיꫀמ㏸㐌ס⮔ꌃסא勓☭ֿյגյ侉虘蠮䎰㐌ꪛ㚠יזמ⦐Ⲩַֹכ✑յ腁
ⷑ劔溷❈氠霼עכ׆״յ蔦撬埫סיכ⪴⻎䨾劔כ潸כַםםעמכ׆篙韢ַי
כ׆侉虘✑腁אյַֿם瓦䍲ֿ㸴鬚桬מ꿔☭עך枱䡢ס蔦撬עյ㏸㐌ױחն
յ㏸יכ㖥ꐏס⦐Ⲩםֹסאסյ䔦ֵךסםכס┰㶐מ气嵛侉ㄌסչ☭יזמ
㐌סⷑ劔埫霼עס״⻉槏溷ֵךַֹׄכֵךն

םֹס阾┪מؠشյٞכםמֹ׳ꅼֿײ㎪ַꁎס㏸㐌יַֽמتٛ؟յؕ־
饗韢כ▔곐ג枱岞ֿ⮂槁յ㝕锺埛ם㏸㐌䨾劔脢ֿ⦍י־㐌♣䕑ַֹכ┮⪪䌐ֿ埭鉿
ׂ⪡עכ腁✑侑啇㐌ゼ꾴ֽׄמ傽勓סյ♀傽ע枱岞םֹסאյ؆הնגזםמֹ
䌐⪫ֽׄמꪨסכ㏸㐌⯈氠脢כյ㏸㐌䨾劔脢עיכյ槁骭ַֿם־ַֹכמ锡㎋ס⯁
䙎ס姊㠀յ⯈漨ס┮┞蔹ַֹכ掾ך⪴ꄼ꽃ֵֿכ锶ֿכ׆⺪茣ֵךն㎂ꓩ㵢┩ꋝעյסא
����ت٤ًت٬تُ٭عյיכ徎嵣ցסրꁿ♣㏸㐌侉긞䘼䞯גכֹ䌐儱婞⪫┮םֹ
٬تُ٭عצւ㏸㐌䨾劔埫韢փֽס٥ؔ����ٜء٭؛埫⯈փյّؗؔٛؓ٬ס澵סւ☭ꪨס

ג׃ׂ然甧ך鴋噟ךג׃הٕنٝء
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ًؕ٤����סւ㏸㐌⮔ꏕס婞聋փ箩♃ַֿיյס׆⻏詇עյ槁㐂ס瑭ֿהגյ
㶠מ獏ぃי״յ嚋ך┪脝ֻ־ַׂי㎇䕮יכ腁✑㐌י⮔ꏕ⫙腁✑侑啇㐌ימ־ַ
նַגײי♃箩מ┫♧䒟╭סյًؕ٤יז岚מ闋鞃סյ㎂ꓩ㵢עך׆׆նֵך✑詇׳

篙卸ס倀僻עסגז׆鱍יכյ鬡㎦ֿ獗⚶ゼ꾴־⮔מכ鬡脢כյ獗⚶ֿ㶠脢ע٤ًؕ
סיעնًؕ٤ַיםײכ㎋ֵֿ⸮מ栃ⷑס㏸㐌מססꌃ┞עאյיזֵך
水㟕ֿ㏸㐌ס䌐瞏ם䭥ׄ⺇⮔ה埫⯈䭥ַֹכח蔦撬埫כյ㏸㐌ס腁✑ַם侉虘יזמ
㙟Ⲏג❿⡑ֿյסא腁✑脢յ侉虘脢סⷑ劔יכ⠥⯁ⷑ劔埫霼כ׀ךֿכ׆״╭䒟
յיכ⨠鎢㸐מ㏸㐌⪴劔埫סיכ㖪⻉յ蔦撬埫气ֿ⢞ס㏸㐌䨾劔עնًؕ٤ַי
⪴⻎獗⚶מ㸐㐌♣㐌璝等כ׆״聋ⳡכ׆ׄט╭䒟յמׂכ潸籽瓭䖇יյ
⨠䐸㸐מ蔦撬埫ㅗ㝤ס㟕䙎מ鎢⨠յ杅㸐מסגյ蔦撬埫ㅗ㝤כ㎼宐㕈ꓭ׆
ꓭյ脚☭מ㸐너脚ꓭյ걀㵬脢ס䪛너ꓭמ⩩䓜כד׀ꃍַיնًؕע٤ր瑭ֿ韢
յַֿיꃍכցֵך婞聋ׂםעךⷆ䠀ױחնֵך⯈埫ׂםעךյ䡜ㄌעכ׆ג׀י
槁♣傽勓ֽׄמ腁✑侑啇㐌סゼ꾴յⷃם篑座溷ם鞏꾴ׂםעךיכյ獗⚶ֽׄמ埫⯈
㏸ֽׄמյ傽勓؆הֹնֵךꓨ锡ֿכ׆䯚ֻיכゼ꾴ס㵅槁סꏕյ婞聋⮔ם䌐⪫ס
㐌䨾劔⯜מאכ⛘ֹ瓭⯜ס婹⺮յמׂכ䨏䔿ס㏸㐌侉긞סאכ䔔꼸յꁿ䌑ֽׄמꓭ鄋魕勓╭
聋סꅼ鉿כ┮ⳛ氙ס隍⯞ⵊյ⛿㴎ゼ꾴יַחמלםյ腁✑侑啇㐌ゼ꾴סכꫀꅙ韢ףׄם
նֵך噺✑✍מ䩘סյ詇脢ֵֿך׆כַםם

ꀸ寊澈ףמյ腁✑侑啇㐌ס긖畤ע ���� 䌑אֽעךױ �� זֵךַף埭ךٜ٭ذؠى┧
����յֿסג 䌑־㙟Ⲏמ黨յ���� 䌑עמ嚣砯⡑ך ���� ׆סכ׆ַיꇖמٜ٭ذؠى┧
劔ⲯ⯈氠ցס劄㝕ꮹסꀸ㐌岺րꀸ㐌עյ����䌑յ侓䍟מ״ג⭦㸐מ枱岞םֹס׆նֵךכ
ցյրꀸ锶潲ס潨溷瞏סրꀸ㐌岺עיꫀמյ⯼脢侉婞מ㵼⫏גכ勓叻◝牞⟛ցסրꀸ㐌כ
㐌ס埫⯈⺅䕑➳מ陵⺪锡⚂ס锶潲ցյրꀸ㐌ס鬽⡊锺⯜ס锶潲ցյրꀸ噺气氙岺☭锡⚂ס锶潲
牞⟛ցסրꀸ氠㐌ⶓ㔔⫐ꀸ㐌עיꫀמ䒣ⵊցյ䔿脢סꅼցյրꆸ⚪ꀸ㐌㸐瞬➶ס긖溷겏畤סցյրꀸ㐌
צրꀸ㐌黨氠锺⯜ס⹌呬ⵊցמ腁✑侑啇㐌ゼ꾴מꫀ㸐瞬颉ַיն

յⲯעסםꓨ锡יזכמյ岺ַֿׂמ脝ֻעכⲌ㞍םꀸ㐌岺侉婞ֿ氺劻溷ס׆
卸䬭匙ⲇעֵךյסא潨䭰ס׆כր岺ס窢玗ցֵֹךն㏸㐌䨾劔כ㏸㐌⯈氠ֽמ
䲔ׅיזױ潸כꀸ噺סיכ٤ٍٜب窢玗ֿյס岺ס׆ַֹכꏕ⮔ם䌐⪫ס⯈埫כ婞聋ׄ
כ־ַםעךס䟨聋ֵֿם׀㝕מכ׆劔⪳䗄סאֿ✄⪡⚶յ獗ֵך⮗㝕ֿכ׆
脝ֻն

ꀸカ䈰ꅙ䶏כ⪭姌氙噺ⵊ
劄ꁿؠش٘ب٤ُ٭ٛס䔿ס傽勓סꀸ侓锶כײיյ묄气⫐ꫂֽׄמր偆篑座䧯ꩽ䨏汻ց
յ䒣鞪ֿכ׆⮂יז䩤מյ┾汔䉖㖪ה⳧מ◚㜟ֻյ魕徎气氙䙎盨מت٤ٔزز٤مעך
ꀸカ䈰ꅙ䶏מלםꀸ卲寊氙噺ס盨◚ⲇס䒣ⵊյր侍ס״ꀸ噺ցֵעַր䒣ַꀸ噺ցֿלם
侓瞬יכ䩤ג⮂הնמֿ묄气宋ؿةע饗ꅙסꓨיזֵׄדյꀸ噺ֿ⳧鬘◜ֵ

㼭㞁�嵲䎂
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ր傽ֽׄמꓩ氭⫐ꫂסն侓埫★♣䔿ׄ⺇骭ַֹⷦכַי䪒מֹסٜه٤ٔ؟עַ
勓⫙气䨏汻ցעךյ♀䔿ס䧯ꩽ⮔ꓩיכח┞סꀸ噺ֿ峜潨겏״յיכغ٭٠٭؞סאրꀸ
噺ס⪭姌氙噺ⵊցֿ䲔ׅגնע׆僻מ־ 511 Ⲏ䗻꾁ֽג⪛מ꾴潨ֵךնր⪭
姌氙噺ⵊցַֹכ阋訪蔦✄עյ匯☒㝕㳔侷䱅ס♀匆㞃虘蔘ֿ �� 䌑♣מף䳀ゃֵךסג
ֿյ宐╭⪋侓埫ֿր⪭姌氙噺ⵊס䱿ꅼցꀸ卲寊氙侓瞬㝕粳מ䲔ׅךכ׆ג荔⩱嶨כ׆צ
姌٬◝לםتل٭ئ鬦㛿٬ꀸ噺յⲎ䈰ג׀יזյ气氙ꌃꪎ䬎עכն⪭姌氙噺ⵊגזםכ
┩姌氙噺י״篑ㅰס㝂閣ⵊ㎫յⲎ䈰魍嵣ꄼُלם٤ة٭յ♀ךױ◝姌٬┩姌氙噺ס
◜噺脢ֿ䕑גַי♕Ⲏ❿⡑յꀸ噺脢蔦麃ֿ䕑יזמכ׆ꀸ噺٬ꀸ匆嵛䙎ⵊכֹ
յעךյ劄ꁿֿגזֵך嚣䗻ס砯ցր鳉גזַכ姌◝姌┩姌┞ע⮴ն䓜ֵךסַֹ
睗┞姌氙噺ֿ銺ꃸעי䧯皑כ׆ַםגյגױյ潸▗ⲯ卸⮂յסח◝ַֹכ䟨⽱ꁎי״յ

ր䱧ׄ砯ցס嚣䗻מ䳀ゃַיֽםն־յ睗┞姌氙噺QSJNBSZ�JOEVTUSZյ睗◝姌
氙噺TFDPOEBSZ�JOEVTUSZյ睗┩姌氙噺UFSUJBSZ�JOEVTUSZסր┞ցյր◝ցյր┩ցעրPOFյ
UXPյUISFFցםֹסⲎ庿▗ꯙֿ⺪茣ם俙雗ׂםעךյրSTUյTFDPOEյUIJSEցםֹס꽄
沁銨䍇俙ַםךն椝ꓩ◪蛢ꋝֿ╭䒟מֹրQSJNBSZյTFDPOEBSZյUFSUJBSZցע
㷤筦䙎յױח⨲ⲑ銨ֽיյ睗┞姌氙噺י״ע 睗┞筦氙噺 עֵַ 睗┞嵣氙噺
ւ㎼㶠韢փֿتِت٬ّرؓמךյעכ׆ֵך⮗㝕מնꀸ噺ֿ尴㴻溷גזֵך׀陹כ

����ך鞃ֵַך׆כַיյꀸカ䈰ꅙ䶏⪭姌氙噺ⵊסלם╭䒟յ瑭ت٬ّرؓעמ
ס免ַֹכն睗┞姌氙噺ַם䘼עכס䙎鱩ֻ⛺⨲ס噺⮔סتِ QSJNBSZ ٤靣طٚע
�QSJNFֵך־눢ף阋ֻך✄յ麃עյꀸ卲寊氙噺־ֵךס氮匡מQSJNBSJVTס
NJOJTUFS눢潸յ䔢脢ם ╭䔢QSJNB�EPOOBػ٤غ٬ُٛو ⪬睗מײםהնֵך
姌氙噺ע㳔銉韢倀עךրTFYUJBSZ�TFDUPSցכ陹ֽיյ瑭ס䩘䭥הꀐ剹עמ䲔鼥ַי
�րTJYUI�JOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPO�PGעךꀸ噺溮剹ס劄ꁿגױնַי❈ⷃ靣ֿם勒◲םַֹם
BHSJDVMUVSFցכ陹ֵֿךַֹיյ㜽㎼☭עמ⪢ׂ䟨⽱┮僻ֵךյםֹס׆뉬崗
訒ֵעַ䨠阋מ蒈㝕ם㎼㵵◙砯ׁחꁎלם׳յ柄宜ס屦尢כֵך瑭עמ䘼ն⪭
姌氙噺ⵊע㸴כׂםꀸ噺מ䶏ׂםעךס⯈כצ☭յ鬙汔ס䔿䬁יזמꀸ噺
カ䈰噺מⴭ䶠ס״ג嚣䗻鍮翝ם־מյ511 Ⲏ潊ס״גס㝕聋⻏⮔יכ宐╭⪋ֿ
䱰氠ֿ٭مؤزشٔ؞ג┞☭婧ַםַַֹֿ־כסג׀ն

ր傽勓⫙蕟䨏汻̸ס㴗⠨⫐ꫂך׆כ +"1"/�JT�#"$, ̸ցעמյעכ׆潨韢锶ֵֿךס
傽勓ַն�耘䘼כ־ַםע ַי♕蝠靣㴗⠨宋ֿյַי䒟╭כלם
ׄ⻔嶮㜽מ־僻ַֹכցג׀יז䒣ַ傽勓ֿ䨴סיח־րע䨏汻ס׆յכ䱿㷋־׆כ
ימնֵַךׄג䲔ׅי俄ֻث٭ٝنםֹ頲㎼䮄溪ؓةյֵؓך䒟╭ס
����յ 䌑勒ס䧯ꩽ䨏汻㵅鉿㎼⚶עיַֽמր氙噺盨◚ⲇ䒣ⵊ岺ցյրꀸ噺ס圸ꅎ侉긞䱿ꅼ
מ䱿ꅼס岺䔾ցյրꀸ㐌╚ꪨ硄槏◜噺ס瞏ꌃ侉婞┞סꀸ噺篑ㅰ㕈潒䒣ⵊ➶ꅼ岺瞏ס״ג
ꫀ岺䔾ցյր㎼㵵䨏汻杅⯁ⶓ㔔岺ցלם րֿ杅㴻璓㶔⟛饦岺ցס꯬ך焌类ׁ僃מ䧯皑յ槁㐂עյ
ꀸ噺ס䧯ꩽ氙噺ⵊֿ䒣ⲇמ䱿ꅼֵך׆כַי״ն

⪬րյրꀸカ䈰ꅙ䶏ցעꀸ噺侓瞬סꅙ┞蔷מꓩ氭⫐ꫂյ㴗⠨⫐ꫂ־յ묄气⫐ꫂםֹס׆
姌氙噺ⵊցלםյַמ־ꀸ噺ׄ־עכة٭ْؕס곐ث٭ٝنزشٔ؞ג䲔ׅךַֹי

ג׃ׂ然甧ך鴋噟ךג׃הٕنٝء
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ךր嗘朮䈰㖪ցַיזםמّ٭هꁿ䌑ֿאնֵֿتؾةلסٛذشمמ׆עյ㵅ֵֿ
ַֻֻכג׀י岺俠⤫ֿ鉿סյ┪ꃍמ״גյ嗘朮䈰㖪䱿ꅼעיזמյ锶偙ֵ
նֵךס

嗘朮䈰㖪ס澵㵅
瑭ֿ嗘朮䈰㖪יַחמ鞪כֹײי䘼ַ皑עסגזյ匯ⵌס錺捇㐌מ姌չכ㝕锺埛ם嗘朮䈰
㖪ֽֿיׂחյ־⸮溪ֵْך٭٭傽皑յ(&յ匯蚭յ┩襰ֿלם嚋י״畤嚋溷מ
嗘朮䈰㖪◜噺מ⪜כ׆ַי┮䘼饗מ䘼ֵך־גזն鞪כײיյ姌չֿ־ַמ
յؓעסגזꪛ溪鉿ס䈰⩱㒘嗘朮䈰㖪☭י״⮴ךյ┾汔ױնגזםמ־㵅ֿ僻◜ַ
ס氠رٚئך⫏㲳ⲇ愗寊虀⸮ע׆յֵֿך(&獗ؠشٛعؠ٬ؙٜٝٚؾؘةסْٛ
ꓩ褺芌מ״גיյْؓٛ㎼ꮐ澈ֿꪛ溪㣗阻גזֵךסגնגױ (& 嗘朮䈰㖪ꪛס
溪עյَؓٞ阛氺כ״ע /"4" 㴓עה׆յֽיז脍䬎┞ס㴓㴹ꪛ溪圸䞯מ
㴹疾ꪨֽׄמꓩ褺呭㕆ס㵅槁潨韢؆גזֵךסדնס׆煝疴ꪛ溪עמ裝㝕ם魀氠ֿ
כ׆꽖䮮ע㵅닫יזמع٤ذظ糭䒟累⾔סյ篙㹾匯锞⬗䨏ֵֿךסגױꁎׁח
նגזםמ

傽勓ך嗘朮䈰㖪յ⸮㲳ⲇ氙噺ַם⮗יז⮗כꫀ➳ֵמն괎ⲇ╚㝠煝疴䨾סꓩ褺
䈰㖪ע귱喖澛⪭٧䨾匆מ陭翝ֿגַיյր괎ⲇס鬘衠䌐徙ⵊכ㐌㔔ꀸ噺ס䮴蕟מ㶐┰ג
מ㵅氠ⵊ煝疴סꓩ褺气氙鉿ֹꓩ褺䈰㖪ם둚茣椙ח־摾ꀸ赟מ疾鞪ג氠⯈յ㝅ꪨ괎ⲇ״
濪䩘ցַֹכג篑紼ֵֿնגױյٛؕهؿؘٜز⸮溪◜侚♧ꮳյ⸮溪ֿة٤ؘزة٭ْؕס
韢ֽיյ괎ⲇ╚㝠煝疴䨾עךր䬵ꓭ╭聋ⲙꩽة٭ْؕםֹ䩧䭈յւ溪괎䨾
ցֽי䷂ꓨ锡䙎ֿ䭰סכ׆黨䳕מة٭ْؕםַֹֹכփׂיז玗յ倀ⵊ䭥ס珿ע յ
ֽׄמյ錺捇㐌א׆ך♀յױחնג㎫⚕ֿלם걀ַֿ脢겒氠ֽׄמ嗘朮䈰㖪מ״גסא
յ־⯼♧յעך⣨סյ괎ⲇ氙噺ֿדסַיׅ┪⺅嗘朮䈰㖪ֿיכ欎┞סⱁꅎ溷䕮蕟
⸮溪✑ך㝅ꪨ괎ⲇס巆魀潨溷יכյ嗘朮䈰㖪ס嗱阧ֿ鉿ֵךסגַיն珿䀁⸮
溪◜侚䔿מյ傽皑ע⯼둚氭ךלם㺤ꪛّ٭غסق٤ٚءַי㒘嗘朮䈰㖪מ � ⧱⫑⮂魕
յ傽勓 (& ٛء٬ؓ٭ٚ٭خסⷁ潸뉉עյ匯蚭ׅ┪▗⻏מלם嗘朮䈰㖪佻䴈ס㝂魊㓻䉖ע
מ嗘朮䈰㖪◜噺סؠ٭ق � זמ㲳ⲇ䴮㵬魾⨠岺⸮ע׆յֿדסַי⮂魕氰⮂ס⫒⧱
劻ס׆յׂםעךלם溪궢ס虘䖥氮匡מם陹氰סיכ٭٭溪ْ⸮ַי鬬⩸י
ס蔦獗ךױך؆מ -&% כַג׀䫕㛿ך؆ꁎצ⽿嗘朮䈰㖪鍮翝㎼㵵◙砯כ״ע
ַֹ潨韢מ־ֵֿײꇙַַםն٤ٛعؠغ٬ؠش٘بַֹס٤ؕٚؠ٬ِ؛ػמױ䞠◜
➬▗㒘魕勓╭聋㐌ך鉿ֵךסםַֹיזն

㼭㞁�嵲䎂
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ꀸ溷气嵛ַֹכ䳀呾
ꀸ溷气嵛䳀ゃע٭ٛي٬ٜظ٤ַؘؗיյ䈰噺ⵊג┾汔עך☭ꪨ㖪䨾氙朮ր㺿
婹ց⮗־곐מכ׆ַֹכֹױי峜䟨ַי➶նױחր䧰չע䈰噺溷篑座מ
Ⲏַי䍲⻉ַמ䗎յ蔦⮔ס㵵傈յ㺇⛿㐌յֵעַ蔦⮔ס낛朮ס㺿婹焒ַםցכ
כ׆䘼ַ뉒מ汔┾ֵמ⣨ֹ׆⻔סع٤ج٤ؤעהגն⸮溪◜侚䔿յ瑭ֵךסַֹ
溪⸮מ气嵛氠յ㐌偙낛包⮂ײ气יזמ⦐盄Ⲩ⩼欎㘶熏㚷סյꄫ┪㎼ֿג➶
糹掾嗱ַ㴗䖥յ崟ַ٭؟ٜؾؙ⟛牞ך⚶ꌬיזמכ׆ׄח㕈㐌䬁
㸗䗻מכ׆㏸腁յ䖩עꀸ溷气嵛䳀ゃס٭ٛيնֵך䖩锡יזױֿכ׆
偙׀气גז䗄䭥כֹ㎇䕮縕ֿםյ劔塌溷ׂםעךַׄי⽱䟨כ׆
䭰כַי槏闋ֿ׀ךյ���� 篑닫ג瑭עמהגյםֹסאמױ气׀偙ֿ寛״
նֵךס䘼ֹכַי

⪽✄溷ם⠥չס䳀呾עמ筤긖ֿꮹֿדסַיյրסغْؕ٭ٚ٭ط┾汔־
յ♀עהגն瑭ַגמכ׆ֽׂי䳀獏מ劄䔿غ٭٠٭؞ַֹכց汔┾סغْؕ٭ر٭؛
㛿ַי劚סثؕئס偙מ蔦⮔י⻉蔦٬٬כלם锺㴻יזםמֹ
气ס蔦מ㴎⛿㛿י䐭ס債䧯עס׳⛿յי㵵䐭מ꽖濪־ס׳⛿鞋ֿעն䐭碎㵵ַ
嵛י⻉气ַםֻ׀枱岞ֵךն䜟脢ע洠ꯖמ鉿ׄף洠⻏ثؕٚإطיזמյ
յ侷䊘מ偙ס侷璇剹ג倀璇澈ֿ嗱㴻עךն㳔吾ַיזםמכ׆偙⭦赟ס嬐وؕذ
气䕉蔦ꈌ⻉כֹ䖩媃ֵךն־յ劔塌溷ם縕ֿ⫙圸碎כֹꀸ溷气
嵛עךյثؕئס☭סא㸈岺ס״גס☭סאַם־ח┞מ┾ס׆י劚غْؕ٭ر٭؛
噺✑יׄ־免ꪨי塌茣脝ֻ٤ؕاظַ潸䗎劄מ☭סאյעն♐皑㺑םמכ׆
גס┾⮂յ皑麃עךն㳔吾םמכ׆յ䜟脢隉ׂםעךס洠宜隉עյⶕ脢עךն洠ꯖ
ֿ־סַיז皑䧯יזמ✇气嵛ֿ⾀气סյ蔦ׂםעךס닫侷芌ֿ偡⺇סׄד״
ꃯ疴յ䈼⯁┮䌐瞏כ䨏ַյ蔦⮔ס焒餟䪫銉氠ַיյ槁㐂כ㸝匡ס獗⚶םֹסלמ鬚
桬ֿ⮂匡־סյⱁꅎ溷מ煝疴ֿכ׆潨䭰նיאյ睗┞筦氙噺 ꀸ噺׀ג
ֹס׆նֵךסי蛞芌յꓩ褺ֿם־꿁䘼ַ嶠ס☭յ䠀עהגס䶏מ
ַׂי㎇䕮ֿם蝆Ⲩכׂזַ⽱כ䔅םꪨ溷☭ֵחח㝤עהגյ瑭ימ
劔׀٤ٍٜ䲔ׅյ匡ب匛⟥םֹסאյכ槁מ׃䧯卸ֻֿכגյֵֿךס
塌溷ם┾汔י⺅⩰气עכ׆׀⺪茣ֵךն٤ٍٜب骭䖇סיכꀸ噺ע⾀❈סյױ
նַי脝ֻע瑭כֵא׆מ׆אמ

ג׃ׂ然甧ך鴋噟ךג׃הٕنٝء
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Engaging in the Lives of Rural People

One of the distinctive characteristics of the 
Asian Rural Institute, of which I am Direc-
tor, lies in the fact that it is quite a small 
training school with a maximum capacity of 
only forty entrants. Every year, it welcomes 
people coming from about twenty differ-
ent countries. Though it is a small institute, 
what takes place on the campus daily almost 
represents the world in miniature. Together 
with twelve or thirteen staff members and 
about ten volunteers in a given year, the In-
stitute is determined to address the world’s 
big issues and challenges.1 It is our convic-
tion based upon our own experiences and re-
flection that staying smaller makes us more 
able to tackle the big problems before us. 

We hold ourselves accountable for the 
production of what we eat, as well as what 
everybody else eats, by raising questions 

Questioning the Culture of Gluttony

Originally given as a key-note speech at a seminar 
held at the Asian Rural Institute with the theme 
of “Agriculture Today and Christianity,” under the 
sponsorship of the Department of Urban Rural Mis-
sion of National Christian Council in Japan (NCC-
URM) in February 1987. 
Translation: Toshiaki Kusunoki

Toshihiro Takami

about and being critical of conventional 
ways of agriculture. At the same time, we try 
to make sure that what is to be produced will 
be appropriate in terms of protecting the 
lives and promoting the growth of everyone 
concerned. In that area, proper methods 
and manners of production must be fol-
lowed. As we desire to live in a future world, 
we at the Institute try to create step by step 
a kind of agriculture that is desirable and 
appropriate to sustain lives in the future. A 
certain pressure upon what we do is being 
felt in the form of various comments, some-
times criticisms. Yet, because we remain 
small, we are more able to discern what is 
really at stake and to cope with a given situ-
ation accordingly and with flexibility. When 
we try to bear a heavy burden together with 
those belittled and the most vulnerable ones 
among us, that is, the society’s majority, 
being small makes it much easier, I believe, 
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to pin down the roots, the fundamental nature 
of a problem.  

By thoroughly contending with pressing 
problems where we live, we are enabled to 
become aware of other issues elsewhere; 
therefore, a process of preparing ourselves 
to address these issues accordingly becomes 
very important. Among those who gather at 
the Institute from Asia, Africa, the Pacific is-
lands and Latin America, there are such people 
as of lately called ‘Dalit’ of Kerala State of India. 
The Dalits have been subject to discrimina-
tory practices by other Indians because the 
prevailing belief is that just touching a Dalit 
person will defile everything, even spoil the 
well water. It is in sharing a day-to-day life 
with them that real problems of the present-
day world begin to be visible to our eyes ever 
more clearly. 

The Urban Rural Mission (URM) within 
the ecumenical movement today was origi-
nally started as the Urban Industrial Mission 
(UIM). There the mission workers began to 
realize in the process of carrying out their 
activities that the problems of urban people 
were closely, inseparably related to the life 
of rural people. The urban-industrialization 
as cultural, social and political movements 
at large began even before the 20th century. 
If we are to construe such trends and grap-
ple with them, we need to stay in constant 
touch with rural folks and deepen an under-
standing about their lives as well. Otherwise, 
we won’t be able to move ahead. That’s how 
the URM was born. 

The Urban Rural Mission of the World 
Council of Churches (WCC-URM) is to cel-

ebrate its 25th anniversary this year. It is a 
movement with a Christian vision of build-
ing a fair and peaceful world. It is true by all 
means that you need to have some sort of an 
organization in order to keep a movement 
going, but you should not put the suste-
nance concerns of that organization before 
the movement itself, priority-wise. We of the 
URM have repeated self-criticism and self-
examination on that line among ourselves 
in our continuous path of being with the 
people and fighting together with them for 
our common goals. There is a slogan, so-to-
speak, within our movement: “Organizing 
People for Power.” The poor are socially 
exploited, despite the fact that they consti-
tute a majority, simply because they have not 
organized themselves, or are often hindered 
to do so, thereby remaining in a seemingly 
endless poverty situation. They offer a clear 
contrast to camps of other people who exercise 
power—military, economic or otherwise—
by organizing themselves, such as those 
working in corporations and bureaucracy. 
Organizing people for power, therefore, had 
to surface as an important foothold for the 
movement. In so doing, the question of power, 
or “What is power?” presents itself as a con-
stant theme for review among us. Another 
point of emphasis, relative to that, is the 
need to establish an authentic way of life and 
clarify its logical foundation in the process of 
materializing a fair and peaceful society.

In early days, the rural problems were 
dealt with in the cities. But later, a realiza-
tion dawned on us that we would be left 
unable to truly understand those problems 

TO S H I H I R O  TA K A M I
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if there was no solidarity with those who are 
discriminated against and exploited in rural 
settings. And further, we came to learn that 
building an effective movement without 
such solidarity would soon face difficulties. 
That’s the background story as to why our 
engagement in the life of rural people was 
called for. 

The Roots of Starvation

With respect to this whole question of a rural-
urban relationship just stated, I’m lately 
beginning to think that an avenue to lead us 
to the most correct understanding of it lies 
in viewing it as an issue of starvation and the 
era/culture of gluttony. This issue of starva-
tion is not new at all, in fact, it has been with 
us human beings from time immemorial. 
Starvation had to do largely with natural ca-
lamities in the past. The problem of hunger 
and starvation today, however, poses itself 
precisely as a social, political problem for the 
most part. To me, it seems to be closely 
related to our lifestyle of gluttony. In old 
days, soil cultivating activities in agriculture 
were synonymous with culture itself. But today, 
such human efforts of trying to escape from 
starvation are in fact forcing humans to steer 
in the opposite direction: gluttony. 

When compared to a starvation situ-
ation, a so-called culture of gluttony hasn’t 
been one of our concerns for very long. 
Gluttony occurs when a certain group of 
people begins, by coming to hold power, 
the practice of eating good foods just for 

themselves, and even at the cost of others at 
that, while making the least efforts on their 
part for the production of these foods. The 
history of gluttony, in other words, started 
when a small group of people began to build 
up power to themselves, then to exploit oth-
ers and nature in the form of destroying it in 
actuality. There can be no denying that star-
vation is a social, structural problem. Take a 
look at the situation in Negros Island of the 
Philippines. From the time of colonization 
of the island by Spaniards some 300 years 
ago, the rulers developed haciendas (or large-
scale plantations). The colonizers, in the 
course of selecting what crop items to grow, 
paid little respect for the local people’s will, 
their way of life, tradition, and land-holding 
wisdom. That’s where the root cause lies. 

Sugarcane growing is another example. 
An enormous amount of capital was invested 
in India, South Africa, the Philippines, Sri 
Lanka, Bangladesh, and Latin American 
countries; thereby the sugarcane was grown 
in a vast land all over the world. The result 
was a dramatic fall of the market price, in 
which the farmers had absolutely no say 
at all in such a buyer’s market. In the State 
of Maharashtra, India, where one of our 
graduates works, sugarcane was grown in 
a vast land of a semi-desert zone, and there 
were sugar refineries there. In addition, 
the fund from the World Bank through the 
central government of India was at work in 
the total sugarcane industry itself. So, there 
again, the farmers have no say in the picture 
of government-led sugarcane growing. 

The lack of water for cultivation in such 

Q U E S T I O N I N G  T H E  C U LT U R E  O F  G L U T TO N Y
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semi-desert areas was covered by the utili-
zation of artesian wells. The water salinity 
of India’s inland regions, however, is rather 
high. Since such water was sprinkled in a 
great quantity, the surface of the sugarcane 
fields all over turned white after three years 
of growing, to the point of being visible to 
the naked eye. Now, two years after that, 
the sugarcane growing had to be given up 
altogether. Then what was left for the farm-
ers there to do? They either starve to death 
with no food available or go to Bombay 
and settle in one of those slums there—a 
fate of an either-or. The big capital on the 
other hand simply scraped the plants and 
went elsewhere to start their business anew. 
What’s left are salty desert and uncultivable 
lands. In such a way starvation situations 
are spreading here and there on the globe. 
The problem of desertification, as we have 
just seen, is rooted in man-made, social and 
structural causes more than anything else. 
Natural causes, in comparison, should bear 
much less blame in this respect, I believe.

One of the keen characteristics of our 
society today can be seen in the phenom-
enon in which starvation and gluttony exist 
simultaneously, and both of them are 
becoming more critical. Each of them, in 
fact, poses a threat to life—destroying nature 
and shortening lives. I should say that these 
two are making their way hand in hand 
with each other in close relationships and 
simultaneously while impairing human dig-
nity. In the culture of gluttony, the business 
world just has to keep its manner of waste-
fulness because the surrounding economic 

environment and systems themselves have 
been built on an assumption that ‘more is 
better’ however wasteful it may be. For in-
stance, we often witness that a huge amount 
of foodstuffs, way more than one person can 
ever consume, is readily served for wedding 
receptions. Those reception venues and hotels, 
of course, charge the fee for that. If they 
don’t prepare a meal table that way, they will 
suffer a negative reputation. The flip side of 
the coin is that the more wasteful manner in 
which a hotel serves, the more customers it 
will attract. That’s how and why the said 
service outlets end up in a race of serving 
more and more. Because of such culture of 
gluttony, Japan, for instance, is being placed 
under the pressure of having to import more 
agricultural products from overseas. Even 
though it’s clear to everybody’s eyes that the 
domestic farmers are being cornered into 
a more vulnerable social position because 
of such pressure, nobody can do anything 
about it. We need to understand that struc-
tural forces are at work there.  

Sustaining Future Lives in the  
Midst of the Culture of Gluttony

God in the Old Testament admonishes us 
not to become gluttons and drunkards. 
Yet, we are driving ourselves into a forced-
gluttony situation. Such a lifestyle is gain-
ing popularity more and more in developed 
countries including Japan. That very trend, 
on one hand, is making a starvation situation 
ever more severe. 

TO S H I H I R O  TA K A M I
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One of the problems Japanese farm-
ers face may be found in this context. “How 
should we, the farmers, live in the midst of 
the culture of gluttony?” Farmers are cornered 
little by little into a situation where the 
foodstuffs they produce make the culture of 
gluttony ever severe. Many farmers find 
it difficult to sustain their own livelihood 
unless they opt for mass-production 
supported by an abundant use of pesticides, 
or, in other words, unless they produce food 
that is not proper to sustain life. No one 
would buy if they did not make pesticide-
coated produce which even worms would 
not eat. Go to any market and you will find it 
full of plastic-like vegetables. Why is it that 
humans must eat the stuff that even worms 
wouldn’t eat? The mentality as well as the 
lifestyle of the general public, however, is in 
favor of such a choice. The culture of glut-
tony, therefore, goes on, with farmers get-
ting caught in the stream. 

Once upon a time, farmer wives nearby 
our Institute would approach us and say, 
“Could you please sell me the cucumbers you 
harvested?” They were after cucumbers for 
their own consumption at home while ship-
ping pesticide-coated ones they harvested 
to their agricultural cooperative. They knew 
those bent ones from our farm, not looking 
so nice in appearance, were yet tasty and 
safe. I can only see a tragic, miserable picture 
of de-humanized Japanese farmers there—
indifferent to producing life-destroying 
foodstuffs as they are drowned in the cul-
ture of gluttony. 

With such a general background, we at 

the Institute produce mainly organic food-
stuffs using organic farming methods.2  I say 
‘mainly’ because it is not that easy to draw 
a clear line between organic and inorganic 
produce. And besides, to say that organic 
farming is the only answer would be going 
a bit too far. The bottom line in this regard 
lies solely in our judgment, I believe at the 
moment, whether the food we consume is 
at all appropriate to sustain our life. In order 
not only to support life here and now but 
also future lives, indeed we are groaning to-
day (Romans chapter 8). The question before us 
is: Are we or are we not following a way of 
producing foodstuffs at this very moment 
that is appropriate to sustain lives to come? 
Without such an appropriate way, it is im-
possible to sustain future lives. We are com-
mitted to promoting a kind of agriculture, 
or food production in general, in that the 
more we produce, the better and richer the 
soil becomes. Along with it, we are trying to 
establish ways of eating, ways of sharing food 
keeping in mind the kind of reflection about 
appropriateness I stated earlier. I have to 
admit, however, that the whole endeavor has 
only begun. Therefore, little has reached the 
level of satisfaction in all respects, rather far 
from it. At any rate, we are making concrete 
efforts in that direction in our daily process 
together with brothers and sisters from Asia 
and Africa. 

Following seasonal changes one by 
one, we engage ourselves in various kinds 
of work: growing rice and wheat, clearing 
away the underbrush, and sometimes cut-
ting down trees when needed. When you 

Q U E S T I O N I N G  T H E  C U LT U R E  O F  G L U T TO N Y
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analyze a grain of rice, for instance, you’ll 
come to know that nitrogen and carbon 
in the air and water are collected through 
the roots, the leaves, and the stems. Then, 
through photosynthesis under the sun, one 
single grain is finally formed. (If chemicals 
are applied, their components get into each 
of those grains.) When you examine a grain 
of rice closely in that way, you’ll also come to 
discover very well that it has matured to that 
stage out of the interactions of the whole 
universe that God created. The same can be 
said of just a handful of soil. By close obser-
vation of a grain of rice, a handful of soil, 
we are able to understand the intertwined 
works and relationships of all creation by 
God. On the other hand, when you talk about 
producing a ton of rice or shipping millions 
of tons of foodstuffs in support of hunger 
relief programs in Africa, for instance, you 
get oriented to be concerned only about an 
economic aspect of the matter. Let us not 
forget the importance of looking, staring at 
a grain of rice. 

In the Gospel according to John, we 
come across a passage regarding a grain 
of wheat. Isn’t Jesus in that parable tell-
ing us to take a look at the humans as well? 
“Unless a grain of wheat dies, it remains 
alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit.” By 
death, or by and through a transformation, the 
grain becomes able to sustain all lives. We 
humans are called to live such a life. Who-
ever believes in Jesus the Christ is called to 
follow that way of living. How should we 
be transformed? Lived experiences of the 
URM community suggest that by joining, 

by living together with the people who have 
been oppressed, maltreated, marginalized, 
made the poorest of the poor, or the least 
of all, you and I will be also transformed. 
Only then can we start the first steps of 
being men and women with the power 
to re-create life and the world as a whole. 
Nurturing sensitivities to understand and 
share with one another what others may 
harbor in their minds can be done in the 
easiest manner, I firmly believe, as we en-
gage ourselves in the production of food-
stuffs while honoring the call of co-exis-
tence with nature.

We share ideas with farmers on various 
occasions as to how the farming population 
in Japan may lead their lives. Unless we keep 
ourselves sensitive enough to feel one an-
other’s being, it is impossible to live togeth-
er, to share a life together. That’s what and 
how I feel daily at the Institute where people 
gather, coming from some twenty different 
countries of the world. 

In the days when a majority of people 
are entangled one way or another in the cul-
ture of gluttony, I believe it is important that 
people come together as individuals and in 
groups, as well as in solidarity to think over 
the future, to move ahead while keeping 
sincere eyes on God who lives inside of us, 
and on the intricacies of creation that are at 
work deep inside every living thing. In this 
culture of gluttony, we are called to keep 
alert for ways that will help sustain life in 
the future.

Let us share what the Bible has to say: 

TO S H I H I R O  TA K A M I
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Two things I ask of you, Lord; 
do not refuse me before I die:
Keep falsehood and lies far from me; 
give me neither poverty nor riches,
but give me only my daily bread.
Otherwise, I may have too much 
 and disown you 
and say, “Who is the Lord?”
Or I may become poor and steal, 
and so dishonor the name of my God.
     

(The Book of Proverbs 30:7-9)

In this era of starvation and gluttony, not 
just a farmer, but every one of us needs to 
pursue more seriously the question of how 
we should live our lives. 

N O T E S

1.       In this training year 2019, there are around 30 
participants and 25 staf f members at ARI.
2.       ARI now exclusively uses organic farming 
methods.

Q U E S T I O N I N G  T H E  C U LT U R E  O F  G L U T TO N Y
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מככչ☭סؓةؓ
瑭ֿ⦍ַؓةַؓי㳔ꯖס㝕ם׀杅䖇ץס
㳔吾ם㸯מכ׆ױס⻏յ㴻〉ֿ㎂ⶥעחכ
ס㎼ס笴◝ⶥ׆אնךכ׆ַֹכֵך
☭չֿ겏־ױֽי׀יזױյ㸯ַׄ
յכײכ׆םױױׂיז׆鱍ל
նױֵֿ׆כםֹס緐㎫ס汔┾ךױ
յֿؓؔطյ舓〉ֿⶥ◝յ┩☭յٍٚ٤מא
䌑ꪨꄼכױ笴ⶥ☭ַֹכ㸯٭ٜءם
ֹ篁⺅מ鞏꾴ם׀㝕סյ┾汔יזךو
ךסַיכ �ն瑭סהג篑닫כ脝ֻך
ַײ篁⺅מゼ꾴ם׀偙ֿ㝕ַյ㸯ע
䟨锶⮿䪞םױױ־ն㜽ױ䘼ַכ
䫋ֿׅםׄ־յ蔦⮔ֿהג낛עס蔦
י낛מ脢♑גױյ✑ך⚈鬬סהג⮔
ֹ낛竵յהסַסא㴕䧯ꩽרמ
鉿ך偙✑ַרמאյסַ
ֹֿנכ׆׀ַמ汔┾ס㸝匡גױնֹם
ַרמֻהסַסյ㸝匡׀כ
ꀸ噺ֵס偙┞婧┞婧מֹ⮂ׂח⦍

냦낛ס倀ⵊゼֹ
劤珲כծ/$$�鿪䋐鴋募㹑侄鿇�	63.
�٦شىإך⪵⚺�
չ植➿鴋噟زأٔؗה侄պ	�����䎃�剢��։��傈ծ،آ،�
㷕ꤍגח�
կ֮דך׃瘗ծ鎍姻⸇ח겗闌怴⚺ךד

넟鋅�佴䒽

⮿䪞䟨锶םױױնךסַיַ
٭ٜءַյ㸯ֿױ׀יז־־㐁ⲇֿי״
յַ勓鮐锶ס◜յ朮מֵֻֿךو
友黡䙎ױֵն杅מյַכ㸯ׂյ䒘ַ
皑㖪ַי־ֽמ獗⚶ס㝕㝂俙ס☭չכ⪴
յゼמ免כֹ׆ַיꓨ衠鬘ֹױյַמ
꾴ס䨾㐂呧徎溷ם◜厲ֿ锶םׂյ
նױ䘼ַכ阋ֻעכ׆ַֹכ

ַיյ潲긖ך䨾ַסהג⮔յ蔦גױ
♑յיזמכ׆׳篁⺅מ䖑䍏溷מ鞏꾴
יֻ⤫׳篁⺅յע䘼ַמ鞏꾴ס
ַיז䘼כֵך◜㝕ֿتجٞوַֹכַׂ
յٛنյؓؓةյؓעמ㳔ꯖؓةնؓױ
㝚䌐崎頲䀁յ╚ⷁ稌ג☭ׂיז־לם
յ־䈣ٚٚآסغ٤ؕףֻכגյמ╚סה
ꁿ꼿ַיף⽿כعشٛرעյמ☭סא闑
םַֹֹכ朮ֿ尀䨯寊◪ךׄד
䈼⯁䪒ַֿױַ☭ַיׄ⺇յ䔦כ
זעゼ꾴ֿס汔┾ס♀յא׆מ免ַמ⪳
նךסׂי锶ֻ׀

槁㐂ٜؼْٖ؞ؙסꆻⳛס╚סյꌬ䉖٬
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ꀸ匆㵋侷63.עյ⮴ע״ 6*.ꌬ䉖氙
噺⚻ꇓיכ溪鳉ֿגױյסאꬢַ
ꅼך╚ַׂי״յꌬ䉖ס宐鉴סゼ꾴עꀸ匆ס
宐鉴כ㶔䱸┮⺪⮔םꫀ➳ַֹכֵמ霼餟
䭥יזםמֹחյ溪㺤ךסג׀יն
ꌬ䉖氙噺ⵊעյ♀┾笫♧⯼־㢼ַיזױյ
倀ⵊ溷յ獗⚶溷յ侓岕溷םⳛֿױֵך׀յ
յעמׂך؆篁⺅槏闋מ勓䓜׀⦐סא
ꀸ匆ס☭չסכꫀ➳յ槏闋עמםꅼ׆׳
.յ63ךסַֹכַם׀ךעכ גזםכ
նךׄ

♀䌑յ┾汔侷⚶ⶾ饗⚶8$$ס 63.
ֿ◝◩⽟䌑ꁸֻױնٛ؞ככע׆
汔䩤┾ם⾔䌐ך婞⪫ׂט㕈מ♷⟥ס侷عت
ꆻ؆הնױֵךꆻⳛס״גי䐭ה
ⳛ籽ׄעמ״גַׂי篁縨ֿ䖩锡ױֵך
זםמꆻⳛֿ枈朷מ״גס粪䭥סյ篁縨ֿ
חյַךכ׆ַֹכַםםעי 63. ⫐
ꌃך䪞⮿כ嗱阧ׂꂉֿםյ宐鉴כ
סאնױֽי籽ׄײ婧ׂיזꬢמ⪳
��0SHBOJ[JOHמ阋訪׀ַֹכ٤٭ٞت
1FPQMF�GPS�1PXFSⲇ䕑מ״ג宐鉴篁
縨ⵊֵֿױնע׆⚕噺յ㴷⦤յ
黉◜ⲇյ篑座ⲇסא♑ֿյ篁縨ⵊמכ׆
յ┾汔מ㸐攍溷עכסַיזⲇ䳢יז
䶗מյ獗⚶溷ֿם״㝕㝂俙ⷑסչ☭ס
״גַם篁縨ⲇֿעչ☭ַ鬡ַי⺅
גַיױꮞףף篁縨ⵊיאյמ
նױֽי־ֽמ枱岞םֹסאյמ״
׀㝕מ篁縨ⵊֿյ긊䊬סյ宐鉴ךַֹׄכ
յⲇמ⻉㖪סאնױֽיזםמⲇ掾ם
זםמ鞏꾴ס嗱阧מ䊬ֿכ׆ַֹכ־✇עכ
ה䩤⾔䌐כ婞⪫ס⚶յ獗יאնױַי
䐭ך╚סتجٞوס״גיյ牞ם־气
׆ַׂימ㕈潒僻牞ם韢槏溷סאכ偙׀
նױַי־ⲇ掾ֽֿמכ

ꀸ匆סゼ꾴ימյ䓜⮴עꌬ䉖זך

յ⯁䈼סꀸ匆עյֿגַך؆篁⺅י
䶗⺅ַי☭չסכꅙ䊝עמם槏闋
׀ך㺤ꪛמ劔ⲯյꆻⳛַם׀ךעכ׆
י״幾ꫀסכյꀸ宐ךכ׆ַֹכַם
նגױ׀יזםמכ׆ַׂ

낢넜ס呧
瑭עյכ׆ס׆յ劄ꁿյ낢넜כ냦낛ס免
♣٬倀ⵊסゼ꾴יכ锶ֿסյ劄婞ַ
槏闋䕑ꇓ־ַםעךյכ䘼ױֽיז
ױֵעךכ׆גזױ㢼מ♀עն낢넜
ַי׀יזכױ׀חמꪨ☭־⮴յ劄؆
סאյ蔦撬捇㵬ֿעն儆ױֵךゼ꾴
⸮㎋ס㝕כגזֵךסם׀䘼ַֿױյ♀
傽ס낢넜סゼ꾴עյכל؆כ阋ַיז
ゼסյ냦낛ֵךյ獗⚶溷յ侓岕溷ゼ꾴ל
꾴ٜٚؕؕذتنכ㶔䱸םꫀֵַֿ
ٛءն䓜⮴յꀸ噺ؓךס䘼ֹכյֵ
םֿכ׆յ㏸腁עיַֽמ٭ٔزٜ
յ槁ֿגױ׀י脝ֻכֵך倀ⵊה
Ⲛⲇֿյסꪨ☭כֹꄁ־낢넜עך♣
☭ꪨי냦낛ס偙םמֹ־⻔מ
նגױ

냦낛ס倀ⵊעסַֹכյ낢넜ס◜䡢מ
嬟ףյמ־ע婹⺮ע嵪ַכ䘼ױն
냦낛עյֵ☭ꪨֿ埫ⲇ䳢יזמכ׆յ
ױֹֿׄד⮔յ蔦ךיַֽמ枈朷ס☭ס♑
ַ朮յ嚝יյ蔦Ⲩי낛
նױֵך䡢◜׆յ鱍מ׀כםמֹ
ꪨֿ埫ⲇ☭ס䳢┞ע⺮婹סյ냦낛יזֿג
蔦מ겏╚㢼״յס♑הם☭ꪨ
䶗⺅յֵעַ蔦撬熏㚷ַֹכ䓺
ױ阋ֻכגזױ㢼מ免ַֹכ⺅䶗ך
ֹն낢넜ֿյ獗⚶溷յ圸ꅎ溷םゼ꾴׆ֵך
ס٤مٛؔنնױ䘼ַכַם׀ך㴻⻲עכ

귂굸ך俑⻉㉏ֲ
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ًتמ⯼յ┩溯䌑יײ枱岞ס䀁تٞءؾ
յ佻־꼿ג嗘宐㐌ⵊ✄⪡䀁סא٤ֿؕ
ꏕ脢ֿ㏸㐌ס䨾劔⯜䍲յ✑朮ס呭㕆潨瞏յ
槁㐌ס☭չס䟨䗄⚻簡յ气嵛摾镄י尴
㴻յ㝕㏸㐌ꀸ㏡סאמכ׆גמ呧徎ֵֿ
նױ

ײיזכ❛ס呭㕆ل؞յ焻竑ףֻכג
ت٤յمٛؔنյٛنյⷁؓغյؕ٤כ
לםյⷁ稌յ╚稌ٖبظٚء٤فյ٤ٚٛ
ם䌮㝕ׇׂסյ┫魕勓ֿ䫋ס㝕ꓪמ
긖畤מ鉿גם篙卸յ䉖㖪❿呬ֿ函訒י
鬼䩘䉖㖪םמյ气氙脢מאע㸐ס✇י
倀⺝ַם׀ךֿכ׆ׄחնؓؓة㳔ꯖס
ⶻ噺气ֿ┞气䧂⾀♐◜ُסغ٤ַؕי
ل؞յ焻竑ך焻悤㐌䊝ס䈣ٚعٖبٚـ
ֿ䌮ַ긖畤מ呭㕆ױַיնעמ׆א鏫
竑䈰㖪ֽי׀ךյؕסغ٤╚㝠侓䍟ꄼ
յꀸ־ױ׀י┫魕ꓭֿס汔ꗯ鉿┾י
宐מאע㸐יր٭ؿցכ阋ֹ׀ךֿכ׆
յ䱡䫕◪䨯ׂם寊ֿךն焻悤㐌䊝ַם
־עמ寊סꌃ⫏סغյؕ٤ֿױַיז❈
ׂױמ㝂ꓪאյיַיױ㘇⮔ֿם
䌑┩י״呭㕆㢼סل؞յ焻竑־ךס
䔿עמյ㏸㐌ס銨긖ע舸濣מל־⮔ך
㘇ך澵溮גױַױיֽֽמնיאյ
מ茣⺪┮呭㕆סل؞焻竑עמ䌑䔿◝מ
םֹלעꀸ宐ס׆אնגױַױיזם
յֵ־넜媃יׂםյ낛朮ֿף阋ֻכ־
םמ宐⛿סّٚتיז鉿ؕي٤ٍעַ
הնךסַםꇓֿ־ח┞מח◝յ־
؆յ㝕魕勓ע䈰㖪ך؆גגיյגױ♑
յךׄ״焻竑呭㕆㢼׀ַיז䨾ס
媘עסַיז焻悤כꀸ腁┮⺪茣ם㏸㐌ׄד
낢넜ימֹסאնױםמכ׆ַֹכ
׆յעゼ꾴סն焻悤ⵊױַיז鱍מ㐌⻄ע
㎋ֿ睗⸮ם掿溷յ獗⚶溷յ圸ꅎ溷☭מֹס
ף嬟מאע㎋⸮םյ蔦撬溷יזֵך┞

նױ䘼ַכ阋ֻכַם㸴מ־ע
מ냦낛ֿ⻎免כյ낢넜ע杅䖇ס⚶獗ס♀

ꅼ鉿ֽיյגױ偙כ幾⯣ֵחחםמ
㸐מהסַהלסאյיאնך掾
յ蔦撬熏㚷הלնךסֵך茲㥒
כն☭ꪨױַיזםמֹ״וההסַ
յיז⟠յ╋偙ֿ潸ך䓺םֹ䴮ֹ⹌㸥סי
ֿכ׆ַֹכַך؆ꅼמ免⻎יꫀꅙ־
阋ֻױն냦낛ס倀ⵊעך╚סյ篑座溷ׂם
מ╚סյ냦낛־ױֽיזםֹאֿ✄蔦ײ
蔦⮔ֿכַם־חכתזלյ⚕噺לם蔦
նױֽיזםׂם׀ךֿכ׆粪䭥
篙㨰䑑㖪ׂךٜطٌ锶ֿױյ僻־
גס⠨✇סꓪ낛מ蔦⮔ֿ┞㎇מ
הնױ再ֵֿ⩱ַֹכׅ┪ײ畤ס
םמֹסאյֿךׄכע倣ꓭסא؆
յךכ׆ַֹכ䔵ꆰֿ䜬ַעٜطٌס׆כַ
ֽמٜط䨾յٌד摾뉬յ媘냃؆ׂג
㵉ַֿׂךכ׆ַֹכյ篙㹾㝂ׂס媘냃
סյ냦낛מֹס׆նךׄ◚盨⮂
倀ⵊך╚ס杅מ傽勓עלםյ嶮㜽ױױ־
ַםםףׄם⪛ꀸ氙朮齽ס؆ׂג
⫏㎼מ״גסאնױֽיז־־㐁ⲇֿמֹ
ַיױꃯַꁎמ㺽䒘ַ皑㖪┞յעꀸ宐ס
׀ךכ׆ֹלյיַיז־⮔ֿכ׆ׂ
նךסַיַ⦐ⲇֿם圸ꅎ溷םַֹם

냦낛ס倀ⵊך╚ס
僀笴ס玗ע꽑阋脢ꄼיյעךױױס׆յ
☭ꪨסאע潨膀밮־낛朮ֿ⼖⮂׀
עהגն瑭ױַי⼴յ餾כב냦낛ל
蔦מ䡢◜םֹ냦낛䒣ַםֹסא
٬نؕٚםֹסאնױֽך؆׆ꃯַ
ך؆ꅼךꅼ㎼⩰ס汔┾׳傽勓ֿٜؕذت
ױ낢넜枱䡢ך偙┞ֿכ׆סאնױֽ

넟鋅�佴䒽
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նױֽיזםמכ׆ַׂימ⯣幾ױ
傽勓סꀸ宐סゼ꾴ֵמ׆אעחכץס

յꀸ宐ך╚ס倀ⵊסն냦낛ױ䘼ַמֹ
朮ֿ✑ֿהג⮔ն蔦־׀气מ־ַיכ
냦낛ס倀ⵊױױ幾⯣םַֹׂימ
ꃯכ؆ד؆דյמ䨾ַםֻםמכ׆
㝕יז❈מ؆ד؆רնꀸ赟ַׂיױ׆ַ
ꓪ气氙յַהס佻ֻםׂרעמ
气嵛皑ס⮔յ蔦כַם✑낛朮םַֹ
ֽ؆ׂגꀸ宐ַֿם׀ךֿכ׆ׂיי
ַם낛סյ輮ךיַױ赟ֻכגնױ
朮כַם✑鬼ַםֻיזն־ד勓
䓜םֹסؠشزتٚوמꓩ褺ֿ䉖㖪ױ⮂מ
סםַֹם낛ն輮ױֽיז
☭ꪨֿ낛ֻכ־ס阋ַֿך׆כַגյ
㵅갾מ┞薭ס☭չؔطٛذ٤ْסյٚؕ٬ن
מ׆אյꀸ宐ֽיַ⻔מ׆אֿٜؕذت
յכַך؆ꅼעյ냦낛倀ⵊך䓺ױ׆׀ױ
瑭עמ䘼ױն

؆ײ־ֽסꀸ㵵סꁊ⽟סյ㳔ꯖיח־
׀כׂיז㛿ٖٛؗ؞סյ㳔ꯖ氙ֿהג
ׄט赟גז✑ך䨾ס⮔ն蔦ױֵֿכ׆ג
낛סהג⮔յ蔦衠⮂מꀸⶾעٖٛؗ؞ס
־յַםךַ׀גזյ剱ֿיכ⮔
耘⽱ׂי㴗䖥ם㳔ꯖ氙ٖٛؗ؞ס鬼ַמ匡
忶הסյַי忞מն냦낛倀ⵊךׄג
☭յ긊ַם䠊✇յיז✑סגׯ
ꪨⵊג傽勓ꀸ宐ס䜸䞠ם㥌ֵֿױն
劔塌ꀸמ╭յעך㳔ꯖؓةؓך╚םֹס׆
岺氠ַױֽיז✑סגיնם
ֵך劔塌ֿךױ׆לյכַֹכ־阋ֹכמ╭
ױ阋ֻמ祔ⷃעכ׆ַֹכ־ֵךյ摾塌
ַַףַיזׄד劔塌ꀸ岺גױյ؆
յ篙㹾յךסַם⮗阋ַעֹאյכ阋ֹכ־
ך־ֹל־ַרמס佻ֻהסַ
�նךסַיז䘼כַם׀ך偂⮿־

♀傽ׂםךׄדהסַסյ㸝匡הסַס

佻ֻמ״גյֵַךסַיַ״ֹױ
佻הסַס剹⪧皹ն㸝匡ُ٭ٞױ
偙ַ✑ס朮낛םַֹרמֻ
偙♐םֹסאגױյ־ֹל־ַיױ
עכ׆佻ֻהסַסյ㸝匡גז־ם
յ㏸ל✑ף✑朮ն낛ַם׀ך
偙✑ס朮ꀸ噺յ낛םֹםמ־骅
낛םֹסאյיꫀꅙכאגױյֹ
Ⲛⲇי脝ֻכյֹ偙ַ⻉ה־⮔偙յ
מ枱䡢ם彸鳉דױյ־նךסַי
כյֿך־ףגזױ㢼דױꇶׂյלע
╚סتجٞوסյ嬐傽י״אׂ־מ
כչ☭ַי匡־瞏ٛنյؓؓةյؓך
⪽✄溷םⲚⲇꓨױֽינն

瑭עהג稌յ뫗✑յ㻗⮙┫ס
㜟ס䫐յ㎂㳌䫐ג⠱⮗յ勎י
ⵊױֽי◜♐םַַך╚סնֽ
稌┞穌יײיזכյסא┞穌ס╚麃⮔
卥כײיյ寊疾宜╚ס痾筶掣筶לם
ֿյ呧訪螛ꄼי겏י׀יזױյא
יזמ䧯✑氠⻉⩱סך┫ס⩱ס㝚갅ֿ
┞穌┞穌ךׄםמնꀸ赟丵ׂם
אնױ׀יז⪛מ╚ס穌┞ע⮔䧯סאյף
յ玗ֿⱁכײכזյ稌┞穌מֹס
מ穌┞ס׆յיַ⦐㴓㴹⪢✄ֿ潸ס׆ג
סն┞䳢ױ־⮔ֿׂסַיזם
㏸锶ך⻎יն┞穌ס稌յ┞䳢ס
㏸ׂ锶יזמכ׆յ瑭עהג⪢錺
ꅎ朮ס潸⦍ַַיꫀ➳ֿׂ锶ֻױ׀יն
յؓ־כ✑稌ס٤ع┞׆ 낢넜סٛن
侫䴈מ״גס✇溯┧ס٤ع낛倣ꃻ免עמյ
篑座溷ם긖־锶ױכֹ؆ն┞穌ס稌
锶סכ׆㝕⮗䗆כַםםעי䘼
նױַ

ַכ뫗锶סյ┞穌עמ珿꼞剹ؾـٙ
ֹ阋訪ֵֿֿױյؙؕעتյםֹסא
锶偙ך☭ꪨ锶עךסַיזזֽכ

귂굸ך俑⻉㉏ֲ
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յףׄםם뫗ֿ媃סն┞穌־ֹךַם
┞穌ַךױױסյ┞穌ס뫗ֿ媃ַֹכןյ
סַסיյיזמ䓺ג㜟긞סח┞
ׄםךֹאյ☭ꪨמֹ⯑מ佻ֻה
אע脢⟥تնؙؕךסַםםף
ױַי״寛כ׆偙׀气םֹס
ն־׀㜟긞מֹסלעהגն瑭
63. 皑גյ┞沁軩ׅףַֻ־篑닫ס
㖪יזֵמյ┞沁䒘ַյ┞沁㸯ַ皑㖪ֽמ
⮔յ蔦יזמכ׆םמ糿┞כչ☭ג־
㜟✑✄⪡յ┾汔✄⪡הסյַ㜟긞
כꪨ☭חⲇםֹ׀ךֿכ׆ַׂיֻ
նױ䘼ַכ׀ךֿכ׆״㲽㐂㢼סי
☭չס䖥յ☭չס䘼כ׆ַיזյֽ◦ַ
յעכ׆ַׂיז䠊䙎너םֹכ䠊מ
낛סהג⮔յ蔦יז㲽㎫⪳סכ蔦撬׆
ך䓺ַյ┞沁מ免ׂיז✑朮
նױַיז䘼כ־ַםעךס׀ך

◝ջ俙־㎼ס☭չֿ겏׆ַי׀יזױ
յֿךכ׆ַיյ傽չ䠊ך㳔ꯖؓةؓס
י׀气מ⪳յכַםך侧䠊מ㲽㐂סַ◦ֽ
նךסַם׀ךעכ׆ׂ

傽勓סꀸ宐םֹסלֿהג☭ס气׀偙
脝ֻמ⪳הגյ瑭־ַגזַי
סչֿ냦낛倀ⵊ☭סն㝕㝂俙ױֵֿכ׆
脝כ׆סյ㸝匡ך╚ַיױ׆׀䉌מ╚
צ㎷ׂ篙יכو٭ٜءגױמյ⠥☭溷יֻ
յֿםׄ⻔潨מ☭ם⫏מյ澵Ⱏיז⻉
锶ֻ䓺ך鱍ַיז׆◜厲朮◜מ╚ס⦍
ך؆ꅼֿם״ח锶סם⫏ַיַ
յך╚סն냦낛倀ⵊױ䘼ַכד⮗㝕ֿכ׆ׂ
瑭עהג潨ꑟכ׆ׂי״寛ַי״
նךס

硣阋מ╚סյ♧┫םֹס阋訪ֿ靣
նױַי

�ծׅת実חז֮הֿךא✳כ׃
גִזַծֿחְֲזז娤ך׃
�կְֻׁ
�黅ֽׂծַ׃⩝ծֲ
顆ֻזֻ׃ծת㺡׆ׇծ�
ֻג균׃ד굸暟טזגֻז
�կְׁ
귂ֹ駈גծ֮ז濼ְְהְזծ��
ջ⚺ַכהռה鎉ְֲֿזךהծ�
�ծ׃游גֻ׃顆ת
�կׅדְזךה寅ֿׅせך牞ך׃
� � � � � �
խխխխխխխխ盷鎉 �� 剅 �։ �眍

낢넜כ냦낛ס倀ⵊיזֵמ╚סյꀸ宐מꮹ
עהגյ瑭־׀偙׀气םֹסלյ
כַםםעיׂם־ַי״寛מ澵Ⱏכז
䘼ַױն

峜ꓡ
������������� 䌑槁㐂ע㳔气ע �� ⻏⯼䔿յ舓〉ע �� ⻏ն�
2.        ���� 䌑現在は完全に有機農法で食料生産を行っている。

넟鋅�佴䒽
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About “euodoō” גְאח�٦س㷕ꤍ秀銲�ِؔ٦،آ،

This journal presents articles and theses written 
predominantly by ARI staf f and community members 
that explore ARI’s foundational spirit, motto, key 
concepts, and training program. It aims to improve 
supporters’ understanding of ARI while also promot-
ing the values and philosophies ARI holds dearly to 
new audiences. In the past, articles and theses about 
ARI were scattered and not well publicized; even staf f 
members were often unaware of their existence. In 
order to give these important writings new life and 
inspire a new generation of ARI friends and sup-
porters, we deemed it meaningful to reorganize and 
republish them in journal form. The journal is pub-
lished annually and is also be available electronically 
via the ARI homepage.

“Euodoō,” the journal’s name, is derived from Greek. 
The root meaning is “prosperity,” but another trans-
lation of euodoō is “a good way.” We humans have 
achieved prosperity and development in many ways, 
but we need to ask ourselves whether the way in 
which we have attained those has been through “a 
good way.” Did we destroy what is necessary for the 
next generation? Did we disregard new lives to come? 
Ref lecting on our past activities while presenting a 
challenge to ourselves as responsible agents for the 
future, we need to keep asking, “Is this a good way?” 
The name “euodoō” shows our will to prepare a space 
for careful consideration of this question. 

The journal’s subtitle, “Journal of Rural Future 
Study,” is also significant. One of the intentions of 
the journal is to reconsider our image of what the 
future should be, instead of simply recording impor-
tant events in the history of ARI, or extrapolating 
current trends. Further, we want a future that is de-
rived from images of all creatures standing firmly on 
a living soil. Considering what healthy rural commu-
nities can and should look like is another important 
aspect of the works presented here.

⡑❿槏䗻յ䘼䞯յ䒣鞪ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓע㳔ꯖ笫锡ؓةؓ
镸ַס槏闋כヂ諔מ״גסյⱁ陭ס槏䗻յٓ ٭؞յ٭عش
〈舓ס㳔ꯖؓةؓמ╭յיַחמלםյ煝⟵⫐㵼عوج٤ؤ
㳔ꯖׇؓةյؓ״韢倀瞏겏ג㳔ꯖꫀ➳脢ֿ剹ַؓةؓ
佻䴈ַַיַדג偙չյꫀ䖥䭥ַיַדגַיז偙չ
מךױ׆նךס溪鉿מ״גׂדגַך؆䌮ׂ鞅מ
אյ煝疴偙չֿ⺅包ס㝂ׂיꫀמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ
阾◜韢倀瞏ס䓺ֿגױַיזדׂי⮂מ┾ךյא
״כױמֹס㲳⫕ךׄדַי硄⟛מףףע
ꮹע⚶塌ױ鞅מꪨ☭סյ⫐ꌃמ״גגז־םַי
յׂםׂם㸴✑煝疴ג⨲עמ╚סאնגױַי
מ偙չס㝂ׂյךֹֻ霼餟⫙槏䗻ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
槏闋מ״גׂדגַיյמ䔿┾ך┪ַׂיֻ⚻מ
笫锡יכ㴻劻溷״כױמյ溪鉿מכ׆ַׂי䟨聋ֵֿ
מככ✄ն筤㪽ױֽיז䘼כ ' 曫✑⯜յٌ٭
նױ׀ךغ٭٤ٞؗر־瞏ة٭ًّ
٭؛FVPEPÑٗ⯼⻏勑匡㳔ցյ׀气מⰶ꾴ր㏸ע笫锡ס׆
笫ס׆յעסגכ勑匡㳔ց׀气מնր㏸גױכ٭غ
锡ֿⷃםꇃ槁㐂ס阾ꜗמ汦ױյ瑭׀ֵֿהג
勑匡יַחמ⫙脝塌⚶כ׆םכ꿈ך־גזն
鳉מ㝕㐌כ־זֿס气ׄכ׀յ气ע勑匡סאמ
脝ַֹֻכ׀ֵמ⩧ס䉤劳ַֹכց׀气מր㏸ׄח
նגױׄ♕ⰶ꾴ַֹֿכ勑匡㳔ց׀气מյր㏸־
&VPEPÑ	 ٭غ٭؛ٗ 
 סր緽吖ցQSPTQFSך靣ٔبٛ؟ע
靣徎ַיזםכ阋訪ֿךյٔبٛ؟靣ס潲陹עրㄌַꇓց
מ⾀䧂י溪㺤潨䭰緽吖מױעն☭ꪨך⽱䟨ַֹכ
气ֿךׄג׀ךַםחյ卸יעאיגրㄌַ
ꇓց־סגזֵךն䔿┾סס׀ֻ⚻מ㝂ׂ熏㚷յ
⥣♕ׄյ勑匡⾀ס鼓؆־גז־ם׆עיնםֹסא
澈י״׆յֽם־勑匡מ㸐י鬬⚈ֵיכ✄╭
ꃯ嵛溪ס瞩ֻסא笫锡ֿס׆յ־׀ם✇־׆
նגױׄ♕⻏ס׆מֹםכ鉿ֹ㖪מ
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By living together with the people who have been oppressed, maltreated, marginalized, 
made the poorest of the poor, or the least of all, you and I will be also transformed. 
Only then can we start the first steps of being men and women with the power to 
re-create life and the world as a whole. Nurturing sensitivities to understand and share 
with one another what others may harbor in their minds can be done in the easiest 
manner, I firmly believe, as we engage ourselves in the production of foodstu�fs while 
honoring the call of co-existence with nature.

Toshihiro Takami


